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A B S T R A C T
We study objects that can be represented as graphs, error-correcting
codes, quantum states, or Boolean functions. It is known that self-dual
additive codes, which can also be interpreted as quantum states, can
be represented as graphs, and that two codes are equivalent when the
corresponding graphs are equivalent with respect to local complemen-
tation (LC). We give classifications of such codes. Circulant graph codes
are introduced, and it is shown that some of these codes have highly
regular graph representations. We show that the orbit of a bipartite
graph under edge local complementation (ELC) corresponds to the
equivalence class of a binary linear code. We classify ELC orbits, give
a new method for classifying binary linear codes, and show that the
information sets and the minimum distance of a code can be derived
from the corresponding ELC orbit. Self-dual additive codes over GF(4)
can also be interpreted as quadratic Boolean functions. In this context
we define PARIHN , peak-to-average power ratio with respect to the
{I, H, N}n transform, and prove that PARIHN equals the size of the
maximum independent set over the associated LC orbit of graphs. We
define the aperiodic propagation criteria (APC) of a Boolean function,
and show that it is related to the minimum distance of a self-dual
additive code over GF(4), and to the degree of entanglement in the
associated quantum state. We give a generalization to non-quadratic
Boolean functions, and relate APC to known cryptographic criteria.
Interlace polynomials encode many properties of the LC and ELC or-
bits of a graph. We enumerate interlace polynomials and circle graphs,
show that there exist non-unimodal interlace polynomials, and relate
properties of interlace polynomials to properties of codes and quantum
states. We define self-dual bent functions, and provide constructions
and classifications.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N T O T H E T H E S I S
1 MO T I V A T I O N
This thesis is mainly a study of objects that can be represented as
graphs, error-correcting codes, quantum states, or Boolean functions.
These different ways of viewing what is fundamentally the same object
give different insights to the properties of the object, and give rise to
different constructions and generalizations.
Generating orbits of graphs under certain local operations give us
efficient methods for classifying codes. We mainly consider codes that
have applications in quantum computation, and which can also be
represented as quantum graph states. Entangled graph states can be
used, for instance, as a resource for measurement-based quantum com-
putation. Graphs have a natural generalization to weighted graphs,
which correspond to more general non-binary quantum states. Certain
properties of a quantum graph state can be derived from the interlace
polynomials of the associated graph.
A graph can also be represented as a quadratic Boolean function.
There is a natural generalization to non-quadratic Boolean functions,
which can still be interpreted as quantum states. Boolean functions
have applications in cryptography, and it is interesting to observe that
properties of Boolean functions that are relevant in cryptography are
related to measures of entanglement in quantum states.
2 GR A P H S
A graph is a pair G = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices, and E ⊆ V ×V
is a set of edges. A graph with n vertices can be represented by an n× n
adjacency matrix Γ, where Γi,j = 1 if {i, j} ∈ E, and Γi,j = 0 otherwise.
We will consider simple undirected graphs whose adjacency matrices
1
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Two Graph Representations of the Hexacode
are symmetric with all diagonal elements being 0. The neighbourhood
of v ∈ V, denoted Nv ⊂ V, is the set of vertices connected to v by
an edge. The number of vertices adjacent to v is called the degree of
v. The induced subgraph of G on W ⊆ V contains vertices W and all
edges from E whose endpoints are both in W. The complement of G is
found by replacing E with V ×V − E, i.e., the edges in E are changed
to non-edges, and the non-edges to edges.
As an example, consider the graph in Fig. 1a. We will usually consider
graphs up to isomorphism, i.e., we ignore the labeling of the vertices.
Choosing an arbitrary labeling of vertices, the adjacency matrix of this
graph is
Γ =

0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0
 .
A graph operation that is central in this thesis is local complementation
(LC) [1], which is defined as follows. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a
vertex v ∈ V, LC on v transforms G into G ∗ v, where we have replaced
the induced subgraph of G on Nv by its complement. As an example, we
will perform LC on vertex 1 of the graph G, shown in Fig. 2a. We see that
the neighbourhood of 1 is N1 = {2, 3, 4} and that the induced subgraph
on the neighbourhood has edges {2, 3} and {2, 4}. The complement of
this subgraph contains the single edge {3, 4}. The resulting LC image,
G ∗ 1, is seen in Fig. 2b. As another example, consider the graph shown
in Fig. 1b. An LC operation on any vertex of this graph produces the
graph shown in Fig. 1a. An LC operation on the vertex in the centre of
2
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(b) The Graph G ∗ 1
Fig. 2: Example of Local Complementation
the graph shown in Fig. 1a gives the same graph, up to isomorphism.
LC operations on any of the other five vertices produces the graph
shown in Fig. 1b.
Another operation that we use is edge local complementation (ELC) [2],
sometimes called the pivot operation, which can be defined in terms of
LC. Given a graph G = (V, E) and an edge {u, v} ∈ E, ELC on {u, v}
transforms G into G(uv) = G ∗ u ∗ v ∗ u = G ∗ v ∗ u ∗ v. The LC orbit of
a graph G is the set of all graphs that can be obtained by performing
any sequence of LC operations on G. As an example, the two graphs
shown in Fig. 1 make up a complete LC orbit, up to isomorphism.
Similarly, the ELC orbit of G comprises all graphs that can be obtained
by performing any sequence of ELC operations on G. LC and ELC were
originally introduced in the context of isotropic systems [2].
Associated with a graph G are interlace polynomials q(G, x) [3] and
Q(G, x) [4]. The polynomial q(G), whose introduction was motivated
by a problem related to DNA sequencing [5], encodes certain properties
of the ELC orbit of G and is defined as follows. If G is a graph with
n vertices and no edges, q(G) = xn. For any other graph G = (V, E),
choose an arbitrary edge {u, v} ∈ E, and let q(G) = q(G \ u)+ q(G(uv) \
u), where G \ u is the graph G with vertex u and all edges incident on u
removed. Q(G) similarly encodes properties of the LC orbit of G and is
defined as follows. If G is an edgeless graph with n vertices, Q(G) = xn.
For any other graph G = (V, E), choose an arbitrary edge {u, v} ∈ E,
and let Q(G) = Q(G \ u) + Q(G(uv) \ u) + Q(G ∗ u \ u). Properties of
a graph that can be obtained from its interlace polynomials include
the number of vertices, the number of connected components, and the
number of perfect matchings. Most interesting for our purposes is that
the degree of Q equals the size of the largest independent set over all
members of the LC orbit of G, and that the value of Q(G, 4) equals 2n
times the number of induced Eulerian subgraphs of G. An independent
3
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set is a set of vertices such that no pair are connected by an edge, and a
graph is Eulerian if all vertices have even degree. As an example, both
graphs in Fig. 1 have interlace polynomials q(G) = 12x + 10x2 and
Q(G) = 108x+ 45x2. The fact that deg(Q) = 2 matches the observation
that none of the two graphs have an independent set of size greater
than two. That Q(G,4)26 = 18 means that each graph has 18 Eulerian
subgraphs.
3 CO D E S
Coding theory [6] deals with techniques for detecting and correcting
errors in information that has been affected by noise. A binary linear
code, C, is a linear subspace of GF(2)n of dimension k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
C is called an [n, k] code, and the 2k elements of C are called codewords.
Such a code can be utilized by mapping a block of k information bits
onto one of the 2k n-bit codewords. Upon receiving n bits, the receiver
can detect errors simply by observing that the bits do not form a valid
codeword. He can then perform error-correction, typically by choosing
the codeword that is closest to the received bits in terms of Hamming
distance. The Hamming distance between two vectors is the number
of coordinates where they have different values. For error-detection
to be successful the number of bit positions in error must be at most
d− 1, where d is the minimum distance of the code. For error-correction
to succeed, the number of errors must be at most
⌊
d−1
2
⌋
. The minimum
distance of a code is the minimal Hamming distance between any
two codewords. A linear code with minimum distance d is called an
[n, k, d] code, and can be defined by a k× n generator matrix whose rows
span the code. Two codes are considered to be equivalent if one can be
obtained from the other by some permutation of the coordinates, or
equivalently, a permutation of the columns of a generator matrix. A
classical problem is to classify codes up to equivalence [7]. We define
the dual of the code C as C⊥ = {u ∈ GF(2)n | u · c = 0 for all c ∈ C}.
C is called self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥, and self-dual [8] if C = C⊥. The
classification of self-dual codes is also an active research topic [9].
Besides binary linear codes, in this thesis we study a more special
class of codes known as self-dual additive codes over GF(4) [10, 11],
which are of interest due to their connections to quantum codes [12].
We denote the finite field with four elements GF(4) = {0, 1,ω,ω2},
where ω2 = ω+ 1. An (n, 2k, d) additive code over GF(4) is an additive
4
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subgroup of GF(4)n with 2k codewords of length n and minimum
distance d. It can be defined by a k× n generator matrix. We consider
codes that are self-dual with respect to the Hermitian trace inner product,
u ∗ v = ∑ni=1(uiv2i + u2i vi) (mod 2). A self-dual code must be an (n, 2n)
code. Two codes are equivalent if we can get from one to the other by a
permutation of coordinates and permutations of the elements {1,ω,ω2}
in each coordinate.
As an example, consider the (6, 26, 4) code, also known as the Hexa-
code, generated by
C =

1 0 0 1 ω ω
ω 0 0 ω ω2 ω2
0 1 0 ω 1 ω
0 ω 0 ω2 ω ω2
0 0 1 ω ω 1
0 0 ω ω2 ω2 ω
 .
It is known that all self-dual additive codes over GF(4) can be repre-
sented as graphs [2, 13–17]. More specifically, every code is equivalent
to a code with generator matrix Γ+ωI, where Γ is the adjacency matrix
of a graph, and I is an identity matrix. For example, the code generated
by the matrix C given above is equivalent to the code generated by
C′ = Γ+ωI =

ω 0 1 0 1 1
0 ω 1 1 0 1
1 1 ω 0 0 1
0 1 0 ω 1 1
1 0 0 1 ω 1
1 1 1 1 1 ω
 ,
where Γ is the adjacency matrix of the graph depicted in Fig. 1a. It is
also known that if two codes are equivalent, their associated graphs will
be related by some sequence of local complementations [2, 16, 17]. This
means that the LC orbit of a graph corresponds to the equivalence class
of a self-dual additive code over GF(4). For example, the two graphs
shown in Fig. 1 represent the equivalence class of the Hexacode.
More generally, self-dual additive codes can be defined over the
finite field GF(m2) [18, 19]. These codes can be represented as graphs
where the edges are weighted with elements from GF(m) [14, 15], and
a generalization of the LC operation can be used to generate their
equivalence classes [20].
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4 QU A N T U M ST A T E S
A quantum computer [21] performs computations by using quantum
mechanical systems. The laws of quantum mechanics predict effects,
such as superposition and entanglement, which are very different from the
physical reality we ordinarily observe. These effects makes it possible to
solve certain problems much more efficiently on a quantum computer
than on a classical computer. Shor’s algorithm for factoring integers
in polynomial time is of particular interest, due to the importance
of factoring in public-key cryptography. Quantum computation is an
active field of research, although a scalable quantum computer has not
yet been built.
Quantum information can be stored in quantum bits, also known
as qubits. A qubit can be described by a vector |x〉 = (αβ) ∈ C2, where
|α|2 is the probability of observing the value 0 when we measure
the qubit, and |β|2 is the probability of observing 1. If both α and β
are non-zero, the qubit has both the value 0 and the value 1 at the
same time, and we call this a superposition. Once we have measured
the qubit, however, the superposition collapses, and we are left with
a classical state that is either 0 or 1 with certainty. A state of n qubits
is represented by a normalized complex vector with 2n elements. The
state is called entangled if the measurement outcomes of the qubits are
not independent. An example of an entangled state of two qubits is
the EPR pair, 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉), with vector representation ( 1√
2
, 0, 0, 1√
2
)T.
Once we measure one of these two qubits, we know that the other qubit
must have the same value.
Measurement of a quantum state collapses superpositions and de-
stroys entanglement, but we can perform an operation that does not
disturb the state. Such a transformation must be represented by a
unitary matrix, i.e., UU† = I, where † means conjugate transpose. A
transformation that acts independently on each qubit of a multi-qubit
state is called local unitary, and can be written as a tensor product (or
Kronecker product) of 2× 2 matrices. We define the tensor product as
A⊗ B =
A1,1B A1,2B · · ·A1,2B A2,2B · · ·
...
...
. . .
 .
Some kind of error-correction is essential in any model for quan-
tum computation, since an unprotected quantum state will quickly
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decohere, i.e., be destroyed by interaction with the environment. It is
remarkable that quantum error correction is possible [22], since quan-
tum information can not be copied or observed without destroying it,
and since quantum errors are continuous. Assuming that errors act
independently on each qubit, every possible error can be described as a
local unitary transform. Any 2× 2 unitary matrix can be written as a
linear combination of the Pauli matrices,
X =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, Z =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, Y = iXZ =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
.
By using an error correction process that collapses any error operator
to a tensor product of Pauli matrices, a quantum code only needs to
consider the three possible errors X, Z, and Y. A class of quantum codes
that exploit this fact are the stabilizer codes [23]. An [[n, k]] stabilizer code
encodes k qubits using n qubits, and is an Abelian group generated
by a set of n − k commuting Pauli operators. An error is detected
by measuring the eigenvalues of these operators. If a state is a valid
codeword that has not been affected by error, we will observe the
eigenvalue +1 for all operators. If there is a detectable error, some
eigenvalues would be −1, due to the fact that Pauli matrices anti-
commute. In this thesis, we consider [[n, 0]] codes. An [[n, 0]] code
is generated by a set of n Pauli operators and represents a single
quantum state known as a stabilizer state. The minimum distance, d, of
an [[n, 0, d]] code is the minimum weight of all error operators in the
stabilizer, where the weight of an error operator is the number of tensor
components that are different from I. If the minimum distance is high,
the stabilizer state is highly entangled.
As an example, consider the [[6, 0, 4]] stabilizer state, generated by
the operators
Z ⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ Z ⊗ X⊗ X
X⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ X⊗Y ⊗Y
I ⊗ Z ⊗ I ⊗ X⊗ Z ⊗ X
I ⊗ X⊗ I ⊗Y ⊗ X⊗Y
I ⊗ I ⊗ Z ⊗ X⊗ X⊗ Z
I ⊗ I ⊗ X⊗Y ⊗Y ⊗ X.
We can represent an n-fold tensor product of Pauli matrices as a vector
in GF(4)n, by the mappings I 7→ 0, Z 7→ 1, X 7→ ω, and Y 7→ ω2.
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In this way, it is possible to represent stabilizer codes as codes over
GF(4) [12]. That the stabilizer is Abelian and that all operators commute
means that the code over GF(4) must be additive and self-orthogonal.
Stabilizer states correspond to self-dual additive codes over GF(4). As
an example, the [[6, 0, 4]] code given above corresponds to the self-dual
additive (6, 26, 4) Hexacode. Since all self-dual additive codes over
GF(4) can be represented as graphs, this also holds for all stabilizer
states. Thus the [[6, 0, 4]] code corresponds to the LC orbit shown in
Fig. 1. A stabilizer state represented in graph form is called a graph
state [24]. Graph states can be used as a resource for measurement-based
quantum computation [25], where carefully chosen measurements on
an entangled state are used to execute a quantum algorithm.
Instead of qubits, we could consider the more general m-level qudits,
and the corresponding non-binary stabilizer codes [18, 19].
5 BO O L E A N FU N C T I O N S
A Boolean function of n variables is a function f : Zn2 → Z2. It can be
represented as a vector in Z2
n
2 listing the values of f (x) for all x ∈ Zn2 ,
called a truth table. It can also be represented in algebraic normal form,
as a sum of monomials of n variables. The degree of a Boolean function
is the degree of the highest degree term in its algebraic normal form. A
graph on n vertices can be represented as a quadratic Boolean function
of n variables, by simply mapping the edge {u, v} to the monomial xuxv.
Furthermore, given a Boolean function f (x) of n variables, the vector
s = 2− n2 (−1) f (x) can be interpreted as the state vector of a quantum
state of n qubits. This is a convenient way of mapping a graph to its
corresponding graph state, but is also valid for Boolean functions of
degree higher than two.
Local unitary transforms of the vector s preserve the entanglement
of the associated quantum state. We are particularly interested in the
set of transforms
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, H =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, N =
1√
2
(
1 i
1 −i
)
,
where i2 = −1. These three matrices are called the identity, Hadamard,
and Negahadamard kernels, and are generators for the local Clifford
group. The {I, H, N}n set of transforms is given by the 3n n-fold tensor
combinations of I, H, and N. Applied to the vector s these transforms
8
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produce 3n spectra. A transform of s that, to within normalization,
contains only entries ±1 is a flat spectrum and can be interpreted as
2− n2 (−1) f ′(x), where f ′ is a Boolean function we consider to be equiva-
lent to f . It has been shown that the set of flat {I, H, N}n spectra of a
quadratic Boolean function corresponds to the LC orbit of the associated
graph [26]. In fact, LC on a vertex v corresponds to the application of
N to the variable xv, and ELC on an edge {u, v} corresponds to the
application of H to variables xu and xv.
The {I, H, N}n transforms of a Boolean function can tell us some-
thing about the degree of entanglement in the corresponding quantum
state [27]. We define PARIHN , the peak-to-average power ratio with
respect to {I, H, N}n, as
PARIHN(s) = 2n max
U∈{I,H,N}n
k∈Zn2
|Sk|2, where S = Us.
PARIHN will be a value between 1 and 2n, and states with a high
degree of entanglement will have a low value. More generally, we
can define PARU with respect to the infinite set of all local unitary
transforms, on which PARIHN is only a lower bound. Since the values
|Sk|2 are the probabilities of observing each of 2n basis states associated
with S, and a local unitary transformation corresponds to a change of
measurement basis, PARU answers the question: If we can use any local
measurement basis, what is the highest probability that can be achieved
for any basis state? A more well-known measure of entanglement is the
Schmidt measure [24], which answers the question: For all local unitary
transforms S = Us, what is the lowest number of non-zero coefficients
in S? Bounds on the Schmidt measure can be obtained from PARU and
PARIHN [28]. It has also been shown [29] that PARU is equivalent to the
geometric measure [30] of entanglement for a pure quantum state, and
that PARIHN is an upper bound on the geometric measure. Another
property related to entanglement is the Clifford merit factor (CMF) [31],
CMF(s) =
6n
∑U∈{I,H,N}n
k∈Zn2
|Sk|4 − 6n
, where S = Us.
It can be shown that CMF is invariant under any local unitary trans-
form [31]. As an example, the graph shown in Fig. 1a corresponds to
the Boolean function f (x) = x1x3 + x1x5 + x1x6 + x2x3 + x2x4 + x2x6 +
x3x6 + x4x5 + x4x6 + x5x6, which has PARIHN = 4 and CMF ≈ 1.7234,
9
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which are known to be the lowest values for any quadratic or cubic
function of 6 variables [28].
Boolean functions have important applications in cryptography, for
instance as components of S-boxes in block ciphers, and as filtering
functions in stream ciphers. An interesting class of functions in this
context are the bent [32] functions, due to their perfect non-linearity. A
Boolean function is called bent if its Walsh-Hadamard transform, defined
by the unitary matrix H⊗n, is flat. The Walsh-Hadamard transform
of a bent function f can be interpreted as the truth table of another
Boolean function f˜ , called the dual of f . Note that the transform H⊗n
is one of the 3n {I, H, N}n transforms. There are many properties that
Boolean functions used in cryptography should satisfy. For instance,
to be secure against differential cryptanalysis, the component Boolean
functions of an S-box should satisfy the propagation criteria (PC) and the
extended propagation criteria (EPC) [33], both derived from the periodic
autocorrelation spectrum of the function.
6 SU M M A R Y O F PA P E R S
The thesis consists of seven papers. A short overview of each paper
follows.
6 .1 PA P E R I
The first paper, entitled “On the classification of all self-dual additive
codes over GF(4) of length up to 12,” is co-authored with Matthew
G. Parker and was published in J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 113(7), 1351–
1367, 2006. An earlier version of the paper was also presented at the
Fourth International Workshop on Optimal Codes and Related Topics
(OC 2005) in Pamporovo, Bulgaria.
We give an introduction to self-dual additive codes over GF(4) and
their graph representation. By recursively applying LC operations and
checking for graph isomorphism, we can generate the entire LC orbit
of a graph, which corresponds to the equivalence class of a self-dual
additive code over GF(4). Self-dual additive codes over GF(4) of length
up to 9 have previously been classified, but by running our graph-based
algorithm on a parallel cluster computer, we are able to extend the
classification to length 12, which is the main result of this paper. By
exploiting the fact that codes of Type II correspond to anti-Eulerian
graphs, where all vertices have odd degree, we are also able to classify
10
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all extremal Type II codes of length 14. We also solve an open problem
by finding that the smallest Type I and Type II codes with trivial
automorphism group have lengths 9 and 12, respectively.
6 .2 PA P E R II
The second paper is entitled “Graph-based classification of self-dual
additive codes over finite fields,” and is a preprint of a paper that has
been submitted for publication.
This is a generalization of the work in Paper I, in that we consider
self-dual additive codes over GF(m2). It is known that these codes
correspond to quantum stabilizer states over GF(m), that they can
be represented as weighted graphs, and that a generalization of the
LC operation generates the equivalence class of a code. By using a
graph-based algorithm, similar to the one used in Paper I, all self-dual
additive codes over GF(9), GF(16), and GF(25) up to lengths 8, 6, and
6, respectively, are classified. By using an extension technique, we are
also able to classify all extremal self-dual additive codes over GF(9) of
length 9 and 10. Assuming that the MDS conjecture holds, this means
that all self-dual additive MDS codes over GF(9) are classified. We
show that the known mass formula for self-dual additive codes over
GF(4) is easily generalized to GF(m2), and use this to derive bounds
on the number of inequivalent codes. We also prove that the minimum
distance of a code is equal to one plus the minimum vertex degree
over all graphs in the associated generalized LC orbit. We introduce
the concept of a circulant graph code, and perform a computer search
which reveals this class to contain many strong codes. It is mentioned
that some of the circulant graph codes correspond to highly regular
graph structures, in particular the “nested clique” graphs. This concept
is explored further in Papers IV and VI.
6 .3 PA P E R III
The third paper, entitled “Edge local complementation and equivalence
of binary linear codes,” is co-authored with Matthew G. Parker. It
has been accepted for publication in Des. Codes Cryptogr., after being
presented at the International Workshop on Coding and Cryptography
(WCC 2007) in Versailles, France.
Whereas Papers I and II studied self-dual additive codes, interesting
for their applications in quantum error-correction, this paper deals
11
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with classical binary linear codes. Like a self-dual additive code can be
represented as a graph, it is common to represent a binary linear code
as a bipartite graph. Our contribution is to prove that the equivalence
class of the code can be generated by recursively applying edge local
complementation (ELC) on the associated bipartite graph. Although the
improvement of our graph-based approach over classical classification
algorithms is not as great for binary linear codes as it was for self-
dual additive codes, we claim that our algorithm has running time
comparable to the best known algorithm. With our algorithm it is
possible to classify all binary linear codes of length at least up to 15. The
classification of all codes of length greater than 14 has been presented as
an open problem. With a minor modification to the ELC operation, we
obtain an algorithm for finding all information sets of a code. We also
explain the relationship between the number of ELC orbits of bipartite
graphs on n vertices and the number of inequivalent binary linear codes
of length n. We prove that the minimum distance of a binary linear
code is equal to one plus the minimum vertex degree over all graphs in
the associated ELC orbit. We also classify the ELC orbits of all graphs
on up to 12 vertices. Although not applicable to binary linear codes,
the ELC orbits of non-bipartite graphs may be of interest in the context
of quantum graph states. They are also useful in the study of interlace
polynomials, as will be seen in Paper VI.
6 .4 PA P E R IV
The fourth paper is entitled “Spectral orbits and peak-to-average power
ratio of Boolean functions with respect to the {I, H, N}n transform,”
and is a joint work with Matthew G. Parker. It was presented at Se-
quences and Their Applications (SETA 2004) in Seoul, South Korea, and
published in Lecture Notes in Comput. Sci. 3486, 373–388, 2005.
The classification of all self-dual additive codes over GF(4) of length
up to 12 was first reported in this paper, albeit in a much more con-
densed version than in Paper I. It is also shown that certain self-dual
additive codes over GF(4) with high minimum distance can be rep-
resented by graphs with a highly regular “nested clique” structure.
The connections between self-dual additive codes, graphs, quantum
codes, and stabilizer states have already been elaborated on. In this
paper the link to Boolean functions is made. We explain how a graph
can be represented as a quadratic Boolean function, and that the LC
orbit of the graph can be obtained as the set of flat {I, H, N}n trans-
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forms of the Boolean function. PARIHN is defined, and it is shown
that it is correlated with the minimum distance of the corresponding
self-dual additive code, and with the degree of entanglement in the
corresponding stabilizer state. We prove that PARIHN of a quadratic
Boolean function is given by the size of the largest independent set
over all graphs in the associated LC orbit, and give bounds on this
value derived from Ramsey numbers and from computational results.
The {I, H, N}n transform and PARIHN remain well-defined for Boolean
functions with degree higher than two. These functions do not corre-
spond to stabilizer states, but can still be interpreted as quantum states.
Boolean functions of high degree and strong spectral properties are
also of interest in cryptography. We propose a construction technique
to generate non-quadratic Boolean functions with low PARIHN . The
study of Boolean functions related to quantum states and cryptography
is continued in Paper V. The properties of the interlace polynomial of a
graph are used to prove a theorem in this paper. Interlace polynomials
are studied further, and some of the results in this paper are extended,
in Paper VI.
6 .5 PA P E R V
The fifth paper is a joint work with T. Aaron Gulliver and Matthew
G. Parker. It is entitled “Aperiodic propagation criteria for Boolean
functions,” and was published in Inform. and Comput. 204(5), 741–770,
2006.
Boolean functions used as components of S-boxes in block ciphers
should satisfy the propagation criteria (PC) and the extended propa-
gation criteria (EPC), which are both derived from the periodic auto-
correlation spectrum of the function. In this paper, we introduce the
aperiodic propagation criteria (APC), derived from the aperiodic au-
tocorrelation spectrum of a Boolean function, and related to the first
derivative of the function. We set up a cryptographic scenario where
APC is relevant, and define the APC distance of a Boolean function to
be the minimum number of plaintext bits that an attacker must both
know and be able to modify in order to succeed with a differential
attack. Surprisingly, the APC distance of a quadratic Boolean function
is equal to the minimum distance of the corresponding self-dual ad-
ditive code over GF(4). This means that Boolean functions with high
APC distance also correspond to highly entangled graph states, and
provides a link between quantum entanglement and cryptographic
13
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criteria. The interpretation of Boolean functions as quantum states is
also extended to non-quadratic functions, which can be represented as
hypergraphs. Non-quadratic functions with high APC distance could
be of interest in both cryptography and quantum error-correction. We
give examples of cubic functions of 7 and 8 variables that have APC
distance equal to the best quadratic functions of the same number of
variables. Just as LC operations preserve the minimum distance of
the associated self-dual additive code over GF(4), it is proved that the
{I, H, N}n set of transforms preserve the APC distance of any Boolean
function. It is explained how the {I, H, N}n transform can be used
to generate orbits of equivalent Boolean functions, a technique that
was also used in Paper IV. The orbits of non-quadratic functions can
be viewed as generalized LC orbits. Finally, we perform a differential
analysis of a few state-of-the-art S-boxes with respect to both periodic
and aperiodic autocorrelation. High aperiodic biases are found, but it
might be difficult to exploit these biases in a practical attack.
6 .6 PA P E R VI
The sixth paper, a preprint entitled “Interlace polynomials: Enumer-
ation, unimodality, and connections to codes,” is co-authored with
Matthew G. Parker.
In this paper, we study the properties of the interlace polynomials
q(G) and Q(G) associated with a graph G, and the connections to the
self-dual additive code and quantum state that G represents. It is known
that the minimum distance of a self-dual additive code over GF(4) is
equal to one plus the minimum vertex degree over all graphs in the
associated LC orbit. This value can not be obtained from any interlace
polynomial, but we show that other values that are correlated with
the minimum distance are encoded in the interlace polynomial Q. In
Paper IV, we proved that PARIHN of a quadratic Boolean function is
given by the size of the largest independent set over all graphs in the
associated LC orbit. This value can also be obtained as the degree of
Q(G). It has also been shown that from the value Q(G, 4), which gives
us the number of induced Eulerian subgraphs of G, we can obtain
the Clifford merit factor (CMF). Our computational results show that
the interlace polynomial Q of a graph that corresponds to a self-dual
additive code over GF(4) with high minimum distance, will also have
low degree and a low value of Q(G, 4). In particular, we have not found
a single example where the graph of order n with lowest known Q(G, 4)
14
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does not also correspond to a code with the highest known minimum
distance.
Graphs that are not LC equivalent may still have the same interlace
polynomial. It is interesting to know how many distinct interlace poly-
nomials exist, and we give an enumeration of the interlace polynomials
q and Q of all graphs of order up to 12.
A graph is called a circle graph if its vertices can be represented as
chords on a circle, such that every edge corresponds to a intersection
of two chords. Previously, all circle graphs of order up to 9 have been
enumerated. We give an enumeration of all circle graphs of order up
to 12. When it comes to the application of graphs as self-dual additive
codes over GF(4), we show that circle graphs, as well as bipartite graphs,
are not well suited. We also revisit the “nested clique” graphs, and give
some indications as to why these graphs are particularly good.
A sequence is unimodal if it is non-decreasing up to some coefficient,
and the rest of the sequence is non-increasing. It has been conjectured
that all interlace polynomials q have unimodal coefficient sequences.
We show that there exist graphs of order 10 with interlace polynomials
q whose coefficient sequences are non-unimodal, thereby disproving
this conjecture. We also show that by various extension techniques,
we can find graphs of any order greater than 10 with non-unimodal
interlace polynomials. With these extension techniques, we can obtain
all graphs of order 11 with non-unimodal interlace polynomials, and
all but four graphs of order 12. We verify that for graphs of order up
to 12, all interlace polynomials Q have unimodal coefficients, and we
conjecture that this holds for all Q.
6 .7 PA P E R VII
The seventh and last paper is a joint work with Claude Carlet, Matthew
G. Parker, and Patrick Solé. It is entitled “Self-dual bent functions,” and
will be presented by Patrick Solé at the Fourth International Workshop
on Boolean Functions: Cryptography and Applications (BFCA 2008) in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
We introduce self-dual bent functions as the subset of bent functions
where f˜ = f , where f˜ is the dual of f . We call a bent function anti-self-
dual if f˜ is the complement of f . A spectral characterization in terms
of the Rayleigh quotient of H⊗n allows us to give a simple and efficient
search algorithm which makes it possible to classify all self-dual bent
function of up to six variables and all quadratic self-dual bent functions
15
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of 8 variables. We also derive primary and secondary constructions
for self-dual bent functions, and describe the operations on Boolean
functions that preserve self-duality. If the function is a quadratic form,
ELC on the corresponding graph is one such operation. More generally,
{I, H}n transforms, the action of the orthogonal group, and a restricted
set of affine offsets preserve self-duality. We have classified self-dual
bent functions with respect to the latter two of these symmetries.
There are several connections between the topic of this paper and
the previous six papers. The transform H⊗n is one of the 3n {I, H, N}n
transforms studied in Papers IV and V. Finding Boolean functions
that have good properties with respect to subsets of the {I, H, N}n
transforms may provide clues as to what functions are optimal with
respect to the complete set of {I, H, N}n transforms. There is also
a relationship between self-dual bent functions and self-dual codes.
We show that quadratic self-dual bent functions obtained from the
Maiorana-MacFarland construction correspond to parity check matrices
of self-dual binary codes.
7 OP E N PR O B L E M S
This thesis deals with a very diverse topic and presents many open
problems and areas for further research. Some of the open problems
are listed here.
• In Papers I, II, and III, we classify different types of codes. It would
of course be of interest to improve the classification algorithms
and extend these classifications.
• In Paper II, we give an algorithm for classifying binary linear
codes. There are perhaps some special classes of binary linear
codes where our algorithm is particularly effective.
• Analogous to the generalization from Paper I to Paper II, it should
be possible to generalize the results in Paper III, i.e., devise an
algorithm for classifying non-binary linear codes, by defining a
generalized ELC operation for weighted graphs.
• We have only studied self-dual additive codes, corresponding to
[[n, 0, d]] stabilizer codes. It would be interesting to also consider
self-orthogonal additive codes, or [[n, k, d]] stabilizer codes. These
codes are known to have graph representations, but a graph
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operation similar to LC that generates the equivalence class of a
code is not known.
• For lengths between 23 and 27, the optimal minimum distance of
a self-dual additive code over GF(4) is not known. In particular,
the existence of a (24, 224, 10) code remains an open question.
• In Paper II, we generate generalized LC orbits of graphs where
the edges are weighted with elements from GF(m), but a general-
ization of LC to graphs with weights from an Abelian group that
is not a finite field is not known.
• The “nested clique” graphs, studied in Papers II, IV, and VI, might
lead to a more formal construction, yielding codes with a pre-
dictable minimum distance. For self-dual additive codes over
GF(4) with minimum distance greater than 8, we have not found
any “nested clique” representations, nor any graph representa-
tion where all vertices have minimal degree, i.e., one less than
the minimum distance. Perhaps a more general regular graph
structure than the “nested clique” is required for higher minimum
distances.
• In Paper II we introduce circulant graph codes. For self-dual addi-
tive codes over GF(4) of length up to 30, the best codes produced
by the circulant graph construction have exactly the same mini-
mum distance as codes obtained by the more general circulant
code construction. It would be interesting to find conditions for
when a circulant code is equivalent to a circulant graph code.
• In Papers IV and VI we give bounds on PARIHN and CMF from
computational results. An open problem is to provide more formal
bounds on these values.
• Is it possible to give a bound on the size of the largest independent
set in the LC orbit of a Paley graph, or any other family of graphs?
• Finding a new construction technique for graphs or codes with
good properties (PARIHN , CMF, or minimum distance) would be
an important result.
• Construction techniques for non-quadratic Boolean functions with
good properties (PARIHN , CMF, or APC distance) are also of
interest. In particular, we would like to find a non-quadratic
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function with better properties than the best quadratic function
of the same number of variables.
• It is not obvious if and how a non-quadratic Boolean function can
be employed as a quantum error-correcting code.
• It is known that bipartite graphs do not yield strong self-dual
additive codes, and in Paper IV, we see that circle graphs are not
good either. Is it possible to give bounds on the properties of a
circle graph, and are there other classes of graphs that should be
avoided?
• In Papers IV and VI, we calculate the PARIHN of graphs. It would
be interesting to also be able to calculate PARU with respect to the
infinite set of all unitary transforms. For LC orbits that contain
bipartite graphs, this value is equal to PARIHN , but in general we
can only find lower bounds.
• Interlace polynomials are explored in Paper VI, and in Paper II
we see that there is a generalized LC operation for weighted
graphs. Does this mean that generalized interlace polynomials for
weighted graphs can also be defined?
• The aperiodic propagation criteria (APC) is introduced in Paper V,
but a practical application of aperiodic autocorrelation to the
cryptanalysis of symmetric primitives has not yet been found.
• Another problem is to extend the classification of self-dual bent
functions from Paper VII.
• We have seen that certain self-dual bent functions correspond to
self-dual binary codes. Finding more connections to the theory of
self-dual codes is a topic for further research.
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PAPER I
ON THE CLASS I F ICAT ION OF ALL
SELF -DUAL ADDIT IVE CODES OVER
GF (4) OF LENGTH UP TO 12
Lars Eirik Danielsen Matthew G. Parker

O N T H E C L A S S I F I C A T I O N O F A L L
S E L F - D U A L A D D I T I V E C O D E S O V E R
G F (4) O F L E N G T H U P T O 12
Lars Eirik Danielsen∗ Matthew G. Parker∗
We consider additive codes over GF(4) that are self-dual
with respect to the Hermitian trace inner product. Such
codes have a well-known interpretation as quantum codes
and correspond to isotropic systems. It has also been shown
that these codes can be represented as graphs, and that two
codes are equivalent if and only if the corresponding graphs
are equivalent with respect to local complementation and
graph isomorphism. We use these facts to classify all codes
of length up to 12, where previously only all codes of length
up to 9 were known. We also classify all extremal Type II
codes of length 14. Finally, we find that the smallest Type I
and Type II codes with trivial automorphism group have
lengths 9 and 12, respectively.
1 IN T R O D U C T I O N
An additive code, C, over GF(4) of length n is an additive subgroup of
GF(4)n. C contains 2k codewords for some 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n, and can be
defined by a k × n generator matrix, with entries from GF(4), whose
rows span C additively. C is called an (n, 2k) code. We denote GF(4) =
{0, 1,ω,ω2}, where ω2 = ω+ 1. Conjugation of x ∈ GF(4) is defined by
x = x2. The trace map, Tr : GF(4)→ GF(2), is defined by Tr(x) = x + x.
∗Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, PB 7803, N-5020 Bergen, Norway.
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The Hermitian trace inner product of two vectors over GF(4) of length n,
u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) and v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn), is given by
u ∗ v = Tr(u · v) =
n
∑
i=1
Tr(uivi) =
n
∑
i=1
(uiv2i + u
2
i vi) (mod 2). (1)
Note that u ∗ v is also the number (modulo 2) of places where u and v
have different non-zero values. We define the dual of the code C with
respect to the Hermitian trace inner product, C⊥ = {u ∈ GF(4)n |
u ∗ c = 0 for all c ∈ C}. C is self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥. It has been
shown that self-orthogonal additive codes over GF(4) can be used
to represent quantum error-correcting codes [1]. If C = C⊥, then C is
self-dual and must be an (n, 2n) code. Self-dual additive codes over
GF(4) correspond to zero-dimensional quantum codes, which represent
single quantum states. If the code has high minimum distance, the
corresponding quantum state is highly entangled.
The Hamming weight of u, denoted wt(u), is the number of nonzero
components of u. The Hamming distance between u and v is wt(u− v).
The minimum distance of the code C is the minimal Hamming distance
between any two distinct codewords of C. Since C is an additive code,
the minimum distance is also given by the smallest nonzero weight
of any codeword in C. A code with minimum distance d is called an
(n, 2k, d) code. The weight distribution of the code C is the sequence
(A0, A1, . . . , An), where Ai is the number of codewords of weight i. The
weight enumerator of C is the polynomial
W(x, y) =
n
∑
i=0
Aixn−iyi (2)
We distinguish between two types of self-dual additive codes over
GF(4). A code is of Type II if all codewords have even weight, otherwise
it is of Type I. It can be shown that a Type II code must have even length.
Bounds on the minimum distance of self-dual codes were given by
Rains and Sloane [2, Theorem 33]. Let dI be the minimum distance of a
Type I code of length n. Then dI is upper-bounded by
dI ≤

2
⌊ n
6
⌋
+ 1, if n ≡ 0 (mod 6)
2
⌊ n
6
⌋
+ 3, if n ≡ 5 (mod 6)
2
⌊ n
6
⌋
+ 2, otherwise.
(3)
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There is a similar bound on dII, the minimum distance of a Type II code
of length n,
dII ≤ 2
⌊n
6
⌋
+ 2. (4)
A code that meets the appropriate bound is called extremal. It can be
shown that extremal Type II codes must have a unique weight enumer-
ator. Rains and Sloane [2] also used a linear programming bound, and
showed that extremal codes do not exist for all lengths. For instance,
there is no self-dual (13, 213, 6) code. If a code has highest possible
minimum distance, even if it is not extremal, it is called optimal. An
interesting open problem is whether there exists a Type II (24, 224, 10)
code.
A linear code, C, over GF(4) which is self-dual with respect to the
Hermitian inner product, i.e., u · v = 0 for all u, v ∈ C, is also a self-dual
additive code with respect to the Hermitian trace inner product. However,
most of the self-dual additive codes are not linear. Only Type II codes
can be linear, since self-dual linear codes over GF(4) must contain
codewords of even weight only. It follows that the set of Hermitian self-
dual linear codes over GF(4) is a subset of the set of Type II self-dual
additive codes over GF(4).
Example 1. The unique extremal (6, 26, 4) code, also known as the
Hexacode, has a generator matrix
1 0 0 1 ω ω
ω 0 0 ω ω2 ω2
0 1 0 ω 1 ω
0 ω 0 ω2 ω ω2
0 0 1 ω ω 1
0 0 ω ω2 ω2 ω
 .
This code has weight enumerator W(x, y) = x6 + 45x2y4 + 18y6. It is
therefore of Type II, and it can be verified that it is also a linear code.
Two self-dual additive codes over GF(4), C and C ′, are equivalent if
and only if the codewords of C can be mapped onto the codewords
of C ′ by a map that preserves self-duality. Such a map must consist
of a permutation of coordinates (columns of the generator matrix),
followed by multiplication of coordinates by nonzero elements from
GF(4), followed by possible conjugation of coordinates. For a code of
length n, there is a total of 6nn! such maps. The 6 possible transforma-
tions given by scaling and conjugation of a coordinate are equivalent to
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the 6 permutations of the elements {1,ω,ω2} in the coordinate. A map
that maps C to C is called an automorphism of C. All automorphisms
of C make up an automorphism group, denoted Aut(C). The number of
distinct codes equivalent to C is then given by 6nn!|Aut(C)| . By summing
the sizes of all equivalence classes, we find the total number of distinct
codes of length n, denoted Tn. It was shown by Höhn [3] that Tn is also
given by the mass formula,
Tn =
n
∏
i=1
(2i + 1) =
tn
∑
j=1
6nn!
|Aut(Cj)| , (5)
where the sum is over all equivalence classes. Similarly, the total number
of distinct Type II codes of length n is given by
TIIn =
n−1
∏
i=0
(2i + 1) =
tIIn
∑
j=1
6nn!
|Aut(Cj)| , (6)
where the sum is over the equivalence classes of Type II codes. By
assuming that |Aut(Cj)| = 1 for all j in Eq. (5), we get a lower bound
on tn, the number of inequivalent codes of length n.
tn ≥
⌈
∏ni=1(2
i + 1)
6nn!
⌉
(7)
A similar bound on tIIn can be derived from Eq. (6).
We can use the computational algebra system Magma [4] to find
the automorphism group of a code. Since, at this time, Magma has
no explicit function for calculating the automorphism group of an
additive code, we use the following method, described by Calderbank
et al. [1]. We map the (n, 2k) additive code C over GF(4) to the [3n, k]
binary linear code β(C) by applying the map 0 7→ 000, 1 7→ 011,
ω 7→ 101, ω2 7→ 110 to each generator of C. We then use Magma to find
Aut(β(C)) ∩Aut(β(GF(4)n)), which will be isomorphic to Aut(C).
If we are given tn inequivalent codes of length n, i.e., one code from
each equivalence class, it is relatively easy to calculate the automor-
phism group of each code, as described above, and verify that the mass
formula defined by Eq. (5) gives the correct value. But to actually find
a set of tn inequivalent codes, or just the value of tn, is a hard problem.
All self-dual additive codes over GF(4) of length n were first classified,
up to equivalence, by Calderbank et al. [1] for n ≤ 5 and by Höhn [3]
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for n ≤ 7. Höhn also classified all Type II codes of length 8. Using a
different terminology, the codes of length n were implicitly classified by
Hein, Eisert, and Briegel [5] for n ≤ 7 and by Glynn et al. [6] for n ≤ 9.
Gaborit et al. [7, 8] have classified all extremal codes of length 8, 9, and
11, and all extremal Type II codes of length 12. Bachoc and Gaborit [9]
classified all extremal Type II codes of length 10, and they also showed
that there are at least 490 extremal Type II codes of length 14 and gave
a partial result on the unicity of the extremal Type II code of length 18.
A review of the current status of the classification of various types of
self-dual codes was given by Huffman [10].
In this paper, we will give a complete classification of all codes of
length up to 12, and all extremal Type II codes of length 14. But first, in
Section 2, we introduce isotropic systems and show that they correspond
to self-dual additive codes over GF(4). It is known that isotropic sys-
tems can be represented by graphs. In Section 3 we define graph codes.
Theorem 6 shows that every code can be represented by a graph. This
gives us a much smaller set of objects to work with. In Section 4, we
introduce local complementation, and Theorem 12 states that two codes
are equivalent if and only if the corresponding graphs are related via
local complementations and graph isomorphism. This implies that clas-
sifying codes up to equivalence is essentially the same as classifying
orbits of graphs under local complementation. We describe an algo-
rithm for generating such graph orbits in Section 5. This algorithm
was used to classify all codes of length up to 12. We show that Type II
codes correspond to a special class of graphs and use this fact to classify
all extremal Type II codes of length 14. Finally, we determine that the
smallest Type I and Type II codes with trivial automorphism group have
lengths 9 and 12, respectively. In Section 6, we conclude and mention
some other results.
2 IS O T R O P I C SY S T E M S
We define a mapping φ : GF(4)→ GF(2)2 by φ(x) = (Tr(xω2), Tr(x)),
i.e., 0 7→ (0, 0), 1 7→ (1, 0), ω 7→ (0, 1) and ω2 7→ (1, 1). The reverse
mapping φ−1 : GF(2)2 → GF(4) is given by φ−1(a, b) = a + ωb. Let
u ∈ GF(2)2n be written as u = (a|b) = (a1, a2, . . . , an, b1, b2, . . . , bn).
We extend the mapping φ : GF(4)n → GF(2)2n by letting φ(v) =
(a|b) where φ(vi) = (ai, bi). Likewise, we define φ−1 : GF(2)2n →
GF(4)n by φ−1(a|b) = a+ ωb. We define the symplectic inner product
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of (a|b), (a′|b′) ∈ GF(2)2n as 〈(a|b), (a′|b′)〉 = a · b′ + b · a′. A subset
I ⊂ GF(2)2n is called totally isotropic if 〈u, v〉 = 0 for all u, v ∈ I .
Definition 2. A totally isotropic linear subspace of GF(2)2n with dimen-
sion n defines an isotropic system [11]. An isotropic system can therefore
be defined by the row space of a full rank n× 2n binary matrix (A|B),
where ABT + BAT = 0.
Theorem 3. Every self-dual additive code over GF(4) can be uniquely rep-
resented as an isotropic system, and every isotropic system can be uniquely
represented as a self-dual additive code over GF(4).
Proof. Let C ⊂ GF(4)n be a self-dual additive code. Map C to I ⊂
GF(2)2n by mapping each codeword u ∈ C to φ(u) = (a|b) ∈ GF(2)2n.
I must then be a linear subspace of GF(2)2n with dimension n. (a|b),
(a′|b′) ∈ I are orthogonal with respect to the symplectic inner product
if and only if φ−1(a|b), φ−1(a′|b′) ∈ C are orthogonal with respect to
the Hermitian trace inner product, because
φ−1(a|b) ∗ φ−1(a′|b′)
= Tr(φ−1(a|b) · φ−1(a′|b′))
= Tr((a+ωb) · (a′ +ωb′))
= (a · a′)Tr(1) + (a · b′)Tr(ω) + (b · a′)Tr(ω) + (b · b′)Tr(1)
= a · b′ + b · a′.
Since C is self-dual, u ∗ v = 0 for all u, v ∈ C, and I must therefore be
totally isotropic. It follows that I defines an isotropic system. Likewise,
the reverse mapping from an isotropic system to a subset of GF(4)n
will always give a self-dual additive code over GF(4).
Example 4. The row-space of (A|B) defines an isotropic system, while
C = A +ωB is a generator matrix of the (6, 26, 4) Hexacode.
(A|B) =

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

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C =

1 0 0 1 ω ω
ω 0 0 ω ω2 ω2
0 1 0 ω 1 ω
0 ω 0 ω2 ω ω2
0 0 1 ω ω 1
0 0 ω ω2 ω2 ω

3 GR A P H RE P R E S E N T A T I O N
A graph is a pair G = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices, and E ⊆ V ×V
is a set of edges. A graph with n vertices can be represented by an n× n
adjacency matrix Γ, where Γi,j = 1 if {i, j} ∈ E, and Γi,j = 0 otherwise. We
will only consider simple undirected graphs whose adjacency matrices
are symmetric with all diagonal elements being 0. The neighbourhood
of v ∈ V, denoted Nv ⊂ V, is the set of vertices connected to v by an
edge. The number of vertices adjacent to v, |Nv|, is called the degree
of v. The induced subgraph of G on W ⊆ V contains vertices W and all
edges from E whose endpoints are both in W. The complement of G is
found by replacing E with V ×V − E, i.e., the edges in E are changed
to non-edges, and the non-edges to edges. Two graphs G = (V, E) and
G′ = (V, E′) are isomorphic if and only if there exists a permutation pi of
V such that {u, v} ∈ E ⇐⇒ {pi(u),pi(v)} ∈ E′. A path is a sequence of
vertices, (v1, v2, . . . , vi), such that {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vi−1, vi} ∈ E.
A graph is connected if there is a path from any vertex to any other
vertex in the graph.
Definition 5. A graph code is an additive code over GF(4) that has a
generator matrix of the form C = Γ+ωI, where I is the identity matrix
and Γ is the adjacency matrix of a simple undirected graph.
A graph code is always self-dual, since its generator matrix has full
rank over GF(2) and CCT only contains entries from GF(2) whose
traces must be zero. This construction for self-dual additive codes over
GF(4) has also been used by Tonchev [12].
Theorem 6. Every self-dual additive code over GF(4) is equivalent to a graph
code.
Proof. (This proof is due to Van den Nest, Dehaene, and De Moor [13,
14].) We recall that the generator matrix of a self-dual additive code
over GF(4) corresponds to an n× 2n binary matrix (A|B), such that
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C = A +ωB. The row-space of (A|B), denoted I , defines an isotropic
system. We must prove that I is also generated by (Γ|I), where I is the
identity matrix and Γ is the adjacency matrix of a simple undirected
graph.
The rows of (A|B) can be replaced by any n independent vectors
from I . This basis change can be accomplished by (A′|B′) = M(A|B),
where M is an n × n invertible binary matrix. If B is invertible, the
solution is simple, since B−1(A|B) = (Γ|I). Note that Γ will always be
a symmetric matrix, since ΓIT + IΓT = 0. If the i-th diagonal element of
Γ is 1, it can be set to 0 by conjugating column i of Γ+ωI.
In the case where B has rank k < n, we can perform a basis change
to get
(A′|B′) =
(
A1 B1
A2 0
)
,
where B1 is a k× n matrix with full rank, and A1 also has size k× n.
Since the row-space of (A′|B′) is totally isotropic, and B′ contains an
all-zero row, it must be true that A2BT1 = 0. A2 must have full rank,
and the row space of B1 must be the orthogonal complement of the row
space of A2.
We assume that B1 = (B11|B12) where B11 is a k× k invertible matrix.
We also write A2 = (A21|A22) where A22 has size (n − k) × (n − k).
Assume that there exists an x ∈ GF(2)n−k such that A22xT = 0. Then
the vector v = (0, . . . , 0, x) of length n satisfies A2vT = 0. Since the row
space of B1 is the orthogonal complement of the row space of A2, we
can write v = yB1 for some y ∈ GF(2)k. We see that yB11 = 0, and
since B11 has full rank, it must therefore be true that y = 0. This means
that x = 0, which proves that A22 is an invertible matrix.
Interchanging column i of A′ and column i of B′ corresponds to
multiplication by ω2 followed by conjugation of the i-th column of
A′ + ωB′. We can therefore swap the i-th columns of A′ and B′ for
k < i ≤ n to get (A′′|B′′). Since B11 and A22 are invertible, B′′ must also
be an invertible matrix. We then find B′′−1(A′′|B′′) = (Γ|I), and set all
diagonal elements of Γ to 0.
Example 7. Let C = A + ωB be the generator matrix of the (6, 26, 4)
Hexacode given in Example 4. By the method described in the proof of
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Two Graph Representations of the Hexacode
Theorem 6, we find C′ = Γ+ωI, which generates an equivalent graph
code. Γ is the adjacency matrix of the graph shown in Fig. 1b.
(A|B) =

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

(Γ|I) =

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

C′ =

ω 0 1 0 1 1
0 ω 1 1 0 1
1 1 ω 0 0 1
0 1 0 ω 1 1
1 0 0 1 ω 1
1 1 1 1 1 ω

Theorem 6 was first proved by Bouchet [15] in the context of isotropic
systems, and later by Schlingemann [16] in terms of quantum stabilizer
states. Proofs of Theorem 6 have also been given by Schlingemann
and Werner [17], by Grassl, Klappenecker, and Rötteler [18], by Glynn
et al. [6, 19], and by Van den Nest et al. [13, 14].
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21
3 4
(a) The Graph G
21
3 4
(b) The LC Image G ∗ 1
Fig. 2: Example of Local Complementation
Swapping vertex i and vertex j of a graph with adjacency matrix Γ
can be accomplished by exchanging column i and column j of Γ and
then exchanging row i and row j of Γ. We call the resulting matrix Γ′.
Exactly the same column and row operations map Γ+ ωI to Γ′ + ωI.
These matrices generate equivalent codes. It follows that two codes are
equivalent if their corresponding graphs are isomorphic.
We have seen that every graph represents a self-dual additive code
over GF(4), and that every self-dual additive code over GF(4) can be
represented by a graph. It follows that we can, without loss of generality,
restrict our study to codes with generator matrices of the form Γ+ωI,
where Γ are adjacency matrices of unlabeled simple undirected graphs.
4 LO C A L CO M P L E M E N T A T I O N
Definition 8. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v ∈ V, let Nv ⊂ V
be the neighbourhood of v. Local complementation (LC) on v transforms
G into G ∗ v. To obtain G ∗ v, we replace the induced subgraph of G on
Nv by its complement. It is easy to verify that G ∗ v ∗ v = G.
Example 9. We will perform local complementation on vertex 1 of
the graph G, shown in Fig. 2a. We see that the neighbourhood of 1 is
N1 = {2, 3, 4} and that the induced subgraph on the neighbourhood
has edges {2, 3} and {2, 4}. The complement of this subgraph contains
the single edge {3, 4}. The resulting LC image, G ∗ 1, is seen in Fig. 2b.
Example 10. Consider the graph shown in Fig. 1a, whose corresponding
graph code is the Hexacode. An LC operation on any vertex of this
graph produces the graph shown in Fig. 1b. An LC operation on the
vertex in the centre of the graph shown in Fig. 1b gives the same graph,
up to isomorphism. LC operations on any of the other five vertices
produces the graph shown in Fig. 1a.
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Theorem 11. Let Γ be the adjacency matrix of the graph G = (V, E), and
Γ′ be the adjacency matrix of G ∗ v, for any v ∈ V. The codes generated by
C = Γ+ωI and C′ = Γ′ +ωI are equivalent.
Proof. We show that C can be transformed into C′ by using only opera-
tions that map a code to an equivalent code. Each row and each column
of C correspond to a vertex in V. Let Nv denote the neighbourhood of
v. For all i ∈ Nv, add row v of C to row i of C. Multiply column v of C
by ω and then conjugate the same column. Finally, conjugate column i
of C, for all i ∈ Nv. The resulting matrix is C′.
Theorem 12. Two self-dual additive codes over GF(4), C and C ′, with graph
representations G and G′, are equivalent if and only if there is a finite sequence
of not necessarily distinct vertices (v1, v2, . . . , vi), such that G ∗ v1 ∗ v2 ∗
· · · ∗ vi is isomorphic to G′.
Sketch of proof. Let Γ be the adjacency matrix of G, and let CG be the
code generated by Γ+ωI. Likewise, let Γ′ be the adjacency matrix of
G′, and let C ′G be the code generated by Γ′ +ωI. If the codewords of C
are mapped onto the codewords of C ′ by one of the 6nn! combinations
of coordinate permutations, coordinate scalings, and coordinate con-
jugations, then there must also be a transformation from this set that
maps the codewords of CG onto the codewords of C ′G. Consequently, we
only need to consider those transformations that map a graph code to
another graph code. The codes obtained by the n! possible permutations
of coordinates correspond to graph isomorphisms.
Let C = Γ + ωI be transformed into C′ = A + ωB by coordinate
scalings and conjugations. Then C′ is a graph code if and only if B
is invertible and all diagonal elements of B−1 A are zero. It is easy to
verify that conjugation of column i of C′ has no effect on B, but flips
the value of the i-th diagonal element of B−1 A. Given a combination of
column scalings on C such that the resulting B is invertible, there must
therefore be a unique combination of column conjugations on C such
that the resulting B−1 A has zero diagonal. We must therefore show that
any combination of column scalings on C that give an invertible B can
be performed by a sequence of LC operations on G.
Multiplying column i of C by ω2 replaces column i of I with column i
of Γ. Multiplying column i of C by ω adds column i of Γ to column i of
I. It is then possible to show which of the 3n possible scalings do not
give an invertible B. A vertex v of G corresponds to a column of Γ. The
neighbourhood of v, Nv, corresponds to a set of columns of Γ. We know
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from Theorem 11 that an LC operation on vertex i of G corresponds to
a scaling of column i of C by ω followed by conjugation of column i
and all columns in Ni. Observe that conjugating a coordinate followed
by a scaling by ω is equivalent to scaling by ω2 followed by conjugation.
Note in particular that the local complementations G ∗ i ∗ j ∗ i, where i
and j are adjacent vertices, are equivalent to scaling both column i and
column j of C by ω2. It can be verified that any combination of column
scalings that map a graph code to a graph code can be implemented
as a sequence of LC operations. The exact algorithm for finding this
sequence of LC operations is quite involved, and we refer to the proof
by Van den Nest et al. [13, 14] for the details.
Bouchet [15] first proved Theorem 12 in terms of isotropic systems.
The same result was discovered by Van den Nest et al. [13, 14] in terms
of quantum stabilizer states, and by Glynn et al. [6, 19] using finite
geometry.
5 CL A S S I F I C A T I O N
Definition 13. The LC orbit of a graph G is the set of all unlabeled
graphs that can be obtained by performing any sequence of LC opera-
tions on G.
It follows from Theorem 12 that two self-dual additive codes over
GF(4) are equivalent if and only if their graph representations are in
the same LC orbit. As an example, the two graphs shown in Fig. 1a and
Fig. 1b make up a complete LC orbit, and are thus the only possible
graph representations of the Hexacode. The LC orbit of a graph can
be generated by a recursive algorithm. We have used the program
nauty [20] to check for graph isomorphism.
Let Gn be the set containing all unlabeled simple undirected con-
nected graphs on n vertices. Connected graphs correspond to indecom-
posable codes. A code is decomposable if it can be written as the direct
sum of two smaller codes. For example, let C be an (n, 2n, d) code and
C ′ an (n′, 2n′ , d′) code. The direct sum, C ⊕ C ′ = {u||v | u ∈ C, v ∈ C ′},
where || means concatenation, is an (n + n′, 2n+n′ , min{d, d′}) code. It
follows that all decomposable codes of length n can be classified easily
once all indecomposable codes of length less than n are known.
The set of all distinct LC orbits of connected graphs on n vertices
is a partitioning of Gn into in disjoint sets. in is also the number of
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indecomposable self-dual additive codes over GF(4) of length n, up
to equivalence. Let Ln be a set containing one representative from
each LC orbit of connected graphs on n vertices. We have devised
several algorithms [21] for finding such sets of representatives. The
simplest approach is to start with the set Gn and generate LC orbits
of its members until we have a partitioning of Gn. The following more
efficient technique was described by Glynn et al. [6]. Let the 2n − 1
extensions of a graph on n vertices be formed by adding a new vertex
and joining it to all possible combinations of at least one of the old
vertices. The set En, containing in−1(2n−1 − 1) graphs, is formed by
making all possible extensions of all graphs in Ln−1.
Theorem 14. Ln ⊂ En, i.e., the set En will contain at least one representative
from each LC orbit of connected graphs on n vertices.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) ∈ Gn, and choose any subset W ⊂ V of n− 1
vertices. By doing LC operations on vertices in W, we can transform
the induced subgraph of G on W into one of the graphs in Ln−1 that
were extended when En was constructed. It follows that for all G ∈ Gn,
some graph in the LC orbit of G must be part of En.
The set En will be much smaller than Gn, so it will be more efficient
to search for a set of LC orbit representatives within En. It is also
desirable to partition the set En such that graphs from two different
partitions are guaranteed to belong to different LC orbits. We can then
consider each partition independently, which reduces the amount of
memory required and allow for parallel processing. To do this, we must
have some property that is invariant over the LC orbit and that can be
calculated quickly.
The special form of the generator matrix of a graph code makes
it easier to find the number of codewords of weight i < n. If C is
generated by C = Γ + ωI, then any codeword formed by adding i
rows of C must have weight at least i. This means that we can find
the partial weight distribution of C, (A0, A1, . . . , Aj), for some j < n, by
only considering codewords formed by adding j or fewer rows of C.
We calculate the partial weight distribution, for a suitable choice of
j, of all codes corresponding to graphs in En. Codes with different
partial weight distribution can not be equivalent, so we partition En
such that graphs corresponding to codes with the same partial weight
distribution are always in the same partition.
Using the described techniques, and a parallel cluster computer, we
were able to classify all self-dual additive codes over GF(4) of length
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up to 12. The results have been verified by checking that the sizes of
all LC orbits add up to the number of graphs in Gn. The sizes of the
automorphism groups of all codes have also been calculated, and it
has been verified that that the mass formulas defined by Eq. (5) and
Eq. (6) give the correct values. Table 1 gives the values of in, the number
of distinct LC orbits of connected graphs on n vertices, which is also
the number of inequivalent indecomposable codes of length n. The
table also gives the values of iIIn , the number of indecomposable Type II
codes. The total number of inequivalent codes of length n, tn, and the
total number of Type II codes of length n, tIIn , are shown in Table 2. The
numbers tn are easily derived from the numbers in by using the Euler
transform [22],
cn =∑
d|n
did
t1 = c1
tn =
1
n
(
cn +
n−1
∑
k=1
cktn−k
)
.
(8)
The numbers tIIn are similarly derived from iIIn . The values of in and tn
can be found as sequences A090899 and A094927 in The On-Line Ency-
clopedia of Integer Sequences [23]. Table 3 and Table 4 list by minimum
distance the numbers of indecomposable codes and the total numbers
of codes.1 Table 5 and Table 6 similarly list the numbers of Type II codes
by minimum distance. The numbers of Type I codes can be obtained
by subtracting the numbers of Type II codes from the total numbers.
The number of distinct weight enumerators of all codes of length n
and minimum distance d can be found in Table 7. There are obviously
too many codes to give a complete list here, but a database containing
one representative from each equivalence class, with information about
weight enumerators, automorphism groups, etc., is available on-line at
http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/vncorbits/.
Our results give a complete classification of the extremal Type I
(10, 210, 4) and (12, 212, 5) codes. These classifications were previously
unknown. The 101 extremal Type I (10, 210, 4) codes have 6 distinct
1Note that some authors [7, 10] give 3 as the total number of (7, 27, 3) codes. The correct
number is 4.
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Table 1: Number of Indecomposable (in) and Indecomposable Type II (iIIn ) Codes of
Length n
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
in 1 1 1 2 4 11 26 101 440 3132 40 457 1 274 068
iIIn 1 1 4 14 103 2926
Table 2: Total Number (tn) and Number of Type II (tIIn ) Codes of Length n
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
tn 1 2 3 6 11 26 59 182 675 3990 45 144 1 323 363
tIIn 1 2 6 21 128 3079
Table 3: Number of Indecomposable Codes of Length n and Minimum Distance d
d\n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2 1 1 2 3 9 22 85 363 2436 26 750 611 036
3 1 1 4 11 69 576 11 200 467 513
4 1 5 8 120 2506 195 455
5 1 63
6 1
All 1 1 2 4 11 26 101 440 3132 40 457 1 274 068
Table 4: Total Number of Codes of Length n and Minimum Distance d
d\n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 1 2 3 6 11 26 59 182 675 3990 45 144
2 1 1 3 4 13 29 107 416 2618 27 445 615 180
3 1 1 4 11 69 577 11 202 467 519
4 1 5 8 120 2506 195 456
5 1 63
6 1
All 1 2 3 6 11 26 59 182 675 3990 45 144 1 323 363
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Table 5: Number of Indecomposable Type II Codes of Length n and Minimum Dis-
tance d
d\n 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
2 1 1 3 11 84 2133 ?
4 1 3 19 792 ?
6 1 1020
Total 1 1 4 14 103 2926 ?
Table 6: Total Number of Type II Codes of Length n and Minimum Distance d
d\n 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
2 1 2 5 18 109 2285 ?
4 1 3 19 793 ?
6 1 1020
Total 1 2 6 21 128 3079 ≥ 1 727 942
Table 7: Number of Distinct Weight Enumerators of All Codes of Length n and Mini-
mum Distance d
d\n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 1 2 3 5 10 23 46 116 320 909 3312
2 1 1 2 4 11 21 64 187 549 2249 11 419
3 1 1 2 4 15 33 125 625
4 1 2 2 7 28 178
5 1 2
6 1
All 1 2 3 5 10 23 46 116 320 909 3312 15 537
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weight enumerators,
W10,1(x, y) = x10 + 10x6y4 + 72x5y5 + 160x4y6 + 240x3y7 + 285x2y8 + 200xy9 + 56y10,
W10,2(x, y) = x10 + 14x6y4 + 64x5y5 + 156x4y6 + 256x3y7 + 281x2y8 + 192xy9 + 60y10,
W10,3(x, y) = x10 + 18x6y4 + 56x5y5 + 152x4y6 + 272x3y7 + 277x2y8 + 184xy9 + 64y10,
W10,4(x, y) = x10 + 22x6y4 + 48x5y5 + 148x4y6 + 288x3y7 + 273x2y8 + 176xy9 + 68y10,
W10,5(x, y) = x10 + 26x6y4 + 40x5y5 + 144x4y6 + 304x3y7 + 269x2y8 + 168xy9 + 72y10,
W10,6(x, y) = x10 + 30x6y4 + 32x5y5 + 140x4y6 + 320x3y7 + 265x2y8 + 160xy9 + 76y10.
Table 8 lists the number of such codes by weight enumerator and
automorphism group size. The 63 extremal Type I (12, 212, 5) codes
have 2 distinct weight enumerators,
W12,1(x, y) = x12 + 40x7y5 + 212x6y6 + 424x5y7 + 725x4y8+
1080x3y9 + 980x2y10 + 504xy11 + 130y12,
W12,2(x, y) = x12 + 48x7y5 + 188x6y6 + 432x5y7 + 765x4y8+
1040x3y9 + 972x2y10 + 528xy11 + 122y12.
Table 9 lists the number of such codes by weight enumerator and
automorphism group size.
By observing that graphs corresponding to Type II codes have a
special property, we are able to extend our classification to all the 1020
extremal Type II (14, 214, 6) codes. It was previously shown by Bachoc
and Gaborit [9] that there are at least 490 such codes.
Theorem 15. Let Γ be the adjacency matrix of the graph G. The code C
generated by C = Γ+ωI is of Type II if and only if G is anti-Eulerian, i.e.,
if all its vertices have odd degree.
Proof. If C is of Type II, then every row of C must have even weight.
It follows that every row of Γ must have odd weight, and therefore
correspond to an anti-Eulerian graph. Conversely, if all rows of C have
even weight, C must be of Type II, since the codeword formed by adding
any subset of these rows must also have even weight. This follows from
the fact that for any two codewords of a self-dual code, there must be
an even number of coordinates where the codewords have different
non-zero values.
An anti-Eulerian graph is the complement of an Eulerian graph, i.e.,
a graph where all vertices have even degree. It is easy to show that
all anti-Eulerian graphs must have an even number of vertices, and it
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Table 8: Number of Extremal Type I (10, 210, 4) Codes with Weight Enumerator w
and Automorphism Group of Size a
a\w W10,1 W10,2 W10,3 W10,4 W10,5 W10,6 All
1 3 3
2 2 9 7 2 20
4 5 9 7 1 22
6 1 1 2
8 1 4 3 1 9
12 1 1
16 1 1 6 5 3 16
32 2 2 2 1 2 9
40 1 1
48 1 3 4
64 2 2
128 2 2
192 1 2 1 4
256 2 2
320 1 1 2
384 1 1
3840 1 1
All 15 32 29 13 7 5 101
Table 9: Number of Extremal Type I (12, 212, 5) Codes with Weight Enumerator w
and Automorphism Group of Size a
a\w W12,1 W12,2 All
1 25 25
2 23 23
3 1 1
4 3 4 7
6 1 3 4
8 2 2
24 1 1
All 4 59 63
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follows that all Type II codes must have even length. To classify Type II
codes of length 14, we proceed as follows. We take the set L12 containing
1 274 068 LC orbit representatives of graphs on 12 vertices. All these
graphs are then extended, but in a slightly different way than earlier. To
each graph we add one vertex and join it to all possible combinations
of at least one of the old vertices. To each obtained graph we then add
a second vertex and join it to those of the 13 other vertices that have
even degree. (If the result is not a connected anti-Eulerian graph, it is
rejected.) By an argument similar to Theorem 14, it can be shown that
all graphs corresponding to Type II codes of length 14 must be part of
this extended set. Classifying all Type II codes of length 14 turned out
to be infeasible with our computational resources. Even when using
partitioning by partial weight distribution, the largest partitions were
too large to be processed. However, we were able to generate the LC
orbits of all graphs corresponding to (14, 214, 6) codes. Extremal Type II
codes have a unique weight enumerator, and the weight enumerator of
a (14, 214, 6) code must be
W14(x, y) = x14 + 273x8y6 + 2457x6y8 + 7098x4y10 + 6006x2y12 + 549y14.
Table 10 lists the number of codes by automorphism group size. Note
that codes with 21, 168, and 2184 automorphisms were previously
unknown. Generator matrices of the codes are available on-line at
http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/vncorbits/.
As mentioned before, the set of self-dual linear codes over GF(4) is a
subset of the self-dual additive codes of Type II. Note that conjugation
of single coordinates does not preserve the linearity of a code. It was
shown by Van den Nest [13] that the code C generated by a matrix
of the form Γ + ωI can not be linear. However, if there is a linear
code equivalent to C, it can be found by conjugating some coordinates.
Conjugating coordinates of C is equivalent to setting some diagonal
elements of Γ to 1. Let A be a binary diagonal matrix such that Γ +
A + ωI generates a linear code. Van den Nest [13] proved that C is
equivalent to a linear code if and only if there exists such a matrix A
that satisfies Γ2 + AΓ+ ΓA + Γ+ I = 0. A similar result was found by
Glynn et al. [6]. Using this method, it is easy to check whether the LC
orbit of a given graph corresponds to a linear code. However, self-dual
linear codes over GF(4) have already been classified up to length 16,
and we have not found a way to extend this result using the graph
approach.
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Table 10: Number of (14, 214, 6) Codes with Automorphism Group of Size a
a
1 625
2 258
3 27
4 38
6 27
8 13
12 7
18 1
21 1
24 16
28 1
36 1
48 1
84 1
168 1
2184 1
6552 1
All 1020
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We remark that if C is a self-dual additive code over GF(4) with
generator matrix Γ+ ωI, it can be shown that the additive code over
Z4 generated by 2Γ+ I has the same weight distribution as C. It has
also been shown [2] that self-dual additive codes over GF(4) can be
mapped to isodual binary linear codes, i.e., codes that are equivalent
to their duals, by the mapping 0 7→ 00, 1 7→ 11, ω 7→ 01 and ω2 7→ 10.
A code over Z4 and a binary code obtained from the same self-dual
additive code over GF(4) by these two methods are related by the
well-known Gray map. There are also several mappings from self-dual
additive codes over GF(4) to self-dual and self-orthogonal binary linear
codes [3, 7, 24].
An interesting problem, posed by Höhn [3], is to find the smallest
code with trivial automorphism group, i.e., automorphism group of
size 1. We find that there is no such code of length less than 9, but there
is a single code of length 9 with trivial automorphism group. This code
has generator matrix
ω 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 ω 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 ω 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 ω 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 ω 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 ω 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 ω 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 ω 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 ω

.
The smallest Type II codes with trivial automorphism group have
length 12. One such code is generated by
ω 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 ω 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 ω 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 ω 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 ω 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 ω 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 ω 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 ω 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 ω 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 ω 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 ω 0
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 ω

.
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Table 11: Number of Type I (Type II) Codes of Length n and Minimum Distance d
with Trivial Automorphism Group
d\n ≤ 8 9 10 11 12 14
3 1 (0) 113 (0) 6247 (0) 392 649 (0) ? (0)
4 3 (0) 1180 (0) 163 982 (102) ? (?)
5 25 (0) ? (0)
6 ? (625)
All 0 (0) 1 (0) 116 (0) 7427 (0) 556 656 (102) ? (?)
Table 11 lists the numbers of Type I and Type II codes with trivial
automorphism group by length and minimum distance. Note that for
length 12, almost half the codes have trivial automorphism group. For
high lengths, one can expect almost all codes to have trivial automor-
phism group [3]. This implies that the bound on tn given by Eq. (7)
is tighter for higher n. Observe that in Table 11, no code of minimum
distance less than 3 is listed. It is easy to show that all codes with
minimum distance 1 or 2 must have nontrivial automorphisms.
6 CO N C L U S I O N S
By using graph representation and equivalence via local complementa-
tion, we have classified all additive codes over GF(4) of length up to 12
that are self-dual with respect to the Hermitian trace inner product. It
follows from the bound given by Eq. (7) that there are at least 72 573 549
codes of length 13. It is not feasible to classify all codes of length 13
using our method and the computational resources available to us. We
were however able to classify the 1020 extremal Type II (14, 214, 6) codes.
This was done by exploiting the fact that Type II codes correspond to
anti-Eulerian graphs. Finally, we showed that the smallest Type I and
Type II codes with trivial automorphism group have lengths 9 and 12,
respectively.
The graph representation of a self-dual additive code over GF(4) can
also give information about the properties of the code. Tonchev [12]
showed that strongly regular graphs give rise to interesting codes. In
particular, codes represented by the strongly regular Paley graphs are
well-known quadratic residue codes. We have shown that many extremal
and optimal codes can be represented by nested regular graphs [21, 25].
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Glynn et al. [6] showed that the minimum distance of a code is equal to
one plus the minimum vertex degree over all graphs in the corresponding
LC orbit. We have shown that the LC orbit corresponding to a code
with high minimum distance only contains graphs with both small
independent sets and small cliques [21, 25].
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GRAPH -BASED CLASS I F ICAT ION OF
SELF -DUAL ADDIT IVE CODES OVER
F IN ITE F I ELDS
Lars Eirik Danielsen

G R A P H - B A S E D C L A S S I F I C A T I O N O F
S E L F - D U A L A D D I T I V E C O D E S O V E R
F I N I T E F I E L D S
Lars Eirik Danielsen∗
Quantum stabilizer states over GF(m) can be represented
as self-dual additive codes over GF(m2). These codes can
be represented as weighted graphs, and orbits of graphs
under the generalized local complementation operation cor-
respond to equivalence classes of codes. We have previously
used this fact to classify self-dual additive codes over GF(4).
In this paper we classify self-dual additive codes over GF(9),
GF(16), and GF(25). Assuming that the classical MDS con-
jecture holds, we are able to classify all self-dual additive
MDS codes over GF(9) by using an extension technique. Cir-
culant graph codes are introduced, and a computer search
reveals that this set contains many strong codes. We show
that some of these codes have highly regular graph repre-
sentations.
1 IN T R O D U C T I O N
It is well-known that self-orthogonal additive codes over GF(4) can be
used to represent a class of quantum error-correcting codes known as
binary stabilizer codes [1]. Although the binary stabilizer codes have been
studied most, several authors have considered nonbinary stabilizer
codes over finite fields [2–7], cyclic groups [8], and Abelian groups
in general [9]. We will focus mainly on codes over finite fields, and
∗Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, PB 7803, N-5020 Bergen, Norway.
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exploit the fact that a stabilizer code over GF(m) corresponds to a self-
orthogonal additive code over GF(m2). Quantum codes of dimension
zero are known as stabilizer states, which are entangled quantum states
with several possible applications. Stabilizer states correspond to self-
dual additive codes. It is known that such codes can be represented
as graphs [6, 9]. It is also known that two self-dual additive codes
over GF(4) are equivalent if and only if their corresponding graphs
are equivalent, up to isomorphism, with respect to a sequence of local
complementations [10–13]. We have previously used this fact to devise a
graph-based algorithm with which we classified all self-dual additive
codes over GF(4) of length up to 12 [14]. Recently, the representation
of equivalence classes as graph orbits was generalized to self-dual
additive codes over any finite field [15]. In this paper we use graph-
based algorithms to classify all self-dual additive codes over GF(9),
GF(16), and GF(25) up to lengths 8, 6, and 6, respectively. We also give
upper bounds on the number of codes, derived from mass formulas.
By using a graph extension technique we find that there are only 3
self-dual additive MDS codes over GF(9), assuming that the classical
MDS conjecture holds. We prove that the minimum distance of a self-
dual additive code is related to the minimum vertex degree in the
associated graph orbit. Finally, we perform a search of circulant graph
codes, a subclass of the self-dual additive codes, which is shown to
contain many codes with high minimum distance. The highly regular
graph structures of some of these codes are described.
2 ST A B I L I Z E R ST A T E S
Data in a classical computer is typically stored in bits that have either
the values 0 or 1. Similarly, we can envisage a quantum computer
where data is stored in quantum bits, also known as qubits, i.e., two-
level quantum systems. One qubit can then be described by a vector
|x〉 = (αβ) ∈ C2, where |α|2 is the probability of observing the value 0
when we measure the qubit, and |β|2 is the probability of observing
the value 1. More generally, data could be stored in m-level qudits,
described by vectors from Cm. Measuring such a qudit would give a
result from an alphabet with m symbols. In general, this alphabet could
be any finite Abelian group, but we will only consider the case where
the alphabet is a finite field. The m vectors |x〉, x ∈ GF(m), form an
orthonormal basis of Cm.
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An error operator that can affect a single qudit is represented by
a complex unitary m× m matrix, i.e., a matrix U such that UU† = I,
where † means conjugate transpose. A state of n qudits is represented
by a vector from Cm
n
= Cm ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cm. Assuming that errors act
independently on each qubit, this state is affected by error operators
described by n-fold tensor products of unitary m×m matrices. In the
case of qubits (m = 2), we only need to consider errors from the Pauli
group,
X =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, Z =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, Y = iXZ =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
,
due to the fact that these matrices form a basis of all unitary 2× 2
matrices. The error X is called a bit-flip, since X |x〉 = |x + 1〉. The error
Z is known as a phase-flip, since Z |x〉 = (−1)x |x〉. For general qudits
that take their values from GF(m), we consider the generalized Pauli
group, Pm, also known as the discrete Heisenberg-Weyl group. When our
alphabet is a finite field, we must have m = pr, where p is a prime and
r ≥ 1. The errors contained in the generalized Pauli group are shift
errors, X(a) |x〉 = |x + a〉, and phase errors, Z(b) |x〉 = ωTrm/p(bx) |x〉,
where a, b ∈ GF(m), ω is a complex p-th root of unity, and Trm/p :
GF(m)→ GF(p) is the trace function, Trm/p(c) = ∑r−1i=0 cp
i
. If m = p is
a prime, i.e., r = 1, the generalized Pauli group is generated by
〈
X(1) =

0
... Im−1
0
1 0 · · · 0
 , Z(1) =

1 0
ω
ω2
. . .
0 ωn−1

〉
,
where ω is a complex p-th root of unity, and I is the identity matrix
of specified dimension.1 The operators X(a) and Z(b) are obtained by
taking the a-th and b-th powers of X(1) and Z(1), respectively. Even if
m is not prime, we can still define qudits that take values from the cyclic
group Zm, and use the same error operators as defined above. However,
when m is a prime power, we get better codes by using a finite field as
our alphabet. When we work with qudits that take values from GF(pr),
where r > 1, we use the error group {⊗ri=0 Ei | Ei ∈ Pp} [3], i.e., the
1The set of generators also contains the scalar ω, except for the case m = 2, where it
contains i. This overall phase factor can be ignored for our purposes.
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operators are r-fold tensor products of Pauli matrices from the group
Pp. The error bases that we use are examples of nice error bases [16].
Quantum codes are designed to add redundancy in order to protect
quantum states against errors due to interference from the environment.
A code of length n and dimension k adds redundancy by encoding k
qudits using n qudits. One type of code that exploits the fact that the
generalized Pauli group forms a basis for all possible errors is the
stabilizer code [17]. A stabilizer is an Abelian group generated by a set of
n− k commuting error operators. An error is detected by measuring
the eigenvalues of these operators. If a state is a valid codeword that
has not been affected by error, we will observe the eigenvalue +1 for
all operators. The quantum code, i.e., the set of all valid codewords, is
therefore a joint eigenspace of the stabilizer. If there is a detectable error,
some eigenvalues would be different from +1, due to the commutativity
properties of the generalized Pauli matrices. A stabilizer generated by a
set of n error operators defines a zero-dimensional quantum code, also
known as a stabilizer state.2 The minimum distance of a zero-dimensional
stabilizer code is simply the minimum weight of all error operators
in the stabilizer. The weight of an error operator is the number of
m×m tensor components that are different from the identity matrix.
A quantum code of length n, dimension k, and minimum distance d,
over the alphabet GF(m), is denoted an [[n, k, d]]m code. Stabilizer states
are therefore [[n, 0, d]]m codes. If the minimum distance is high, the
stabilizer state is robust against error, which indicates that it is highly
entangled. Entangled quantum states have many potential applications,
for instance in cryptographic protocols, or as graph states [18] which can
be used as a resource for quantum computations. In the next section
we will also see that zero-dimensional stabilizer codes correspond to
an interesting class of classical codes, known as self-dual additive codes.
Example 1. A [[4, 0, 3]]3 stabilizer state is obtained from the stabilizer
generated by the following error operators.
X(1) ⊗ X(1)Z(2)⊗ I ⊗ X(1),
X(1)Z(1)⊗ X(2) ⊗ X(1)Z(1)⊗ X(1),
I ⊗ X(2)Z(2)⊗ X(1)Z(1)⊗ Z(2),
X(1) ⊗ X(2)Z(2)⊗ X(2) ⊗ X(2)Z(2).
2Stabilizer states could also be called one-dimensional quantum codes, since they are
one-dimensional Hilbert subspaces. We use the term dimension to mean the number
of qudits the code can encode.
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3 SE L F -DU A L AD D I T I V E CO D E S
We can represent a stabilizer state over GF(m) by an n × 2n matrix
(A | B) [4]. The submatrix A represents shift errors, such that Ai,j = a
if X(a) occurs in the j-th tensor component of the i-th error operator in
the set of generators. Similarly, the submatrix B represents phase errors.
Example 2. The matrix corresponding to the stabilizer state in Exam-
ple 1 is
(A | B) =

1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0
1 2 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 2 1 0 0 2 1 2
1 2 2 2 0 2 0 2
 .
The matrix (A | B) generates a code C, and this code is a representa-
tion of a stabilizer state. The fact that a stabilizer is an Abelian group
translates into the requirement that C must be self-dual with respect to
the symplectic inner product, i.e.,
(a | b) ∗ (a′ | b′) = Trm/p(b · a′− b′ · a) = 0, ∀(a | b), (a′ | b′) ∈ C. (1)
We define the symplectic weight of a codeword (a | b) ∈ C as the number
of positions i where both ai and bi are nonzero. (This is the same as the
weight of the corresponding Pauli error operator.)
We can also map the linear code of length 2n defined above to an
additive code over GF(m2) of length n. The representation of binary
stabilizer codes as self-dual additive codes over GF(4) was first demon-
strated by Calderbank et al. [1], and the generalization to qudits was
completed by Ketkar et al. [3]. An additive code, C, over GF(m2) of
length n is defined as an GF(m)-linear subgroup of GF(m2)n. The code
C contains mn codewords, and can be defined by an n × n genera-
tor matrix, C, with entries from GF(m2), such that any GF(m)-linear
combination of rows from C is a codeword.3 To get from the stabi-
lizer representation (A | B) to the generator matrix C, we simply take
C = A+ωB, where ω is a primitive element of GF(m2). The code C will
be self-dual, C = C⊥, where the dual is defined with respect to the Her-
mitian trace inner product, C⊥ = {u ∈ GF(m2)n | u ∗ c = 0 for all c ∈ C}.
When m = p is prime, the Hermitian trace inner product of two vectors
3For codes over GF(4), each codeword is a sum of rows of the generator matrix, hence
the name “additive code”. However, the code is still called additive in the general
case [19].
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over GF(p2) of length n, u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) and v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn), is
given by
u ∗ v = Trp2/p(u · vp) = u · vp − up · v =
n
∑
i=1
(uiv
p
i − u
p
i vi), (2)
When m = pr is not a prime, we use a modification of the Hermitian
trace inner product [3],
u ∗ v = Trm/p
(
u · vm − um · v
ω−ωm
)
, (3)
where ω is a primitive element of GF(m2).
The Hamming weight of a codeword u ∈ C, denoted wt(u), is the
number of nonzero components of u. The Hamming distance between u
and v is wt(u− v). The minimum distance of the code C is the minimal
Hamming distance between any two distinct codewords of C. Since C
is an additive code, the minimum distance is also given by the smallest
nonzero weight of any codeword in C. A code over GF(m2) with mini-
mum distance d is called an (n, mn, d) code. The weight distribution of
the code C is the sequence (A0, A1, . . . , An), where Ai is the number of
codewords of weight i. For an additive code over GF(m2), all Ai must
be divisible by m− 1.
Example 3. The stabilizer state in Example 1 corresponds to the follow-
ing generator matrix of a self-dual additive (4, 34, 3) code.
C =

1 1+ 2ω 0 1
1+ω 2 1+ω 1
0 2+ 2ω 1+ω 2ω
1 2+ 2ω 2 2+ 2ω
 .
We define two self-dual additive codes, C and C ′ over GF(m2), to be
equivalent if the codewords of C can be mapped onto the codewords of C ′
by certain maps that preserve self-duality. A permutation of coordinates,
or columns of a generator matrix, is such a map. Other operations can
also be applied to the coordinates of C. Let each element a + ωb ∈
GF(m2) be represented as (ab) ∈ GF(m)2. We can then premultiply
this element by a 2× 2 matrix. (We could equivalently have applied
transformations to pairwise columns of the 2n× n matrix (A|B).) It
was shown by Rains [2] that by applying matrices from the symplectic
group Sp2(m) to each coordinate, we get an equivalent code. (This group
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contains all 2× 2 matrices with elements in GF(m) and determinant 1.)
For self-dual additive codes over GF(4), these symplectic operations
can be represented more simply as multiplication by nonzero elements
from GF(4) and conjugation of coordinates. (Conjugation of elements in
GF(p2) maps x to xp.) Combined, there are 6 possible transformations
that are equivalent to the 6 permutations of the elements {1,ω,ω2} in
the coordinate. The corresponding symplectic group is
Sp2(2) =
〈
A1 =
(
0 1
1 1
)
, A2 =
(
1 1
0 1
)〉
,
where A1 represents multiplication by ω and A2 represents conjugation.
Including coordinate permutations, there are a total of 6nn! maps for a
code of length n.
For codes over GF(9), we observe that Sp2(3) is a group of order 24
generated by
Sp2(3) =
〈
A1 =
(
1 1
1 2
)
, A2 =
(
1 1
0 1
)〉
,
where A1 represents multiplication by ω2 and A2 represents the map
a + ωb 7→ a + b + ωb. It follows that we are allowed to multiply a
coordinate by x ∈ GF(9) only if xx = 1. However, if we also conjugate
the coordinate, we may multiply by x ∈ GF(9) where xx = 2. Note that
conjugation on its own is not allowed. The 8 operations just described
may be combined with the operations represented by A2 and A22 to give
a total of 24 operations. In all there are 24nn! maps that take a self-dual
additive code over GF(9) to an equivalent code. In general, for codes
over GF(m2), the number of maps is | Sp2(m)|nn!.
A transformation that maps C to itself is called an automorphism of
C. All automorphisms of C make up an automorphism group, denoted
Aut(C). The number of distinct codes equivalent to a self-dual additive
code over GF(m2), C, is then given by | Sp2(m)|nn!|Aut(C)| . The equivalence class
of C contains all codes that are equivalent to C. By summing the sizes of
all equivalence classes of codes of length n, we find the total number of
distinct codes of length n, denoted Tn. The number Tn is also given by a
mass formula. The mass formula for self-dual additive codes over GF(4)
was found by Höhn [20]. This result is easily generalized to GF(m2).
Theorem 4.
Tn =
n
∏
i=1
(mi + 1) =
tn
∑
j=1
| Sp2(m)|nn!
|Aut(Cj)| , (4)
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where tn is the number of equivalence classes of codes of length n, and Cj is a
representative from each equivalence class.
Proof. Let M(n, k) be the total number of self-orthogonal (n, mk) codes.
One such code, C, can be extended to a self-orthogonal (n, mk+1) code in
m2(n−k)− 1 ways by adding an extra codeword from C⊥. Each (n, mk+1)
code can be obtained in this way from m2(k+1) − 1 different (n, mk)
codes. It follows that
M(n, k + 1) = M(n, k)
m2(n−k) − 1
m2(k+1) − 1 .
Starting with M(n, 0) = 1, the recursion gives us the number of self-dual
(n, mn) codes,
M(n, n) =
n−1
∏
i=0
m2(n−k) − 1
m2(k+1) − 1 =
n
∏
i=1
(mi + 1).
By assuming that all codes of length n have a trivial automorphism
group, we get the following lower bound on tn, the total number of
inequivalent codes. Note that when n is large, most codes have a trivial
automorphism group, so the tightness of the bound increases with n.
Also note that this bound is much tighter than a bound that was derived
from results in graph theory by Bahramgiri and Beigi [15].
Theorem 5.
tn ≥
⌈
c∏ni=1(m
i + 1)
| Sp2(m)|nn!
⌉
, (5)
where c = 1 if m is even, and c = 2 if m is odd.
Proof. When m is even, the trivial automorphism group includes only
the identity permutation, and the result follows from Theorem 4. When
m = pr is odd, where p is a prime, the trivial automorphism group
also contains the transformation that applies the symplectic operation(
p− 1 0
0 p− 1
)
to all coordinates. This operation is equivalent to mul-
tiplying each codeword by p− 1, and will therefore map an additive
code to itself.
It follows from the quantum singleton bound [2, 21] that any self-dual
additive code must satisfy 2d ≤ n + 2. A tighter bound for codes
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over GF(4) was given by Calderbank et al. [1]. Codes that satisfy the
singleton bound with equality are known as maximum distance separable
(MDS) codes. MDS codes must have even length, and MDS codes of
length 2 are trivial and exist for all alphabets. The only non-trivial MDS
code over GF(4) is the (6, 26, 4) Hexacode. Ketkar et al. [3, Thm. 63]
proved that a self-dual additive (n, mn, d) MDS code must satisfy n ≤
m2 + d− 2 ≤ 2m2 − 2. If the famous MDS conjecture holds, then n ≤
m2 + 1, or n ≤ m2 + 2 when m is even and d = 4 or d = m2. Grassl,
Rötteler, and Beth [22] showed that MDS codes of length n ≤ m + 1
always exist. After we have defined the concept of graph codes in
Section 4, we give the results of a search of circulant graph codes in
Section 7, which shows what minimum distances can be expected for
self-dual additive codes of short length over various alphabets.
Self-dual linear codes over GF(m2) are a subset of the self-dual ad-
ditive codes. Only additive codes that satisfy certain constraints can
be linear. Such constraints for codes over GF(4) were described by Van
den Nest [11] and by Glynn et al. [13], and can be generalized to other
alphabets. An obvious constraint is that all coefficients of the weight
enumerator of a linear code must be divisible by m2 − 1, whereas for
an additive code they need only be divisible by m− 1.
4 CO R R E S P O N D E N C E T O WE I G H T E D GR A P H S
A graph is a pair G = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices and E ⊆ V ×V
is a set of edges. Let an m-weighted graph be a triple G = (V, E, W)
where W is a set of weights from GF(m). Each edge has an associated
non-zero weight. (An edge with weight zero is the same as a non-
edge.) An m-weighted graph with n vertices can be represented by an
n× n adjacency matrix Γ, where the element Γi,j = W({i, j}) if {i, j} ∈ E,
and Γi,j = 0 otherwise. We will only consider simple undirected graphs
whose adjacency matrices are symmetric with all diagonal elements
being 0. The neighbourhood of v ∈ V, denoted Nv ⊂ V, is the set of
vertices connected to v by an edge. The number of vertices adjacent to
v, |Nv|, is called the degree of v. The induced subgraph of G on U ⊆ V
contains vertices U and all edges from E whose endpoints are both in
U. The complement of a non-weighted graph G is found by replacing
E with V ×V − E, i.e., the edges in E are changed to non-edges, and
the non-edges to edges. Two graphs G = (V, E) and G′ = (V, E′) are
isomorphic if and only if there exists a permutation pi of V such that
{u, v} ∈ E ⇐⇒ {pi(u),pi(v)} ∈ E′. We also require that weights are
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preserved, i.e., W{u,v} = W{pi(u),pi(v)}. A path is a sequence of vertices,
(v1, v2, . . . , vi), such that {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vi−1, vi} ∈ E. A graph
is connected if there is a path from any vertex to any other vertex in
the graph. A complete graph is a graph where all pairs of vertices are
connected by an edge. A clique is a complete subgraph.
Definition 6. A graph code is an additive code over GF(m2) that has a
generator matrix of the form C = Γ+ωI, where I is the identity matrix,
ω is a primitive element of GF(m2), and Γ is the adjacency matrix of a
simple undirected m-weighted graph.
Theorem 7. Every self-dual additive code over GF(m2) is equivalent to a
graph code.
Proof. The generator matrix, C, of a self-dual additive code over GF(m2)
corresponds to an n × 2n matrix (A|B) with elements from GF(m),
such that C = A + ωB. We must prove that an equivalent code is
generated by (Γ|I), where I is the identity matrix and Γ is the adjacency
matrix of a simple undirected m-weighted graph. A basis change can
be accomplished by (A′|B′) = M(A|B), where M is an n× n invertible
matrix with elements from GF(m). If B has full rank, we can find a
matrix B∗ such that BB∗ = cI, for some constant c. The solution is then
simple, since B∗(A|B) = (Γ′|cI). We obtain (Γ|I) after changing the
diagonal elements of Γ′ and cI to 0 and 1, respectively, by appropriate
symplectic transformations. Any two rows of (Γ|I) will be orthogonal
with respect to the symplectic inner product, which means that ΓIT −
IΓT = 0, and it follows that Γ will always be a symmetric matrix. In the
case where B has rank k < n, we can perform a basis change to get
(A′|B′) =
(
A1 B1
A2 0
)
,
where B1 is a k× n matrix with full rank, and A1 also has size k× n.
Since the row-space of (A′|B′) defines a self-dual code, and B′ contains
an all-zero row, it must be true that A2BT1 = 0. A2 must have full rank,
and the row space of B1 must be the orthogonal complement of the row
space of A2.
We assume that B1 = (B11|B12) where B11 is a k× k invertible matrix.
We also write A2 = (A21|A22) where A22 has size (n − k) × (n − k).
Assume that there exists an x ∈ GF(m)n−k such that A22xT = 0. Then
the vector v = (0, . . . , 0, x) of length n satisfies A2vT = 0. Since the row
space of B1 is the orthogonal complement of the row space of A2, we
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can write v = yB1 for some y ∈ GF(m)k. We see that yB11 = 0, and
since B11 has full rank, it must therefore be true that y = 0. This means
that x = 0, which proves that A22 is an invertible matrix.
Two of the symplectic operations that we can apply to columns
of a generator matrix are
(
0 m− 1
1 0
)
and
(
0 1
m− 1 0
)
. This means
that we can interchange column i of A′ and column i of B′ if we
also multiply one of the columns by m− 1. In this way we swap the
i-th columns of A′ and B′ for k < i ≤ n to get (A′′|B′′). Since B11
and A22 are invertible, B′′ must also be an invertible matrix. We then
find B′′−1(A′′|B′′) = (Γ|I), and set all diagonal elements of Γ to 0 by
symplectic transformations.
Example 8. The matrix from Example 2 can be transformed into the
following matrix, using the method given in the proof of Theorem 7.
(Γ | I) =

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0
0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1
 .
This means that the stabilizer state from Example 1 is equivalent to the
graph code generated by C = Γ+ωI.
Note that Theorem 7 is a generalization of the same theorem for
codes over GF(4) [14], which was proved by Van den Nest et al. [12].
The fact that stabilizer codes can be represented by graphs was also
shown by Schlingemann and Werner [9] and by Grassl, Klappenecker,
and Rötteler [6].
We have seen that every m-weighted graph represents a self-dual
additive code over GF(m), and that every self-dual additive code over
GF(m) can be represented by an m-weighted graph. It follows that
we can, without loss of generality, restrict our study to codes with
generator matrices of the form Γ+ωI, where Γ is an adjacency matrix
of an unlabeled simple undirected m-weighed graph.
5 GR A P H EQ U I V A L E N C E A N D CO D E EQ U I V A L E N C E
Swapping vertex i and vertex j of a graph with adjacency matrix Γ can
be accomplished by exchanging column i and column j of Γ and then
exchanging row i and row j of Γ. We call the resulting matrix Γ′. Exactly
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21
3 4
(a) The Graph G
21
3 4
(b) The Graph G ∗ 1
Fig. 1: Example of Local Complementation
the same column and row operations map Γ+ ωI to Γ′ + ωI, which
are generator matrices for equivalent codes. It follows that two codes
are equivalent if their corresponding graphs are isomorphic. However,
the symplectic transformations that map a code to an equivalent code
do not in general produce isomorphic graphs, but we will see that they
can be described as graph operations.
It is known that two self-dual additive codes over GF(4) are equiv-
alent if and only if their corresponding graphs are equivalent, up to
isomorphism, with respect to a sequence of local complementations [10–
13]. We have previously used this fact to devise a graph-based algo-
rithm with which we classified all self-dual additive codes over GF(4)
of length up to 12 [14].
Definition 9 ([10]). Given a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v ∈ V, let
Nv ⊂ V be the neighbourhood of v. Local complementation (LC) on v
transforms G into G ∗ v by replacing the induced subgraph of G on Nv
by its complement. (Fig. 1)
Theorem 10 ([10–13]). Two self-dual additive codes over GF(4), C and C ′,
with graph representations G and G′, are equivalent if and only if there is a
finite sequence of not necessarily distinct vertices (v1, v2, . . . , vi), such that
G ∗ v1 ∗ v2 ∗ · · · ∗ vi is isomorphic to G′.
The LC operation can be generalized to weighted graphs, and it
was first shown by Bahramgiri and Beigi [15] that the equivalence of
nonbinary stabilizer states over GF(m), i.e., self-dual additive codes
over GF(m2), can be described in terms of graph operations.4
4Bahramgiri and Beigi [15] only state their theorem for GF(m) where m is prime, but
the result holds for any finite field, as their proof does not depend on m being prime.
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Fig. 2: Example of Weight Shifting
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(b) The Graph G ∗a 1
Fig. 3: Example of Generalized Local Complementation
Definition 11 ([15]). Given an m-weighted graph G = (V, E, W) and a
vertex v ∈ V, weight shifting on v by a ∈ GF(m) transforms G into G ◦a v
by multiplying the weight of each edge incident on v by a. (Fig. 2)
Definition 12 ([15]). Given an m-weighted graph G = (V, E, W) and
a vertex v ∈ V, generalized local complementation on v by a ∈ GF(m)
transforms G into G ∗a v. Let Γ and Γ′ be the adjacency matrices of G
and G ∗a v, respectively. Then Γ′i,j = Γi,j + aΓv,iΓv,j, for all i 6= j, and
Γ′i,i = 0 for all i. (Fig. 3)
Theorem 13 ([15]). Two self-dual additive codes over GF(m2), C and C ′,
with graph representations G and G′, are equivalent if and only if we get a
graph isomorphic to G′ by applying some finite sequence of weight shifts and
generalized local complementations to G.
A proof of Theorem 13 was given by by Bahramgiri and Beigi [15],
as a generalization of the proof given by Van den Nest et al. [12] for
self-dual additive codes over GF(4).
Theorem 14. The minimum distance of a self-dual additive (n, mn, d) code
is equal to δ+ 1, where δ is the minimum vertex degree over all graphs in the
associated generalized LC orbit.
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Proof. A vertex with degree d − 1 in the LC orbit corresponds to a
codeword of weight d, and we will now show that such a vertex always
exists. Choose any graph representation of the code and let G = (Γ | I)
be the corresponding generator matrix. Find a codeword c of weight d
generated by G. Let the i-th row of G be one of the rows that c is linearly
dependent on. Apply symplectic transformations to the coordinates of
the code such that c is mapped to c′ with 1 in coordinate n + i, and
with 0 in all other of the last n coordinates. Since we do not care about
changes in the corresponding first n coordinates, there will always
be transformations that achieve this. Apply the same transformations
to the columns of G, and then replace the i-th row with c′, to get G′.
Note that the right half of G′ still has full rank, so we can transform
G′ into a matrix of the form (Γ′ | I) by Gaussian elimination, where
the symplectic weight of the i-th row is d. Finally, we set all diagonal
elements of Γ′ to zero by appropriate symplectic transformations. Vertex
i of the graph with adjacency matrix Γ′ has degree d− 1.
6 CL A S S I F I C A T I O N
Definition 15. The LC orbit of a weighted graph G is the set of all non-
isomorphic graphs that can be obtained by performing any sequence of
weight shifts and generalized LC operations on G.
It follows from Theorem 13 that two self-dual additive codes over
GF(m2) are equivalent if and only if their graph representations are in
the same LC orbit. The LC orbit of a graph can easily be generated by a
recursive algorithm. We have used the program nauty [23] to check for
graph isomorphism.
Let Gn,m be the set of all non-isomorphic simple undirected con-
nected m-weighted graphs on n vertices. Note that connected graphs
correspond to indecomposable codes. A code is decomposable if it can
be written as the direct sum of two smaller codes. For example, let
C be an (n, mn, d) code and C ′ an (n′, mn′ , d′) code. The direct sum,
C ⊕ C ′ = {u||v | u ∈ C, v ∈ C ′}, where || means concatenation, is an
(n + n′, mn+n′ , min{d, d′}) code. It follows that all decomposable codes
of length n can be classified easily once all indecomposable codes of
length less than n are known.
The set of all distinct LC orbits of connected m-weighted graphs on
n vertices is a partitioning of Gn,m into in,m disjoint sets. in,m is also
the number of indecomposable self-dual additive codes over GF(m2)
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of length n, up to equivalence. Let Ln,m be a set containing one rep-
resentative from each LC orbit of connected m-weighted graphs on n
vertices. The simplest algorithm for finding such sets of representatives
is to start with the set Gn,m and generate LC orbits of its members until
we have a partitioning of Gn,m. The following more efficient technique
is based on a method described by Glynn et al. [13]. Let the mn − 1
extensions of an m-weighted graph on n vertices be formed by adding a
new vertex and joining it to all possible combinations of at least one of
the old vertices, using all possible combinations of edge weights. The
set En,m, containing in−1,m(mn−1 − 1) graphs, is formed by making all
possible extensions of all graphs in Ln−1,m.
Theorem 16. Ln,m ⊂ En,m, i.e., the set En,m will contain at least one repre-
sentative from each LC orbit of connected graphs on n vertices.
Proof. Let G = (V, E, W) ∈ Gn,m, and choose any subset U ⊂ V of
n− 1 vertices. By doing weight shifts and generalized LC operations
on vertices in U, we can transform the induced subgraph of G on U
into one of the graphs in Ln−1,m that were extended when En,m was
constructed. It follows that for all G ∈ Gn,m, some graph in the LC orbit
of G must be part of En,m.
The set En,m will be much smaller than Gn,m, so it will be more
efficient to search for a set of LC orbit representatives within En,m.
Another fact that simplifies our classification algorithm is that weight
shifting and generalized local complementation commute. This means
that to generate the LC orbit of a weighted graph, we may first generate
the orbit with respect to generalized local complementation only, and
then apply weight shifting to the resulting set of graphs.
Using the described techniques, we were able to classify all self-dual
additive codes over GF(9), GF(16), and GF(25) up to lengths 8, 6, and 6,
respectively. Table 1 gives the values of in,m, the number of distinct LC
orbits of connected m-weighted graphs on n vertices, which is also
the number of inequivalent indecomposable self-dual additive codes
over GF(m2) of length n. The total number of inequivalent codes of
length n, tn, is shown in Table 2 together with lower bounds derived
from Theorem 5. The numbers tn are easily derived from the numbers in
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Table 1: Number (in,m) of Indecomposable Codes of Length n over GF(m2)
n in,2 in,3 in,4 in,5
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 3 3
4 2 3 6 7
5 4 5 25 38
6 11 21
7 26 73
8 101 659
9 440
10 3132
11 40 457
12 1 274 068
Table 2: Total Number (tn,m) of Codes of Length n over GF(m2)
n tn,2 tn,3 tn,4 tn,5
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 5 5
4 6 7 12 13
5 11 13 40 54
6 26 39 ? ?
7 59 121 ? ?
8 182 817 ≥ 946 ≥ 21 161
9 675 ≥ 9 646 ≥ 458 993 ≥ 38 267 406
10 3990 ≥ 2 373 100
11 45 144
12 1 323 363
13 ≥ 72 573 549
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Table 3: Number of Indecomposable Codes of Length n and Distance d over GF(9)
d\n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 1 1 2 4 15 51 388 ? ?
3 1 1 5 20 194 ? ?
4 1 2 77 ? ?
5 4 ?
6 1
All 1 1 3 5 21 73 659 ? ?
Table 4: Number of Indecomposable Codes of Length n and Distance d over GF(16)
d\n 2 3 4 5 6
2 1 1 2 4 16
3 1 2 6
4 3
5
6
All 1 1 3 6 25
Table 5: Number of Indecomposable Codes of Length n and Distance d over GF(25)
d\n 2 3 4 5 6
2 1 1 2 4 21
3 1 3 11
4 6
5
6
All 1 1 3 7 38
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by using the Euler transform [24],
cn =∑
d|n
did
t1 = c1
tn =
1
n
(
cn +
n−1
∑
k=1
cktn−k
)
.
(6)
Tables 3, 4, and 5 list by minimum distance the numbers of inde-
composable codes over GF(9), GF(16), and GF(25). A database con-
taining one representative from each equivalence class is available at
http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/nonbinary/.
Note that applying the graph extension technique described previ-
ously is equivalent to lengthening [25] a self-dual additive code. Given
an (n, mn, d) code, we add a row and column to its generator matrix to
obtain an (n + 1, mn+1, d′) code, where d′ ≤ d + 1. If follows that given
a classification of all codes of length n and distance d, we can classify all
codes of length n + 1 and distance d + 1. All length 8 codes over GF(9)
have been classified as described above. By extending the 77 (8, 38, 4)
codes, we found 4 (9, 39, 5) codes, and from those we obtained a single
(10, 310, 6) code. Assuming that the MDS conjecture holds, there are no
self-dual additive MDS codes over GF(9) with length above 10. This
would mean that the three MDS codes we have found, with parameters
(4, 34, 3), (6, 36, 4), and (10, 310, 6), are the only self-dual additive MDS
codes over GF(9).
7 C I R C U L A N T GR A P H CO D E S
It is clearly infeasible to study all self-dual additive codes of lengths
much higher than those classified in the previous section. We therefore
restrict our search space to the md n−12 e codes over GF(m2) of length n
corresponding to graphs with circulant adjacency matrices. A matrix
is circulant if the i-th row is equal to the first row, cyclically shifted i
times to the right. We have performed an exhaustive search of such
graphs, the result of which is summarized in Table 6. This table shows
the highest found minimum distance of self-dual additive codes over
various alphabets. A code with the given distance has been found in
our search, except for the cases marked ∗, where the code is obtained in
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Table 6: Highest Found Minimum Distance of Codes over GF(m2) of Length n
n\m 2 3 4 5
2 2 2 2 2
3 2 2 2 2
4 2 3∗ 3∗ 3∗
5 3 3 3 3
6 4 4 4 4
7 3 4 4 4
8 4 4 4 4
9 4 5s 5 5
10 4 6 6 6
11 5s 5 6 6
12 6 6 6 6
13 5 6 7 7
14 6 6 7 8
15 6 6 7 7
16 6 6 8 8
17 7 7 8 9
18 8∗ 8 8 10
19 7 8
20 8 8
21 8∗ 8
22 8 9
23 8 9
24 8 9
25 8
26 8
27 9s
28 10
29 11
30 12
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some other way and does not have any circulant graph representation,5
and cases marked s, which are not circulant, but obtained by a trivial
shortening [25] of a longer circulant code. Distances printed in bold font
are optimal according to the quantum singleton bound. If n is even
and the quantum singleton bound is satisfied with equality, we have an
MDS code.
As mentioned in the introduction, stabilizer codes can be defined
over any Abelian group, not only finite fields. For comparison, we also
generated circulant codes over Z24. As expected, the minimum distance
of these codes are much worse than for codes over GF(16). We found
a (7, 47, 4)-code over Z24, but for all other lengths up to 16, the best
distance was equal to the best distance of codes over GF(4) of the same
length.
Gulliver and Kim [26] performed a computer search of circulant self-
dual additive codes over GF(4) of length up to 30. Their search was
not restricted to graph codes, so our search space is a subset of theirs.
It is interesting to note that for every length, the highest minimum
distance found was the same in both searches. This suggests that the
circulant graph code construction can produce codes as strong as the
more general circulant code construction. Besides a smaller search
space, the special form of the generator matrix of a graph code makes it
easier to find the minimum distance, since any codeword obtained as a
linear combination of i rows of the generator matrix must have weight
at least i. If, for example, we want to determine whether a code has
minimum distance at least d, we only need to consider combinations of
d or fewer rows of its generator matrix.
Circulant graphs must be regular, i.e., all vertices must have the same
number of neighbours. We have previously discovered that many strong
circulant self-dual additive codes over GF(4) can be represented as
highly structured nested clique graphs [27, 28]. Some of these graphs are
shown in Fig. 4. For instance, Fig. 4b shows a graph representation of
the (12, 212, 6) Dodecacode consisting of three 4-cliques. The remaining
edges form a Hamiltonian cycle, i.e., a cycle that visits every vertex of
the graph exactly once. Notice that all graphs shown in Fig. 4 have
minimum regular vertex degree, i.e., each vertex has d − 1 neighbours,
where d is the distance of the corresponding code.
We have discovered some new highly structured weighted graph
representations of self-dual additive codes over GF(9) and GF(16).
5See the web page http://www.codetables.de/ for details on how codes over GF(4) of
length 18 and 21 can be obtained.
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(a) (6, 26, 4) (b) (12, 212, 6)
(c) (20, 220, 8) (d) (25, 225, 8)
Fig. 4: Examples of Nested Clique Graphs Corresponding to Codes over GF(4)
Fig. 5 shows two interconnected 5-cliques where all edges have weight
1, and a 10-cycle where all edges have weight 2. The sum of these two
graphs, such that no edges overlap, corresponds to the (10, 310, 6) code.
Up to isomorphism, there is only one way to add a Hamiltonian cycle
of weight 2 edges to the double 5-clique, since there cannot be both
weight 1 and weight 2 edges between the same pair of vertices. The
first row of a circulant generator matrix corresponding to this graph is
(ω012111210).
As a second example, Fig. 6 shows two pairs of 4-cliques, each of
which is connected by a length 8 cycle, and two 16-cycles where all
edges have weight α and α2, respectively, where α is a primitive element
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Fig. 5: Two Graphs Whose Sum Corresponds to the (10, 310, 6) Code
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Fig. 6: Three Graphs Whose Sum Corresponds to the (16, 416, 8) Code
of GF(4). The (16, 416, 8) code generated by (ω0α21α100010001α1α2)
corresponds to a sum of these three graphs.
Note that the vertices of the graphs corresponding to the (10, 310, 6)
and (16, 416, 8) have degree higher than d − 1. We have tried to ob-
tain similar graph representations for other codes in Table 6, but with-
out success. Many of the circulant graph codes have vertex degree
much higher than d − 1, for instance the (14, 514, 8) code generated
by (ω1221202021221), and the (18, 518, 10) code which is generated by
(ω12134242124243121).
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PAPER III
EDGE LOCAL COMPLEMENTAT ION
AND EQUIVALENCE OF B INARY
L INEAR CODES
Lars Eirik Danielsen Matthew G. Parker

E D G E L O C A L C O M P L E M E N T A T I O N
A N D E Q U I V A L E N C E O F B I N A R Y
L I N E A R C O D E S
Lars Eirik Danielsen∗ Matthew G. Parker∗
Orbits of graphs under the operation edge local comple-
mentation (ELC) are defined. We show that the ELC orbit of
a bipartite graph corresponds to the equivalence class of a
binary linear code. The information sets and the minimum
distance of a code can be derived from the corresponding
ELC orbit. By extending earlier results on local complemen-
tation (LC) orbits, we classify the ELC orbits of all graphs on
up to 12 vertices. We also give a new method for classifying
binary linear codes, with running time comparable to the
best known algorithm.
1 IN T R O D U C T I O N
In this section we first give some definitions from graph theory, in par-
ticular we describe the two graph operations local complementation (LC)
and edge local complementation (ELC), the latter also known as the pivot
operation. We then give some definitions related to binary linear codes.
Of particular interest is the concept of code equivalence. Östergård [1]
represented codes as graphs, and devised an algorithm for classifying
codes up to equivalence. In Section 2, we show a different way of rep-
resenting a binary linear code as a bipartite graph. We prove that ELC
on this graph provides a simple way of jumping between equivalent
codes, and that the orbit of a bipartite graph under ELC corresponds
∗Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, PB 7803, N-5020 Bergen, Norway.
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to the complete equivalence class of the corresponding code. We also
show how ELC on a bipartite graph generates all information sets of the
corresponding code. Finally, we show that the minimum distance of a
code is related to the minimum vertex degree over the corresponding
ELC orbit. In Section 3 we describe our algorithm for classifying ELC
orbits, which we have used to generate all ELC orbits of graphs on up
to 12 vertices. Although ELC orbits of non-bipartite graphs do not have
any obvious applications to classical coding theory, they are of interest
in other contexts, such as interlace polynomials [2, 3] and quantum graph
states [4] which are related to quantum error-correcting codes. From the
ELC orbits of bipartite graphs a classification of binary linear codes can
be derived. Binary linear codes have previously been classified up to
length 14 [1, 5]. We have generated the bipartite ELC orbits of graphs
on up to 14 vertices, and this classification can be extended to at least
15 vertices [Sang-il Oum, personal communication], showing that our
method is comparable to the best known algorithm. However, the main
result of this paper is not a classification of codes, but a new way of
representing equivalence classes of codes, and a classification of all ELC
orbits of length up to 12.
1 .1 GR A P H TH E O R Y
A graph is a pair G = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices, and E ⊆ V ×V
is a set of edges. A graph with n vertices can be represented by an n× n
adjacency matrix Γ, where Γi,j = 1 if {i, j} ∈ E, and Γi,j = 0 otherwise. We
will only consider simple undirected graphs whose adjacency matrices
are symmetric with all diagonal elements being 0, i.e., all edges are
bidirectional and no vertex can be adjacent to itself. The neighbourhood of
v ∈ V, denoted Nv ⊂ V, is the set of vertices connected to v by an edge.
The number of vertices adjacent to v is called the degree of v. The induced
subgraph of G on W ⊆ V contains vertices W and all edges from E whose
endpoints are both in W. The complement of G is found by replacing
E with V ×V − E, i.e., the edges in E are changed to non-edges, and
the non-edges to edges. Two graphs G = (V, E) and G′ = (V, E′) are
isomorphic if and only if there exists a permutation pi on V such that
{u, v} ∈ E if and only if {pi(u),pi(v)} ∈ E′. A path is a sequence of
vertices, (v1, v2, . . . , vi), such that {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vi−1, vi} ∈ E.
A graph is connected if there is a path from any vertex to any other
vertex in the graph. A graph is bipartite if its set of vertices can be
decomposed into two disjoint sets such that no two vertices within the
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(a) The Graph G
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3 4
(b) The Graph G ∗ 1
Fig. 1: Example of Local Complementation
same set are adjacent. We call a graph (a, b)-bipartite if its vertices can
be decomposed into sets of size a and b.
Definition 1 ([6–8]). Given a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v ∈ V, let
Nv ⊂ V be the neighbourhood of v. Local complementation (LC) on v
transforms G into G ∗ v by replacing the induced subgraph of G on Nv
by its complement. (Fig. 1)
Definition 2 ([7]). Given a graph G = (V, E) and an edge {u, v} ∈ E,
edge local complementation (ELC) on {u, v} transforms G into G(uv) =
G ∗ u ∗ v ∗ u = G ∗ v ∗ u ∗ v.
Definition 3 ([7]). ELC on {u, v} can equivalently be defined as follows.
Decompose V \ {u, v} into the following four disjoint sets, as visualized
in Fig. 2.
A Vertices adjacent to u, but not to v.
B Vertices adjacent to v, but not to u.
C Vertices adjacent to both u and v.
D Vertices adjacent to neither u nor v.
To obtain G(uv), perform the following procedure. For any pair of
vertices {x, y}, where x belongs to class A, B, or C, and y belongs to
a different class A, B, or C, “toggle” the pair {x, y}, i.e., if {x, y} ∈ E,
delete the edge, and if {x, y} 6∈ E, add the edge {x, y} to E. Finally,
swap the labels of vertices u and v.
Definition 4. The LC orbit of a graph G is the set of all graphs that
can be obtained by performing any sequence of LC operations on G.
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Fig. 2: Visualization of the ELC Operation
Similarly, the ELC orbit of G comprises all graphs that can be obtained
by performing any sequence of ELC operations on G. (Usually we
consider LC and ELC orbits of unlabeled graphs. In the cases where
we consider orbits of labeled graphs, this will be noted.)
The LC operation was first defined by de Fraysseix [8], and later
studied by Fon-der-Flaas [6] and Bouchet [7]. Bouchet defined ELC as
“complementation along an edge” [7], but this operation is also known
as pivoting on a graph [2, 9]. LC orbits of graphs have been used to study
quantum graph states [10–12], which are equivalent to self-dual additive
codes over GF(4) [13]. We have previously used LC orbits to classify
such codes [14, 15]. ELC orbits have also been studied in the context of
quantum graph states [4, 9]. Interlace polynomials of graphs have been
defined with respect to both ELC [2] and LC [3]. These polynomials
encode properties of the graph orbits, and were originally used to study
a problem related to DNA sequencing [16].
Proposition 5. If G = (V, E) is a connected graph, then, for any vertex
v ∈ V, G ∗ v must also be connected. Likewise, for any edge {u, v} ∈ E,
G(uv) must be connected.
Proof. If the edge {x, y} is deleted as part of an LC operation on v,
both x and y must be, and will remain, connected to v. Similarly, if by
performing ELC on the edge {u, v}, the edge {x, y} is deleted, both x
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and y will remain connected to either u, v, or both, and u and v will
remain connected.
Proposition 6 ([9]). If G is an (a, b)-bipartite graph, then, for any edge
{u, v} ∈ E, G(uv) must also be (a, b)-bipartite.
Proof. A bipartite graph with an edge {u, v} can not contain any vertex
that is connected to both u and v. Using the terminology of Definition 3,
the set C will always be empty when we perform ELC on a bipartite
graph. Moreover, all vertices in the set A must belong to the same
partition as u, and all vertices in B must belong to the same partition as
v. All edges that are added or deleted have one endpoint in A and one
in B, and it follows that bipartiteness is preserved.
Proposition 7. Let G be a bipartite graph, and let {u, v} ∈ E. Then G(uv)
can be obtained by “toggling” all edges between the sets Nu \ {v} and Nv \
{u}, followed by a swapping of vertices u and v.
1.2 CO D I N G TH E O R Y
A binary linear code, C, is a linear subspace of GF(2)n of dimension k,
where 0 ≤ k ≤ n. C is called an [n, k] code, and the 2k elements of C are
called codewords. The Hamming weight of u ∈ GF(2)n, denoted wt(u), is
the number of nonzero components of u. The Hamming distance between
u, v ∈ GF(2)n is wt(u− v). The minimum distance of the code C is the
minimal Hamming distance between any two codewords of C. Since
C is a linear code, the minimum distance is also given by the smallest
weight of any codeword in C. A code with minimum distance d is called
an [n, k, d] code. A code is decomposable if it can be written as the direct
sum of two smaller codes. For example, let C be an [n, k, d] code and
C ′ an [n′, k′, d′] code. The direct sum, C ⊕ C ′ = {u||v | u ∈ C, v ∈ C ′},
where || means concatenation, is an [n + n′, k + k′, min{d, d′}] code.
Two codes, C and C ′, are considered to be equivalent if one can be
obtained from the other by some permutation of the coordinates, or
equivalently, a permutation of the columns of a generator matrix. We
define the dual of the code C with respect to the standard inner product,
C⊥ = {u ∈ GF(2)n | u · c = 0 for all c ∈ C}. C is called self-dual if
C = C⊥, and isodual if C is equivalent to C⊥. Self-dual and isodual
codes must have even length n, and dimension k = n2 . The code C can
be defined by a k× n generator matrix, C, whose rows span C. A set of
k linearly independent columns of C is called an information set of C.
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We can permute the columns of C such that an information set makes
up the first k columns. By elementary row operations, this matrix can
then be transformed into a matrix of the form C′ = (I | P), where I is
a k× k identity matrix, and P is some k× (n− k) matrix. The matrix
C′, which is said to be of standard form, generates a code C ′ which is
equivalent to C. Every code is equivalent to a code with a generator
matrix of standard form. The matrix H′ = (PT | I), where I is an
(n− k)× (n− k) identity matrix is called the parity check matrix of C ′.
Observe that G′H′T = 0, where 0 is the all-zero vector. It follows that
H′ must be the generator matrix of C ′⊥.
2 ELC A N D CO D E EQ U I V A L E N C E
As mentioned earlier, LC orbits of graphs correspond to equivalence
classes of self-dual quantum codes. We have previously classified all
such codes of length up to 12 [15], by classifying LC orbits of simple
undirected graphs. In this paper, we show that ELC orbits of bipartite
graphs correspond to the equivalence classes of binary linear codes.
First we explain how a binary linear code can be represented by a
graph.
Definition 8 ([17, 18]). Let C be a binary linear [n, k] code with generator
matrix C = (I | P). Then the code C corresponds to the (k, n − k)-
bipartite graph on n vertices with adjacency matrix
Γ =
(
0k×k P
PT 0(n−k)×(n−k)
)
,
where 0 denote all-zero matrices of the specified dimensions.
Theorem 9. Let G = (V, E) be the (k, n− k)-bipartite graph derived from
a standard form generator matrix C = (I | P) of the [n, k] code C. Let G′ be
the graph obtained by performing ELC on the edge {u, v} ∈ E, followed by
a swapping of vertices u and v. Then the code C ′ generated by C′ = (I | P′)
corresponding to G′ is equivalent to C, and can be obtained by interchanging
coordinates u and v of C.
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that u ≤ k and v > k. C′ can
be obtained from C by adding row u to all rows in Nv \ {u} and then
swapping columns u and v, where Nv denotes the neighbourhood of
v in G. These operations preserve the equivalence of linear codes. As
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described in Proposition 7, the bipartite graph G is transformed into
G′ by “toggling” all pairs of vertices {x, y}, where x ∈ Nu \ {v} and
y ∈ Nv \ {u}. This action on the submatrix P is implemented by the row
additions on C described above. However, this also “toggles” the pairs
{v, y}, where y ∈ Nv \ {u}, transforming column v of C into a vector
with 0 in all coordinates except u. But column u of C now contains the
original column v, and thus swapping columns u and v restores the
neighbourhood of v, giving the desired submatrix P.
Corollary 10. Applying any sequence of ELC operations to a graph G corre-
sponding to a code C will produce a graph corresponding to a code equivalent
to C.
Instead of mapping the generator matrix C = (I | P) to the adjacency
matrix of a bipartite graph in order to perform ELC on the edge {u, v},
we can work directly with the submatrix P. Let the rows of P be labeled
1, 2, . . . , k and the columns of P be labeled k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n. Assume
that u indicates a row of P and that v indicates a column of P. The
element Pij is then replaced by 1− Pij if i 6= u, j 6= v, and Puj = Piv = 1.
Example 11. The [7, 4, 3] Hamming code has a generator matrix
C =

1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
 ,
which corresponds to the graph shown in Fig. 3a. ELC on the edge
{2, 7} produces the graph shown in Fig. 3b, which corresponds to the
generator matrix
C′ =

1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1
 .
The code generated by C′ is also obtained by swapping coordinates 2
and 7 of the code generated by C.
Consider a code C. As described in Section 1.2, it is possible to go
from a generator matrix of standard form, C = (I | P), to another
generator matrix of standard form, C′, of a code equivalent to C by
one of the n! possible permutations of the columns of C, followed by
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Fig. 3: Two Graph Representations of the [7, 4, 3] Hamming Code
elementary row operations. More precisely, we can get from C to C′ via
a combination of the following operations.
1. Permuting the columns of P.
2. Permuting the columns of I, followed by the same permutation
on the rows of C, to restore standard form.
3. Swapping columns from I with columns from P, such that the first
k columns still is an information set, followed by some elementary
row operations to restore standard form.
Theorem 12. Let C and C ′ be equivalent codes. Let C and C′ be matrices of
standard form generating C and C ′. Let G and G′ be the bipartite graphs cor-
responding to C and C′. G′ is isomorphic to a graph obtained by performing
some sequence of ELC operations on G.
Proof. C and C ′ must be related by a combination of the operations 1,
2, and 3 listed above. It is easy to see that operations 1 and 2 applied
to G produce an isomorphic graph. It remains to prove that operation
3 always corresponds to some sequence of ELC operations. We know
from Theorem 9 that swapping columns u and v of C, where u is part
of I and v is part of P, corresponds to ELC on the edge {u, v} of G,
followed by a swapping of the vertices u and v. When {u, v} is not an
edge of G, we can not swap columns u and v of C via ELC. In this case,
coordinate v of column u is 0, and column u has 1 in coordinate u and 0
elsewhere. Swapping these columns would result in a generator matrix
where the first k columns all have 0 at coordinate u. These columns can
not correspond to an information set. It follows that if {u, v} is not an
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edge of G, swapping columns u and v is not a valid operation of type 3
in the above list. Thus ELC and graph isomorphism cover all possible
operations that map standard form generator matrices of equivalent
codes to each other.
Let us for a moment consider ELC orbits of labeled graphs, i.e., where
we do not take isomorphism into consideration. Let G = (V, E) be
the connected bipartite graph representing the indecomposable code
C, and G(uv) be the graph obtained by ELC on the edge {u, v} ∈ E.
Since we perform ELC on {u, v} without swapping u and v after-
wards, the adjacency matrix of G(uv) will not be of the type we saw
in Definition 8. Assuming that vertices {1, 2, . . . , k} make up one of
the partitions of the bipartite graph G, we can think of G as a graph
corresponding to the information set {1, 2, . . . , k} of C. Assume that
u ≤ k and v > k. G(uv) will then represent another information set of C,
namely {1, 2, . . . , k} \ {u} ∪ {v}.
Theorem 13. Let G be a connected bipartite graph representing the indecom-
posable code C. Each labeled graph in the ELC orbit of G corresponds to an
information set of C. If C is a self-dual code, each graph corresponds to two
information sets, one for each partition. Moreover, the number of information
sets of C equals the number of labeled graphs in the ELC orbit of G, or twice
the number of graphs if C is a self-dual code.
Proof. Performing ELC without swapping vertices afterwards corre-
sponds to elementary row operations on the associated generator ma-
trix, and will thus leave the code invariant. The only thing we change
with ELC is the information set of the code, as indicated by the bipar-
tition of the graph. We know from Theorem 12 that if two generator
matrices of standard form generate equivalent codes, we can always
get from one to the other via ELC operations on the associated graph.
It follows from this that when we consider labeled graphs, and do not
swap vertices to obtain a code of standard form, we find all information
sets in the ELC orbit. If and only if a code is self-dual, (I | P) will gen-
erate the same code as (PT | I). Since the matrices (I | P) and (PT | I)
correspond to exactly the same graph, but two different information
sets, we must multiply the ELC orbit size with two to get the number
of information sets of a self-dual code.
Note that the distinction between ELC with or without a final swap-
ping of vertices is only significant when we want to find information
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Table 1: Numbers of LC Orbits
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
iLCn 1 1 1 2 4 11 26 101 440 3132 40 457 1 274 068
tLCn 1 2 3 6 11 26 59 182 675 3990 45 144 1 323 363
sets. For other applications, where we consider graphs up to isomor-
phism, this distinction is not of importance.
Theorem 14. The minimum distance, d, of a binary linear [n, k, d] code C,
is equal to δ+ 1, where δ is the smallest vertex degree over all graphs in the
associated ELC orbit.
Proof. A vertex with degree d− 1 in the ELC orbit corresponds to a
codeword of weight d. We need to show that such a vertex always exists.
Let C be a generator matrix of standard form, where all rows have
weight greater than d, that generates a code equivalent to C. Find a
codeword c of weight d, generated by C, and let the i-th row of C be
one of the rows that c is linearly dependent on. Permute the columns of
C to obtain C′ where the first k columns is still an information set, and
where c is mapped to c′ with 1 in coordinate i, with the rest of the k first
coordinates being 0. (This will always be possible, since the i-th row of
C has weight greater than d.) Replace the i-th row of C′ by c′ to get C′′.
We can transform C′′ into a matrix of the form (I | P) by elementary
row operations. Row i of this final matrix has weight d, and thus the
corresponding bipartite graph has a vertex with degree d− 1.
3 CL A S S I F I C A T I O N O F ELC OR B I T S
We have previously classified all self-dual additive codes over GF(4)
of length up to 12 [15, 19], by classifying orbits of simple undirected
graphs with respect to local complementation and graph isomorphism.
In Table 1, the sequence (iLCn ) gives the number of LC orbits of con-
nected graphs on n vertices, while (tLCn ) gives the total number of LC
orbits of graphs on n vertices. A database containing one representa-
tive from each LC orbit is available at http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/
vncorbits/.
By recursively applying ELC operations to all edges of a graph, whilst
checking for graph isomorphism using the program nauty [20], we can
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find all members of the ELC orbit. Let Gn be the set of all unlabeled
simple undirected connected graphs on n vertices. Let the set of all
distinct ELC orbits of connected graphs on n vertices be a partitioning
of Gn into iELCn disjoint sets. Our previous classification of the LC orbits
of all graphs of up to 12 vertices helps us to classify ELC orbits, since it
follows from Definition 2 that each LC orbit can be partitioned into a set
of disjoint ELC orbits. We have used this fact to classify all ELC orbits of
graphs on up to 12 vertices, a computation that required approximately
one month of running time on a parallel cluster computer. In Table 2, the
sequence (iELCn ) gives the number of ELC orbits of connected graphs on
n vertices, while (tELCn ) gives the total number of ELC orbits of graphs
on n vertices. Note that the value of tn can be derived easily once the
sequence (im) is known for 1 ≤ m ≤ n, using the Euler transform [21],
cn =∑
d|n
did,
t1 = c1,
tn =
1
n
(
cn +
n−1
∑
k=1
cktn−k
)
.
(1)
A database containing one representative from each ELC orbit can be
found at http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/pivot/.
We are particularly interested in bipartite graphs, because of their
connection to binary linear codes. For the classification of the orbits
of bipartite graphs with respect to ELC and graph isomorphism, the
following technique is helpful. If G is an (a, b)-bipartite graph, it has
2a + 2b − 2 possible extensions. Each extension is formed by adding a
new vertex and joining it to all possible combinations of at least one of
the old vertices. Let Pn be a set containing one representative from each
ELC orbit of all connected bipartite graphs on n vertices. The set En is
formed by making all possible extensions of all graphs in Pn−1. It can
then be shown that Pn ⊂ En, i.e., that the set En will contain at least
one representative from each ELC orbit of connected bipartite graphs
on n vertices. The set En will be much smaller than Gn, so it will be
more efficient to search for a set of ELC orbit representatives within En.
A similar technique was used by Glynn et al. [10] to classify LC orbits.
In Table 2, the sequence (iELC,Bn ) gives the number of ELC orbits of
connected bipartite graphs on n vertices, and (tELC,Bn ) gives the total
number of ELC orbits of bipartite graphs on n vertices. A database
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Table 2: Numbers of ELC Orbits and Binary Linear Codes
n iELCn tELCn i
ELC,B
n t
ELC,B
n iCn i
Ciso
n
1 1 1 1 1 1 -
2 1 2 1 2 1 1
3 2 4 1 3 2 -
4 4 9 2 6 3 1
5 10 21 3 10 6 -
6 35 64 8 22 13 3
7 134 218 15 43 30 -
8 777 1068 43 104 76 10
9 6702 8038 110 250 220 -
10 104 825 114 188 370 720 700 40
11 3 370 317 3 493 965 1260 2229 2520 -
12 231 557 290 235 176 097 5366 8361 10 503 229
13 ? ? 25 684 36 441 51 368 -
14 154 104 199 610 306 328 1880
15 1 156 716 1 395 326 2 313 432 -
16 ? ? 23 069 977 ?
17 157 302 628 ? 314 605 256 -
containing one representative from each of these orbits can be found at
http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/pivot/.
Theorem 15. Let k 6= n2 . Then the number of inequivalent binary linear
[n, k] codes, which is also the number of inequivalent [n, n− k] codes, is equal
to the number of ELC orbits of (n− k, k)-bipartite graphs.
When n is even and k = n2 , the number of inequivalent binary linear [n, k]
codes is equal to twice the number of ELC orbits of (k, k)-bipartite graphs
minus the number of isodual codes of length n.
Proof. We recall that if a code C is generated by (I | P), then its dual,
C⊥, is generated by (PT | I). Also note that C⊥ is equivalent to the code
generated by (I | PT). The bipartite graphs corresponding to the codes
generated by (I | P) and (I | PT) are isomorphic. It follows that the
ELC orbit associated with an [n, k] code C is simultaneously the orbit
associated with the dual [n, n− k] code C⊥. In the case where k = n2 ,
each ELC orbit corresponds to two non-equivalent [n, k] codes, except
in the case where C is isodual.
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Corollary 16. The total number of binary linear codes of length n is equal to
twice the number of ELC orbits of bipartite graphs on n vertices, minus the
number of isodual codes of length n.
Note that if we only consider connected graphs on n vertices, we
get the number of indecomposable codes of length n, iCn , i.e., the codes
that can not be written as the direct sum of smaller codes. The total
number of codes can easily be derived from the values of (iCn ). Ta-
ble 2 gives the number of ELC orbits of connected bipartite graphs on
n vertices, iELC,Bn , the number of indecomposable binary linear codes
of length n, iCn , and the number of indecomposable isodual codes of
length n, iCison . A method for counting the number of binary linear
codes by using computer algebra tools was devised by Fripertinger and
Kerber [22]. A table enumerating binary linear codes of length up to
25 is available at http://www.mathe2.uni-bayreuth.de/frib/codes/
tables_2.html. The numbers in italics in Table 2 are taken from this
web page. Note that this approach only gives the number of inequiva-
lent codes, and does not produce the codes themselves. Classification
of all binary linear codes of length up to 14 with distance at least 3 was
carried out by Östergård [1]. He also used a graph-based algorithm, but
one quite different from the method described in this paper. In a recent
book by Kaski and Östergård [5], it is proposed as a research problem
to extend this classification to lengths higher than 14. Sang-il Oum
[personal communication] demonstrated that the 1 395 326 ELC orbits
of bipartite graphs on 15 vertices can be generated in about 58 hours.
This indicates that classification of codes by ELC orbits is comparable to
the currently best known algorithm. It may be possible that our method
will be more efficient than existing algorithms for classifying special
types of codes. For instance, matrices of the form (I | P), where P is
symmetric, generate a subset of the isodual codes. The bipartite graphs
corresponding to these codes, which were also studied by Curtis [17],
should be well suited to our method, since any graph of this type must
arise as an extension of a graph of the same type.
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PAPER IV
SPECTRAL ORB IT S AND
PEAK -TO -AVERAGE POWER RAT IO
OF BOOLEAN FUNCT IONS WITH
RESPECT TO THE {I,H,N}n
TRANSFORM
Lars Eirik Danielsen Matthew G. Parker

S P E C T R A L O R B I T S A N D
P E A K - T O - A V E R A G E P O W E R R A T I O
O F B O O L E A N F U N C T I O N S W I T H
R E S P E C T T O T H E {I, H, N}n
T R A N S F O R M
Lars Eirik Danielsen∗ Matthew G. Parker∗
We enumerate the inequivalent self-dual additive codes
over GF(4) of length up to 12. These codes have a well-
known interpretation as quantum codes. They can also be
represented by graphs, where a simple graph operation
generates the orbits of equivalent codes. We highlight the
regularity and structure of some graphs that correspond
to codes with high minimum distance. The codes can also
be interpreted as quadratic Boolean functions, where in-
equivalence takes on a spectral meaning. In this context we
define PARIHN , peak-to-average power ratio with respect
to the {I, H, N}n transform set. We prove that PARIHN of
a quadratic Boolean function is equivalent to the the size
of the maximum independent set over the associated orbit
of graphs. Finally we propose a construction technique to
generate nonquadratic Boolean functions with low PARIHN .
1 SE L F -DU A L AD D I T I V E CO D E S O V E R GF(4)
A quantum error-correcting code with parameters [[n, k, d]] encodes k
qubits in an entangled state of n qubits such that any error affecting
∗Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, PB 7803, N-5020 Bergen, Norway.
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Table 1: Number of Inequivalent Indecomposable (in) and (Possibly) Decomposable
(tn) Self-Dual Additive Codes over GF(4)
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
in 1 1 1 2 4 11 26 101 440 3132 40 457 1 274 068
tn 1 2 3 6 11 26 59 182 675 3990 45 144 1 323 363
less than d qubits can be detected, and any error affecting at most⌊
d−1
2
⌋
qubits can be corrected. A quantum code of the stabilizer type
corresponds to a code C ⊂ GF(4)n [1]. We denote GF(4) = {0, 1,ω,ω2},
where ω2 = ω + 1. Conjugation in GF(4) is defined by x = x2. The
trace map, Tr : GF(4) → GF(2), is defined by Tr(x) = x + x. The trace
inner product of two vectors of length n over GF(4), u and v, is given by
u ∗ v = ∑ni=1 Tr(uivi). Because of the structure of stabilizer codes, the
corresponding code over GF(4), C, will be additive and satisfy u ∗ v = 0
for any two codewords u, v ∈ C. This is equivalent to saying that the
code must be self-orthogonal with respect to the trace inner product, i.e.,
C ⊆ C⊥, where C⊥ = {u ∈ GF(4)n | u ∗ c = 0, ∀c ∈ C}.
We will only consider codes of the special case where the dimension
k = 0. Zero-dimensional quantum codes can be understood as highly
entangled single quantum states that are robust to error. These codes
map to additive codes over GF(4) which are self-dual [2], C = C⊥. The
number of inequivalent self-dual additive codes over GF(4) of length n
has been classified by Calderbank et al. [1] for n ≤ 5, by Höhn [3] for n ≤
7, by Hein et al. [4] for n ≤ 7, and by Glynn et al. [5] for n ≤ 9. Moreover,
Glynn has recently posted these results as sequence A090899 in The
On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [6]. We extend this sequence
from n = 9 to n = 12 both for indecomposable and decomposable
codes as shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the number of inequivalent
indecomposable codes by minimum distance. The minimum distance,
d, of a self-dual additive code over GF(4), C, is the smallest weight
(i.e., number of nonzero components) of any nonzero codeword in
C. A database of orbit representatives with information about orbit
size, minimum distance, and weight distribution is also available at
http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/vncorbits/.
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Table 2: Number of Indecomposable Self-Dual Additive Codes over GF(4) by Distance
d\n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2 1 1 2 3 9 22 85 363 2436 26 750 611 036
3 1 1 4 11 69 576 11 200 467 513
4 1 5 8 120 2506 195 455
5 1 63
6 1
All 1 1 2 4 11 26 101 440 3132 40 457 1 274 068
2 GR A P H S , BO O L E A N FU N C T I O N S , A N D
LC-EQ U I V A L E N C E
A self-dual additive code over GF(4) corresponds to a graph state [4]
if its generator matrix, G, can be written as G = Γ+ωI, where Γ is a
symmetric matrix over GF(2) with zeros on the diagonal. The matrix
Γ can be interpreted as the adjacency matrix of a simple undirected
graph on n vertices. It has been shown by Schlingemann and Werner [7],
Grassl et al. [8], Glynn [9], and Van den Nest et al. [10] that all stabilizer
states can be transformed into an equivalent graph state. Thus all self-
dual additive codes over GF(4) can be represented by graphs. These
codes also have another interpretation as quadratic Boolean functions of
n variables. A quadratic function, f , can be represented by an adjacency
matrix, Γ, where Γi,j = Γj,i = 1 if xixj occurs in f , and Γi,j = 0 otherwise.
Example 1. A self-dual additive code over GF(4) with parameters
[[6, 0, 4]] is generated by the generator matrix

ω 0 0 1 1 1
0 ω 0 ω2 1 ω
0 0 ω ω2 ω 1
0 1 0 ω ω2 1
0 0 1 ω 1 ω2
1 ω2 0 ω 0 0
 .
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(a) The “Wheel” (b) The “2-clique of 3-cliques”
Fig. 1: The LC Orbit of the [[6,0,4]] Hexacode
We can transform the generator matrix into the following generator
matrix of an equivalent code corresponding to a graph state,
ω 0 0 1 1 1
0 ω 1 1 0 1
0 1 ω 1 1 0
1 1 1 ω 1 1
1 0 1 1 ω 0
1 1 0 1 0 ω
 = Γ+ωI.
Γ is the adjacency matrix of the graph shown in Fig. 1a. It can also be
represented by the quadratic Boolean function f (x) = x0x3 + x0x4 +
x0x5 + x1x2 + x1x3 + x1x5 + x2x3 + x2x4 + x3x4 + x3x5.
Recently, Glynn et al. [5, 9] has re-formulated the primitive operations
that map equivalent self-dual additive codes over GF(4) to each other as
a single, primitive operation on the associated graphs. This symmetry
operation is referred to as vertex neighbourhood complementation (VNC).
It was also discovered independently by Hein et al. [4] and by Van
den Nest et al. [10]. The identification of this problem as a question of
establishing the local unitary equivalence between those quantum states
that can be represented as graphs or Boolean functions was presented
by Parker and Rijmen at SETA 2001 [11]. Graphical representations have
also been identified in the context of quantum codes by Schlingemann
and Werner [7] and by Grassl et al. [8]. VNC is another name for local
complementation (LC), referred to in the context of isotropic systems by
Bouchet [12, 13]. LC is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v ∈ V. Let Nv ⊂ V
be the neighbourhood of v, i.e., the set of vertices adjacent to v. The
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subgraph induced by Nv is complemented to obtain the LC image G ∗ v.
It is easy to verify that G ∗ v ∗ v = G.
Theorem 3 ([5, 9]). Two graphs G and G′ correspond to equivalent self-dual
additive codes over GF(4) if and only if there is a finite sequence of vertices
v1, v2, . . . , vs, such that G ∗ v1 ∗ v2 ∗ · · · ∗ vs is isomorphic to G′.
The symmetry rule can also be described in terms of quadratic
Boolean functions.
Definition 4. If the quadratic monomial xixj occurs in the algebraic
normal form of the quadratic Boolean function f , then xi and xj are
mutual neighbours in the graph represented by f , as described by the
n× n symmetric adjacency matrix Γ, where Γi,j = Γj,i = 1 if xixj occurs
in f , and Γi,j = 0 otherwise. The quadratic Boolean functions f and f ′
are LC equivalent if
f ′(x) = f (x) + ∑
j,k∈Na
j<k
xjxk (mod 2), (1)
where a ∈ Zn and Na comprises the neighbours of xa in the graph
representation of f .
A finite number of repeated applications of the LC operation gen-
erates the orbit classes presented in this paper and, therefore, induces
an equivalence between quadratic Boolean functions. We henceforth
refer to this equivalence as LC-equivalence and the associated orbits as
LC orbits. If the graph representations of two self-dual additive codes
over GF(4) are isomorphic, they are also considered to be equivalent.
This corresponds to a permutation of the labels of the vertices in the
graph or the variables in the Boolean function. We only count members
of an LC orbit up to isomorphism. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the
graph representation of the two only non-isomorphic members in the
orbit of the [[6, 0, 4]] Hexacode.
A recursive algorithm, incorporating the package nauty [14] to check
for graph isomorphism, was used to generate the LC orbits enumerated
in Table 1. Only the LC orbits of indecomposable codes (corresponding
to connected graphs) were generated, since all decomposable codes
(corresponding to unconnected graphs) can easily be constructed by
combining indecomposable codes of shorter lengths.
Consider, (a) self-dual additive codes over GF(4) of length n, (b)
pure quantum states of n qubits which are joint eigenvectors of a
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commuting set of operators from the Pauli Group [1], (c) quadratic
Boolean functions of n variables, (d) undirected graphs on n vertices.
Then, under a suitable interpretation, we consider objects (a), (b), (c),
and (d) to be mathematically identical.
3 RE G U L A R GR A P H ST R U C T U R E S
Although a number of constructions for self-dual additive codes over
GF(4) exist [5, 15], it appears that the underlying symmetry of their
associated graphs has not been identified or exploited to any great
extent. We highlight the regularity and structure of some graphs that
correspond to self-dual additive codes over GF(4) with high minimum
distance. Of particular interest are the highly regular “nested clique”
graphs. Fig. 2 shows a few examples of such graphs. There is an up-
per bound on the possible minimum distance of self-dual additive
codes over GF(4) [2]. Codes that meet this bound are called extremal.
Other bounds on the minimum distance also exist [1, 16]. Of the codes
corresponding to graphs shown in Fig. 2, the [[6, 0, 4]], [[12, 0, 6]], and
[[20, 0, 8]] codes are extremal. To find the “nested clique” graph repre-
sentations, one may search through the appropriate LC orbits. Also note
that all “nested clique” graphs we have identified so far have circulant
adjacency matrices. An exhaustive search of all graphs with circulant
adjacency matrices of up to 30 vertices has been performed.
If d is the minimum distance of a self-dual additive code over GF(4),
then every vertex in the corresponding graph must have a vertex degree
of at least d− 1. This follows from the fact that a vertex with degree δ
corresponds to a row in the generator matrix, and therefore a codeword,
of weight δ+ 1. All the graphs shown in Fig. 2 satisfy the minimum
possible regular vertex degree for the given minimum distance. Some
extremal self-dual additive codes over GF(4) do not have any regular
graph representation, for example the [[11, 0, 5]] and [[18, 0, 8]] codes.
For codes of length above 25 and minimum distance higher than 8
the graph structures get more complicated. For example, with a non-
exhaustive search, we did not find a graph representation of a [[30, 0, 12]]
code with regular vertex degree lower than 15.
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(a) The [[6, 0, 4]]
“2-clique of 3-cliques”
(b) The [[12, 0, 6]]
“3-clique of 4-cliques”
(c) The [[18, 0, 6]]
“2-clique of 3-cliques of 3-
cliques”
(d) The [[20, 0, 8]]
“5-clique of 4-cliques”
(e) The [[25, 0, 8]]
“5-clique of 5-cliques”
Fig. 2: “Nested Clique” Graphs
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4 TH E {I, H, N}n TR A N S F O R M
LC-equivalence between two graphs can be interpreted as an equiv-
alence between the generalized Fourier spectra of the two associated
Boolean functions.
Definition 5. Let
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, H =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, N =
1√
2
(
1 i
1 −i
)
,
where i2 = −1, be the identity, Hadamard, and Negahadamard kernels,
respectively.
These are unitary matrices, i.e., I I† = HH† = NN† = I, where †
means conjugate transpose. Let f be a Boolean function of n variables and
s = 2− n2 (−1) f (x) be a vector of length 2n. Let sj, where j ∈ Zn2 , be the j-
th coordinate of s. Let U = U0⊗U1⊗ · · · ⊗Un−1 where Uk ∈ {I, H, N},
and ⊗ is the tensor product (or Kronecker product) defined as
A⊗ B =
a00B a01B · · ·a10B a11B · · ·
...
...
. . .
 . (2)
Let S = Us for any of the 3n valid choices of the 2n × 2n transform
U. Then the set of 3n vectors, S, is a multispectra with respect to the
transform set, U, with 3n2n spectral points. We refer to this multispectra
as the spectrum with respect to the {I, H, N}n transform. (Using a
similar terminology, the spectrum with respect to the {H}n transform
would simply be the well-known Walsh-Hadamard spectrum). It can
be shown that the {I, H, N}n spectrum of an LC orbit is invariant to
within coefficient permutation. Moreover if, for a specific choice of U,
S is flat (i.e., |Si| = |Sj|, ∀i, j), then we can write S = v4 f ′(x)+h(x), where
f ′ is a Boolean function, h is any function from Zn2 to Z8, and v4 = −1.
If the algebraic degree of h(x) is ≤ 1, we can always eliminate h(x) by
post-multiplication by a tensor product of matrices from D, the set of
2× 2 diagonal and anti-diagonal unitary matrices [17], an operation
that will never change the spectral coefficient magnitudes. Let M be the
multiset of f ′ existing within the {I, H, N}n spectrum for the subcases
where h(x) is of algebraic degree ≤ 1. The {I, H, N}n-orbit of f is then
the set of distinct members of M. In particular, if f is quadratic then
the {I, H, N}n-orbit is the LC orbit [17].
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Example 6. We look at the function f (x) = x0x1 + x0x2. The corre-
sponding bipolar vector, ignoring the normalization factor, is
s = (−1) f (x) = (1, 1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1, 1)T.
We choose the transform U = N ⊗ I ⊗ I and get the result
S = Us = (v, v7, v7, v, v7, v, v, v7)T, v4 = −1.
We observe that |Si| = 1, ∀i, which means that S is flat and can be
expressed as
S = v4(x0x1+x0x2+x1x2)+(6x0+6x1+6x2+1).
We observe that h(x), the terms that are not divisible by 4, are all linear
or constant. We can therefore eliminate h(x), in this case by using the
transform
D =
(
1 0
0 i
)
⊗
(
1 0
0 i
)
⊗
(
v7 0
0 v
)
.
We get the result
DS = (−1)x0x1+x0x2+x1x2 ,
and thus f ′(x) = x0x1 + x0x2 + x1x2. The functions f and f ′ are in the
same {I, H, N}n orbit, and since they are quadratic functions, the same
LC orbit. This can be verified by applying the LC operation to the vertex
corresponding to the variable x0 in the graph representation of either
function.
5 PEAK-TO-AVERAGE POWER RATIO W .R .T . {I, H, N}n
Definition 7. The peak-to-average power ratio of a vector, s, with re-
spect to the {I, H, N}n transform [18] is
PARIHN(s) = 2n max
U∈{I,H,N}n
k∈Zn2
|Sk|2, where S = Us. (3)
If a vector, s, has a completely flat {I, H, N}n spectrum (which is im-
possible) then PARIHN(s) = 1. If s = 2−
n
2 (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1), PARIHN(s) =
2n. A typical vector, s, will have a PARIHN(s) somewhere between these
extremes. For quadratic functions, PARIHN will always be a power of 2.
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Table 3: Number of LC Orbits with Length n and PARIHN p
p\n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
8 1 2 5 6 9 2 1
16 1 4 14 52 156 624 3184 12 323
32 1 5 32 212 1753 25 018 834 256
64 1 7 60 639 10 500 380 722
128 1 9 103 1578 43 013
256 1 11 163 3488
512 1 13 249
1024 1 16
2048 1
The PAR of s can be alternatively expressed in terms of the generalized
nonlinearity [18],
γ( f ) = 2
n
2−1
(
2
n
2 −
√
PARIHN (s)
)
, (4)
but in this paper we use the PAR measure. Let s = 2− n2 (−1) f (x), as
before. When we talk about the PARIHN of f or its associated graph
G, we mean PARIHN(s). It is desirable to find Boolean functions with
high generalized nonlinearity and therefore low PARIHN [19]. PARIHN
is an invariant of the {I, H, N}n orbit and, in particular, the LC orbit.
We observe that Boolean functions from LC orbits associated with self-
dual additive codes over GF(4) with high minimum distance typically
have low PARIHN . This is not surprising as the minimum distance of a
quantum code has been shown to be equal to the recently defined ape-
riodic propagation criteria distance (APC distance) [19] of the associated
quadratic Boolean function, and APC is derived from the aperiodic au-
tocorrelation which is, in turn, the autocorrelation “dual” of the spectra
with respect to {I, H, N}n. Table 3 shows PARIHN values for every LC
orbit representative for n ≤ 12.
Definition 8. Let α(G) be the independence number of a graph G, i.e.,
the size of the maximum independent set in G. Let [G] be the set of
all graphs in the LC orbit of G. We then define λ(G) = maxH∈[G] α(H),
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Table 4: Range of λ for Codes of Length n and Distance d
d\n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2 1 2 2,3 3,4 3–5 3–6 3–7 4–8 4–9 4–10 4–11
3 2 3 3,4 3,4 3–5 4–6 4–7 4–8
4 2 3,4 3,4 3–5 4–6 4–7
5 4 4
6 4
i.e., the size of the maximum independent set over all graphs in the LC
orbit of G.
Consider as an example the Hexacode which has two non-isomorphic
graphs in its orbit (Fig. 1). It is evident that the size of the largest
independent set of each graph is 2, so λ = 2. The values of λ for all LC
orbits for n ≤ 12 clearly show that λ and d, the minimum distance of
the associated self-dual additive code over GF(4), are related. LC orbits
associated with codes with high minimum distance typically have small
values for λ. Table 4 summarizes this observation by giving the ranges
of λ observed for all LC orbits associated with codes of given lengths
and minimum distances. For instance, [[12, 0, 2]] codes exist with any
value of λ between 4 and 11, while [[12, 0, 5]] and [[12, 0, 6]] codes only
exist with λ = 4.
Definition 9. Let Λn be the minimum value of λ over all LC orbits with
n vertices.
From Table 4 we observe that Λn = 2 for n from 3 to 6, Λn = 3 for n
from 7 to 10, and Λn = 4 when n is 11 or 12.
Theorem 10. Λn+1 ≥ Λn, i.e., Λn is monotonically nondecreasing when
the number of vertices is increasing.
Proof. Consider a graph G = (V, E) with n + 1 vertices. Select a vertex
v and let G′ be the induced subgraph on the n vertices V\{v}. We
generate the LC-orbit of G′. The LC operations may add or remove
edges between G′ and v, but the presence of v does not affect the LC
orbit of G′. The size of the largest independent set in the LC orbit of G′
is at least Λn. This is also an independent set in the LC orbit of G, so
Λn+1 ≥ Λn.
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Table 5: Upper Bounds on Λn
n 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Λn ≤ 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 9
A very loose lower bound on Λn can also be given. Consider a graph
containing a clique of size k. It is easy to see that an LC operation on any
vertex in the clique will produce an independent set of size k− 1. Thus
the maximum clique in an LC orbit, where the largest independent
set has size λ, can not be larger than λ+ 1. If r is the Ramsey number
R(k, k + 1) [20], then it is guaranteed that all simple undirected graphs
with minimum r vertices will have either an independent set of size k or
a clique of size k + 1. It follows that all LC orbits with at least r vertices
must have λ ≥ k. Thus Λn ≥ k for n ≥ r. For instance, R(3, 4) = 9, so
LC orbits with at least 9 vertices can not have λ smaller than 3.
For n > 12, we have computed the value of λ for some graphs corre-
sponding to self-dual additive codes over GF(4) with high minimum
distance. This gives us upper bounds on the value of Λn, as shown
in Table 5. The bounds on Λ13 and Λ14 are tight, since Λ12 = 4 and
Λn+1 ≥ Λn.
For n = 10, there is a unique LC orbit that satisfies, optimally, λ = 3,
PARIHN = 8 and d = 4. One of the graphs in this orbit is the graph
complement of the “double 5-cycle” graph, shown in Fig. 3.
Theorem 11 ([11]). Given a graph G = (V, E) with a maximum indepen-
dent set A ⊂ V, |A| = α(G). Let s = (−1) f (x), where f (x) is the Boolean
function representation of G. Let U =
⊗
i∈A Hi
⊗
i 6∈A Ii, i.e., the transform
applying H to variables corresponding to vertices v ∈ A and I to all other
variables. Then maxk∈Zn2 |Sk|2 = 2α(G), where S = Us.
Arratia et al. [21] introduced the interlace polynomial q(G) of a graph G.
Aigner and van der Holst [22] later introduced the interlace polynomial
Q(G). Riera and Parker [23] showed that q(G) is related to the {I, H}n
spectra of the quadratic Boolean function corresponding to G, and that
Q(G) is related to the {I, H, N}n spectra.
Theorem 12 ([23]). Let f be a quadratic Boolean function and G its associ-
ated graph. Then PARIHN of f is equal to 2deg(Q(G)), where deg(Q(G)) is
the degree of the interlace polynomial Q(G).
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Fig. 3: The “Double 5-Cycle” Graph
Theorem 13. If the maximum independent set over all graphs in the LC orbit
[G] has size λ(G), then all functions corresponding to graphs in the orbit will
have PARIHN = 2λ(G).
Proof. For brevity, let P(G) = PARIHN(s), where s = 2−
n
2 (−1) f (x), and
f (x) is the Boolean function representation of G. From Theorem 11 it
follows that P(G) ≥ 2λ(G). Choose H = (V, E) ∈ [G] with α(H) = λ(G).
If |V| = 1 or 2, the theorem is true. We will prove the theorem for
n > 2 by induction on |V|. We will show that P(H) ≤ 2α(H), which is
equivalent to saying that P(G) ≤ 2λ(G). It follows from Theorem 12
and the definition of Q(H) by Aigner and van der Holst [22] that
P(H) = max{P(H \u), P(H ∗u \u), P(H ∗u ∗ v ∗u \u)}. (We recall that
H ∗ u denotes the LC operation on vertex u of H.) Assume, by induction
hypothesis, that P(H \ u) = 2λ(H\u). Therefore, P(H \ u) = 2α(K\u) for
some K \ u ∈ [H \ u]. Note that K \ u ∈ [H \ u] implies K ∈ [H].
It must then be true that α(K \ u) ≤ α(K) ≤ α(H), and it follows
that P(H \ u) ≤ 2α(H). Similar arguments hold for P(H ∗ u \ u) and
P(H ∗ u ∗ v ∗ u \ u), so P(H) ≤ 2α(H).
As an example, the Hexacode has λ = 2 and therefore PARIHN =
22 = 4.
Corollary 14. Any quadratic Boolean function of n or more variables must
have PARIHN ≥ 2Λn .
Definition 15. PARIH is the peak-to-average power ratio with respect
to the transform set {I, H}n, otherwise defined in the same way as
PARIHN .
Definition 16. PARU is the peak-to-average power ratio with respect
to the infinite transform set {U}n, consisting of matrices of the form
U =
(
cos θ sin θeiφ
sin θ − cos θeiφ
)
,
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where i2 = −1, and θ and φ can take any real values. {U} comprises
all 2× 2 unitary transforms to within a post-multiplication by a matrix
from D, the set of 2× 2 diagonal and anti-diagonal unitary matrices.
Theorem 17 ([11]). If s corresponds to a bipartite graph, then PARU(s) =
PARIH(s).
It is obvious that {I, H}n ⊂ {I, H, N}n ⊂ {U}n, and therefore that
PARIH ≤ PARIHN ≤ PARU . We then get the following corollary of
Theorems 13 and 17.
Corollary 18. If an LC orbit, [G], contains a bipartite graph, then all func-
tions corresponding to graphs in the orbit will have PARU = 2λ(G).
Thus, all LC orbits with a bipartite member have PARIHN = PARU .
Note that these orbits will always have PARU ≥ 2d
n
2 e [11] and that the
fraction of LC orbits which have a bipartite member appears to decrease
exponentially as the number of vertices increases. In the general case,
PARIHN is only a lower bound on PARU . For example, the Hexacode
has PARIHN = 4, but a tighter lower bound on PARU is 4.486 [11]. (This
bound has later been improved to 5.103 [24].)
6 CO N S T R U C T I O N F O R LO W PARIHN
So far we have only considered quadratic Boolean functions which
correspond to graphs and self-dual additive codes over GF(4). For cryp-
tographic purposes, we are interested in Boolean functions of degree
higher than two. Such functions can be represented by hypergraphs, but
they do not correspond to quantum stabilizer codes or self-dual additive
codes over GF(4). A nonquadratic Boolean function, f (x), can, however,
be interpreted as a quantum state described by the probability distribu-
tion vector s = 2− n2 (−1) f (x). A single quantum state corresponds to a
quantum code of dimension zero whose minimum distance is the APC
distance [19]. The APC distance is the weight of the minimum weight
quantum error operator that gives an errored state not orthogonal to
the original state and therefore not guaranteed to be detectable.
We are interested in finding Boolean functions of algebraic degree
greater than two with low PARIHN , but exhaustive searching becomes
infeasible with more than a few variables. We therefore propose a
construction technique for nonquadratic Boolean functions with low
PARIHN using the best quadratic functions as building blocks. Before
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Table 6: Sampled Range of PARIHN for n from 6 to 10
n Samples Range of PARIHN
6 50 000 6.5–25.0
7 20 000 9.0–28.125
8 5 000 12.25–28.125
9 2 000 14.0625–30.25
10 1 000 18.0–34.03
we describe our construction we must first state what we mean by “low
PARIHN”. For n = 6 to n = 10 we computed PARIHN for samples
from the space Z2
n
2 , to determine the range of PARIHN we can expect
just by guessing. Table 6 summarizes these results. If we can construct
Boolean functions with PARIHN lower than the sampled minimum, we
can consider our construction to be somewhat successful.
Parker and Tellambura [25, 26] proposed a generalisation of the
Maiorana-McFarland construction for Boolean functions that satisfies
a tight upper bound on PAR with respect to the {H, N}n transform
(and other transform sets), this being a form of Golay complementary
set construction and a generalisation of the construction of Rudin and
Shapiro and of Davis and Jedwab [27]. Let p(x) be a Boolean function
of n = ∑L−1j=0 tj variables, where T = {t0, t1, . . . , tL−1} is a set of positive
integers and x ∈ Zn2 . Let yj ∈ Z
tj
2 , 0 ≤ j < L, such that x = y0 × y1 ×
· · · × yL−1. Construct p(x) as follows.
p(x) =
L−2
∑
j=0
θj(yj)γj(yj+1) +
L−1
∑
j=0
gj(yj), (5)
where θj is a permutation:Z
tj
2 → Z
tj+1
2 , γj is a permutation:Z
tj+1
2 → Z
tj
2 ,
and gj is any Boolean function of tj variables. It has been shown [26] that
the function p(x) will have PARHN ≤ 2tmax , where tmax is the largest
integer in T. It is helpful to visualize this construction graphically,
as in Fig. 4. In this example, the size of the largest partition is 3, so
PARHN ≤ 8, regardless of what choices we make for θj, γj, and gj.
Observe that if we set L = 2, t = t0 = t1, let θ0 be the identity
permutation, and g0 = 0, Eq. (5) reduces to the Maiorana-McFarland
construction over 2t variables. Eq. (5) can also be viewed as a gen-
eralisation of the “path graph”, f (x) = x0x1 + x1x2 + · · ·+ xn−2xn−1,
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γ2
θ2
x5
x4
x0 x3
x6
γ1θ0
γ0 θ1
x1
x2
Fig. 4: Example of Construction with PARHN ≤ 8
which has optimal PAR with respect to {H, N}n. Unfortunately, the
“path graph” is not a particularly good construction for low PARIHN .
But as we have seen, graphs corresponding to self-dual additive codes
over GF(4) with high minimum distance do give us Boolean functions
with low PARIHN . We therefore propose the following generalized
construction.
p(x) =
L−1
∑
i=0
L−1
∑
j=i+1
Γi,j(yi)Γj,i(yj) +
L−1
∑
j=0
gj(yj), (6)
where Γi,j is either a permutation: Z
ti
2 → Z
tj
2 , or Γi,j = 0, and gj is any
Boolean function of tj variables. It is evident that Γ can be thought
of as a “generalized adjacency matrix”, where the entries, Γi,j, are no
longer 0 or 1 but, instead, 0 or permutations from Zti2 to Z
tj
2 . Eq. (5)
then becomes a special case where Γi,j = 0 except for when j = i + 1
(i.e., the “generalized adjacency matrix” of the “path graph”). In order
to minimize PARIHN we choose the form of the matrix Γ according
to the adjacency matrix of a self-dual additive code over GF(4) with
high minimum distance. We also choose the “offset” functions, gj, to
be Boolean functions corresponding to self-dual additive codes over
GF(4) with high minimum distance. Finally for the non-zero Γi,j entries,
we choose selected permutations, preferably nonlinear to increase the
overall degree. Here are some initial results which demonstrate that,
using Eq. (6), we can construct Boolean functions of algebraic degree
greater than 2 with low PARIHN . (We use an abbreviated ANF nota-
tion for some many-term Boolean functions, e.g. 012, 12, 0 is short for
x0x1x2 + x1x2 + x0.)
Example 19 (n = 8). Use the Hexacode graph f = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 12,
23, 34, 45, 51 as a template. Let t0 = 3, t1 = t2 = t3 = t4 = t5 = 1. (Fig. 5)
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x7 x4
x3
x5x6
x0
x2
x1
Γ0,1
Γ0,2
Γ2,0
Γ4,3 Γ3,4
Γ3,2
Γ2,3
Γ1,5
Γ5,4
Γ4,5
Γ1,2
Γ2,1Γ5,1
Γ4,0
Γ0,4
Γ1,0
Γ0,3
Γ3,0
Γ5,0 Γ0,5
Fig. 5: Example of Construction with Low PARIHN
We use the following matrix Γ.
Γ =

0 02, 1 02, 1 02, 1 02, 1 02, 1
3 0 3 0 0 3
4 4 0 4 0 0
5 0 5 0 5 0
6 0 0 6 0 6
7 7 0 0 7 0

Let g0(y0) = 01, 02, 12 and all other gj any arbitrary affine functions.
Then, using Eq. (6) to construct p(x) we get p(x) = 023, 024, 025, 026,
027, 01, 02, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 34, 37, 45, 56, 67. Then p(x) has
PARIHN = 9.0.
Example 20 (n = 8). Use the Hexacode graph f = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05,
12, 23, 34, 45, 51 as a template. Let t0 = 3, t1 = t2 = t3 = t4 = t5 = 1.
(Fig. 5) We use the following matrix Γ.
Γ =

0 02, 1 12, 0, 1, 2 01, 02, 12, 1, 2 01, 02, 12 02, 12, 1, 2
3 0 3 0 0 3
4 4 0 4 0 0
5 0 5 0 5 0
6 0 0 6 0 6
7 7 0 0 7 0

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x0
x2
x1
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
Γ0,2
Γ2,0 Γ2,1
Γ1,2
Γ0,1 Γ1,0
Fig. 6: Example of Construction with Low PARIHN
Let g0(y0) = 01, 12 and all other gj any arbitrary affine functions. Then,
using Eq. (6) to construct p(x) we get p(x) = 015, 016, 023, 025, 026,
027, 124, 125, 126, 127, 01, 04, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 24, 25, 27, 34, 37, 45, 56,
67. Then p(x) has PARIHN = 9.0.
Example 21 (n = 9). Use the triangle graph f = 01, 02, 12 as a template.
Let t0 = t1 = t2 = 3. (Fig. 6) Assign the permutations
Γ0,1 = Γ0,2 = (12, 0, 1, 2)(01, 2)(02, 1, 2),
Γ1,0 = (34, 5)(35, 4, 5)(45, 3, 4, 5),
Γ1,2 = (45, 3, 4, 5)(34, 5)(35, 4, 5),
Γ2,0 = (68, 7, 8)(78, 6, 7, 8)(67, 8),
Γ2,1 = (78, 6, 7, 8)(67, 8)(68, 7, 8).
Let g0(y0) = 01, 02, 12, g1(y1) = 34, 35, 45, and g2(y2) = 67, 68, 78. Then,
using Eq. (6) to construct p(x) we get, p(x) = 0135, 0178, 0245, 0267,
1234, 1268, 3467, 3568, 4578, 014, 015, 016, 017, 018, 023, 024, 025, 028,
034, 068, 125, 127, 128, 134, 145, 167, 168, 234, 235, 245, 267, 268, 278,
348, 357, 358, 378, 456, 457, 458, 468, 478, 567, 568, 578, 05, 07, 08, 13, 14,
17, 23, 25, 26, 28, 36, 37, 38, 46, 56, 58, 01, 02, 12, 34, 35, 45, 67, 68, 78.
Then p(x) has PARIHN = 10.25.
The examples of our construction satisfy a low PARIHN . Further work
should ascertain the proper choice of permutations. Finally, there is
an even more obvious variation of the construction given by Eq. (6),
suggested by the graphs of Fig. 2, where the functions gj are chosen
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either to be quadratic cliques or to be further “nested” versions of
Eq. (6). We will report on this variation in a future paper.
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We characterize the aperiodic autocorrelation of a Boolean
function f and define the aperiodic propagation criteria
(APC) of degree l and order q. We establish a strong simi-
larity between APC and the extended propagation criteria
(EPC) as defined by Preneel et al. in 1991, although the
criteria are not identical. We also show how aperiodic au-
tocorrelation can be related to the first derivative of f . We
further propose the metric APC distance and show that
quantum error-correcting codes are natural candidates for
Boolean functions with favourable APC distance.
1. IN T R O D U C T I O N
Imagine the block cipher scenario where an attacker has knowledge of
the values of a fixed subset, µ, of the plaintext bits and any subset of
the ciphertext bits, for multiple plaintext/ciphertext pairs. Moreover he
is able to modify any of the plaintext bits from the set µ, in order to
realize a differential attack on the cipher. For a given cipher, what is the
smallest size of µ such that a biased differential can be established across
the cipher? This scenario motivates us to define aperiodic propagation
∗Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, PB 7803, N-5020 Bergen, Norway.
†Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering, University of Victoria, P.O. Box 3055,
STN CSC, Victoria, BC, V8W 3P6 Canada.
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criteria (APC) for a Boolean function such that APC distance is this
minimum size for µ for a constituent Boolean function of the cipher. We
also define multivariate aperiodic autocorrelation of a Boolean function,
from which APC is derived.
Now imagine a similar scenario where the attacker has knowledge
of the values of a fixed subset, µ, of the plaintext bits, and he is able
to modify any subset, a, of the plaintext bits, but this time a is not
necessarily a subset of µ. For a given cipher, and for a given size for
a, what is the smallest size for µ such that a biased differential can be
established across the cipher? Preneel et al. [1] have defined extended
propagation criteria (EPC) such that, for a constituent Boolean function
of the cipher, EPC(l) of order q means that a biased differential cannot
be found if µ is of size q or less given that a is of size l or less. To
ease comparison with APC, we further propose EPC distance to be the
minimum size of µ ∪ a such that a biased differential can be found.
EPC is also considered in [2, 3].
One purpose of this paper is to characterize aperiodic autocorrelation
for a Boolean function, to motivate its use for cryptanalysis, and to
consider constructions for Boolean functions with favourable aperiodic
criteria, where favourable here means that the aperiodic coefficients
are zero at low weight indices. Preneel et al. [1] propose (periodic)
propagation criteria (PC) of degree l and order q which evaluates periodic
properties of a Boolean function when q of the input bits are kept
constant. In the same way we propose aperiodic propagation criteria
(APC) of degree l and order q to evaluate aperiodic properties when q
bits are kept constant. It is then natural to compare APC with EPC.
By interpreting our Boolean function of m variables as a quantum
state of m qubits, we also establish, rather surprisingly, that the APC
distance of a quadratic Boolean function is equal to the minimum dis-
tance of an associated zero-dimensional quantum error-correcting code
(QECC) which represents, in turn, a highly entangled pure quantum
state [4]. We apply recent results on quantum codes to the construction
of quadratic Boolean functions with favourable APC. This suggests
that the disciplines of quantum entanglement and cryptographic criteria
for Boolean functions are closely related [5]. The mapping of Boolean
functions into Hilbert space allows one to apply local unitary transforms
to establish orbits of Boolean functions over which APC distance is
invariant. Orbits of quadratic functions can be generated by succes-
sive local complementation (LC) operations on associated graphs [6–9].
These graph operations encode the action of a special subset of the
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local unitary transforms. Similarly, APC distance-invariant orbits of
functions of algebraic degree greater than two can also be generated
by application of the same set of local unitary transforms. Therefore, a
second purpose of this paper is to re-cast the construction of QECCs as
a problem of construction of Boolean functions. As a result, we are able
to generalize the set of QECCs to Boolean functions of degree greater
than two, whereas conventional QECCs only map to Boolean functions
of degree two.
This paper is structured as follows. After establishing the notation,
we characterize the aperiodic and fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation for
a Boolean function. We then define APC, elaborate on the similarities
between APC and EPC, and define APC and EPC distance metrics. We
consider constructions for quadratic Boolean functions with favourable
APC, using known results for QECCs. We also highlight the unusual
LC symmetry. Finally we consider the challenging problem of finding
constructions for Boolean functions of algebraic degree greater than
two with favourable APC, and we describe the generalisation of LC for
such functions. We also show, in Appendix B, how to use aperiodic co-
efficients to compute the combined periodic/negaperiodic coefficients,
and vice versa. Symmetries associated with aperiodic autocorrelation
are described in Appendix C. Finally Appendix D presents the results
of the (truncated) differential analysis of a few state-of-the-art S-boxes
with respect to periodic, aperiodic, and fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation.
2. PR E L I M I N A R I E S
Let Bm denote the set of all Boolean functions on m variables. For
a = (a0, a1, . . . , am−1) ∈ GF(2)m, the Hamming weight of a is
wt(a) =
m−1
∑
i=0
ai. (1)
We define the operators : GF(2)m → GF(2)m and & : GF(2)m ×
GF(2)m → GF(2)m as bitwise negation and modular multiplication
modulo 2, respectively. Let a, b, c ∈ GF(2)m, then
c = a& b ⇒ ci = aibi, 0 ≤ i < m. (2)
c = a ⇒ ci = ai + 1, 0 ≤ i < m. (3)
Let a, b ∈ GF(2)m, then
b  a ⇔ bi ≤ ai, 0 ≤ i < m, (4)
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and we say that a covers b.
The dual, V⊥, of a subspace V ⊂ GF(2)m can be described relative to
the scalar product,
V⊥ = {x ∈ GF(2)m | x · y = 0, y ∈ V}. (5)
In particular, for r ∈ GF(2)m, we define Vr as
Vr = {x ∈ GF(2)m | x  r}. (6)
Moreover, for any k ∈ GF(2)m, k+V defines a coset of V.
Let E be any subset of GF(2)m. For any f ∈ Bm we define fφE as the
restriction of f to E such that fφE(x) = 1 if and only if f (x) = 1 and
x ∈ E. If E is a k-dimensional linear subspace of GF(2)m then, for any
coset, b+ E, we identify fφb+E with a Boolean function in Bk, where
the function obtained depends on b.
For any f ∈ Bm we define F ( f ) as
F ( f ) = ∑
x∈GF(2)m
(−1) f (x). (7)
If E is a k-dimensional linear subspace of GF(2)m then, for any coset
b+ E,
F ( fφb+E) = ∑
x∈b+E
(−1) f (x). (8)
The (Walsh-Hadamard) Fourier spectrum of f ∈ Bm is expressed as the
multi-set
{F ( f + α · x), α ∈ GF(2)m}. (9)
Definition 1. Let f ∈ Bm and let t be some positive integer. The function
f is said to be correlation-immune of order t if and only if F ( f + α · x) = 0
for any α ∈ GF(2)m such that 1 ≤ wt(α) ≤ t. Moreover, if such an f
is also balanced, it is said to be t-resilient. A balanced function with no
correlation-immunity is 0-resilient.
For any f ∈ Bm and a ∈ GF(2)m, the first derivative of f with respect
to a is given by Da f ∈ Bm, where
Da f = f (x) + f (x+ a). (10)
In the sequel we use expressions of the form Da fφE which should
always be taken to mean (Da f )φE, i.e., we omit brackets for clarity.
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For a, k, µ ∈ GF(2)m, a  µ, k  µ, the fixed-periodic autocorrelation
coefficients, pa,k,µ, of f after fixing the subspace Vµ to k, can be defined
by
pa,k,µ = F (Da fφk+Vµ), a  µ, k  µ. (11)
When µ = 0 there is no subspace fixing, and Eq. (11) simplifies to the
periodic autocorrelation of f , given by
pa = F (Da f ). (12)
Definition 2 ([1]). Let E ⊂ GF(2)m. The function f ∈ Bm satisfies
the (periodic) propagation criteria (PC) with respect to E if, for all e ∈ E,
pe = 0. The function f satisfies PC of degree l and order q (also denoted
PC(l) of order q) for some positive integers l and q if pa,k,µ = 0 for
any a, k, µ ∈ GF(2)m such that a  µ, k  µ, 1 ≤ wt(a) ≤ l, and
0 ≤ wt(µ) ≤ q. For q = 0 we abbreviate, saying that f satisfies PC(l).
3. AP E R I O D I C AU T O C O R R E L A T I O N
For a, k, µ ∈ GF(2)m, a, k  µ, and θ = µ + a, where θ and a are
disjoint, the fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation coefficients of f after fixing
the subspace Vθ to k& θ are defined by
ua,k,µ = F (Da fφk+Vµ), a, k  µ. (13)
The only difference between Eq. (11) and Eq. (13) is that, for the fixed-
periodic case, a  µ, whereas, for the fixed-aperiodic case, a  µ. For
Eq. (11), (Da f )φk+Vµ = Da( fφk+Vµ), but this is ill-defined for Eq. (13).
Note that “knowledge of the values of a fixed subset, µ”, as stated in
Section 1, is here characterized by fixed values of k, where k is covered
by µ.
When µ = a there are no additional fixed values, and Eq. (13) simpli-
fies to the aperiodic autocorrelation of f , given by
ua,k = F (Da fφk+Va), k  a. (14)
In other words, the aperiodic autocorrelation coefficients are given by a
set of restrictions on the first derivatives of f . From the definitions there
are ∑a∈GF(2)m 2wt(a) = 3m coefficients ua,k and ∑µ∈GF(2)m 22 wt(µ) =
5m coefficients ua,k,µ. In fact, for autocorrelations of real functions,
GF(2)m → R, there are only a maximum of 3m2 and 5
m
2 different values
for ua,k and ua,k,µ, respectively.
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The fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation of a Boolean function over a sub-
space is related to the extended propagation criteria (EPC) as defined by
Preneel et al. [1], and investigated by Carlet [2]. However, the aperiodic
property is more accurately characterized by a criteria we define as
aperiodic propagation criteria (APC). We first explain why Eq. (13) is an
aperiodic (nonmodular) metric, and we later return to the definitions
of both APC and EPC.
Proposition 3. The periodic autocorrelations of Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) can
be expressed as modular (periodic) multivariate polynomial multiplications,
and the aperiodic autocorrelations of Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) can be expressed
as nonmodular (aperiodic) multivariate polynomial multiplications.
Proof. Let pa and ua,k be as defined in Eq. (12) and Eq. (14). Let z ∈ Cm.
Define v(z), P(z), and A(z) as
v(z) = ∑
x∈GF(2)m
(−1) f (x) ∏
i∈Zm
zxii ,
P(z) = ∑
a∈GF(2)m
pa ∏
i∈Zm
zaii ,
A(z) = ∑
k,a∈GF(2)m
ka
ua,k ∏
i∈Zm
zai(−1)
ki
i .
Let z−1 = (z−10 , z
−1
1 , . . . , z
−1
m−1). Then an expansion verifies the following
modular and nonmodular relationships for P(z) and A(z).
P(z) = v(z)v(z−1) (mod ∏
i∈Zm
(z2i − 1)),
A(z) = v(z)v(z−1).
The above argument carries over simply to Eq. (11) (resp. Eq. (13)) by
first fixing a subspace Vµ (resp. Vθ), then computing a modular (resp.
nonmodular) polynomial multiplication over the remaining subspace.
For a, c ∈ GF(2)m, define Ga,c as the Fourier spectrum of Da f , so
that
Ga,c = F (Da f + c · x). (15)
The fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation of f after fixing a subspace, Vθ, is
equivalent to a subspace Fourier transform of the Fourier transform of
the first derivatives of f , as in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.
ua,k,µ = 2−wt(µ) ∑
cµ
Ga,c(−1)k·c, a, k  µ, (16)
Ga,c = ∑
kµ
ua,k,µ(−1)c·k, a, c  µ, (17)
where, as before, the simplification to no additional fixed values is given by
assigning µ = a.
Proof. See Appendix A.
The relationship between aperiodic autocorrelation and its constituent
periodic and negaperiodic autocorrelations is described in subsec-
tion B.1 of Appendix B, and the relationships to the second derivative
are described in subsection B.2 of the same appendix.
We can establish power relationships between fixed-aperiodic coeffi-
cients and Fourier spectra of the first derivative of f as follows.
∑
kµ
|ua,k,µ|2 = 2−wt(µ) ∑
cµ
|Ga,c|2 (18)
We define the fixed-aperiodic sum-of-squares with respect to a after fixing
a subspace Vθ, referred to as σa,µ, as
σa,µ = ∑
kµ
|ua,k,µ|2. (19)
By summing over all a, µ ∈ GF(2)m where a  µ, we arrive at an
expression for the complete fixed-aperiodic sum-of-squares, E , for f .
2E + 6n = ∑
µ∈GF(2)m
∑
aµ
σa,µ = ∑
µ∈GF(2)m
∑
a,kµ
|ua,k,µ|2 (20)
When a = µ, the above expression simplifies to the aperiodic sum-of-
squares, σ, where
2σ+ 4n = ∑
a∈GF(2)m
σa = ∑
a∈GF(2)m
∑
ka
|ua,k|2. (21)
The aperiodic sum-of-squares, and the complete fixed-aperiodic sum-of-
squares, have been investigated in [10] and [11], resp., where recursions
in σ and E , resp., have been established for certain infinite quadratic
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Boolean constructions.1 Of significant interest in this paper are the
choices for a and µ such that σa,µ = 0, in particular for the cases where
wt(µ) is small. To this end we define the aperiodic propagation criteria as
follows.
Definition 5. The function f ∈ Bm satisfies the aperiodic propagation
criteria (APC) of degree l and order q (also denoted APC(l) of order q),
for some positive integers l and q if ua,k,µ = 0 for any a, k, µ ∈ GF(2)m
such that a, k  µ, µ = a+ θ, 1 ≤ wt(a) ≤ l and 0 ≤ wt(θ) ≤ q, where
a and θ are disjoint. For q = 0 we abbreviate, saying that f satisfies
APC(l).
An intuitive reason for the usefulness of APC in a classical crypto-
graphic context is as follows. Let x = {xi} be the complete set of input
bits. let xµ, xa ⊆ x be such that xa ⊆ xµ, |xµ| ≤ q + |xa|, and |xa| ≤ l.
Then a Boolean function, f , satisfies APC(l) of order q if, for every pos-
sible xµ, xa pair, knowledge of the bits in xµ gives no information as to
the values of the function Da f , where ai = 1 if and only if xi ∈ xa. This
definition is very similar but not identical to the extended propagation
criteria (EPC) originally defined by Preneel et al. [1]. In order to define
EPC, we first define extended autocorrelation.
For a, k, µ ∈ GF(2)m, k  µ, and θ  µ, the fixed-extended autocorrela-
tion coefficients of f after fixing the subspace, Vθ, to k& θ, are defined
by
va,k,µ = F (Da fφk+Vµ), k  µ. (22)
When µ  a, Eq. (22) simplifies to the extended autocorrelation of f , given
by
va,k = F (Da fφk+Vµ), k  a. (23)
Note that
ua,k,µ = va,k,µ, a  µ, (24)
ua,k = va,k, a = µ, (25)
so the fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation coefficients are a subset of the
extended autocorrelation coefficients. EPC is defined as follows.
Definition 6 ([1]). The function f ∈ Bm satisfies the extended propagation
criteria (EPC) of degree l and order q (also denoted EPC(l) of order q)
1The factor of 2 on the left-hand sides of Eq. (20) and Eq. (21) reflects the fact that, for
real functions, GF(2)m → R, we have ua,k,µ = ua,k¯,µ and ua,k = ua,k¯, respectively.
Moreover, 6n and 4n represent the zero-shift contributions.
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for some positive integers l and q if va,k,µ = 0 for any a, k, µ ∈ GF(2)m,
such that k  µ, 1 ≤ wt(a) ≤ l and 0 ≤ wt(µ) ≤ q. For q = 0 we
abbreviate, saying that f satisfies EPC(l).2
An intuitive reason for the usefulness of EPC in a classical crypto-
graphic context is as follows [1, 2]. Let x = {xi} be the complete set
of input bits. Let xµ, xa ⊆ x be such that |xµ| ≤ q, and |xa| ≤ l. Then
a Boolean function, f , satisfies EPC(l) of order q if, for every possible
xµ, xa pair, knowledge of the bits in xµ gives no information as to the
values of the function Da f , where ai = 1 if and only if xi ∈ xa.
The essential difference between APC and EPC is that, for APC the
bits in the set xa are assumed to be known. This is not necessarily the
case for EPC. In practice this means that APC envisages a scenario
where the ability to modify input bits from the set xa also means that
the attacker has “free” knowledge of the values of these same bits.
In other words, “modify” and “read” are not distinguished for APC,
whereas they are distinguished for EPC.
It is useful to define both APC and EPC in terms of one parameter
each, namely APC distance and EPC distance.
Definition 7. The function f ∈ Bm has APC distance d if it satisfies
APC(l) of order q for all positive integers, l, q, such that d > l + q.
Definition 8. The function f ∈ Bm has EPC distance d if it satisfies
EPC(l) of order q for all positive integers, l, q, such that d > l + q.
The following is easily verified from Eq. (24).
APC distance( f ) ≤ EPC distance( f ) (26)
Computational results suggest that, for most Boolean functions of a
small number of variables, the two distances are equal. A counterex-
ample is the clique function, f = ∑i<j xixj. For m ≥ 4, we have EPC
distance = 4 but APC distance = 2.
The APC has been defined above in terms of fixed-aperiodic coeffi-
cients, ua,k,µ, but can also be defined in terms of Ga,c. From Eq. (18) we
have the following two-way implication, where a  µ.
ua,k,µ = 0, ∀k  µ ⇔ Ga,c = 0, ∀c  µ. (27)
2There appears to be some disagreement in the literature regarding the distinction
between PC and EPC, and the reader should be aware that some papers (e.g. [3]) refer
to EPC(l) of order k as PC(l) of order k.
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Preneel et al. [1] and Carlet [2] have given spectral characterisations of
the EPC in terms of the Fourier transform of Da f . We now re-express
this characterisation in terms of the EPC distance and resilience of Da f .
Corollary 9. f has EPC distance d if and only if Da f is (d−wt(a)− 1)-
resilient for all a where wt(a) < d.
Using Eq. (26) we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 10. If f has APC distance d, then Da f is (d − wt(a) − 1)-
resilient for all a where wt(a) < d.
If Da f is (d−wt(a)− 1)-resilient, then f may have APC distance
less than d, (e.g. the clique function f = ∑i<j xixj for m ≥ 3).
APC distance is slightly stricter than EPC distance3 and both are
much stricter criteria than PC. For example, it is easily verified that the
hyper-bent function f = x0x1x2 + x0x1x5 + x0x2x3 + x0x4x5 + x1x2x3 +
x1x2x4 + x1x2x5 + x1x3x4 + x1x3x5 + x1x4x5 + x2x4x5 + x0x3 + x0x5 +
x1x4 + x2x3 + x3x4 satisfies PC(6), but only APC(1), and further has
both APC distance and EPC distance equal to 2. In fact, PC acts as an
upper-bound on EPC which, in turn, acts as an upper bound on APC,
giving the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Let f satisfy PC(l) of order q, EPC(l′) of order q, and APC(l′′)
of order q. Then l′′ ≤ l′ ≤ l.
Fig. 1 shows the scope of µ and a for EPC, APC, and PC. Although
EPC is more general then APC (because a is not necessarily a subset of
µ), the “spectral region” examined by EPC is no bigger than for APC.
In other words, for EPC, the part of a not covered by µ is, in a sense,
superfluous, as it refers only to the periodic autocorrelation, which is
a spectral subset of the aperiodic autocorrelation.4 APC, on the other
hand, has no purely periodic part.
3Although the fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation coefficients are a subset of the extended
autocorrelation coefficients (see Eq. (24)), the interpretation of the weight of the
coefficient indices as a distance measure means that APC is stricter than EPC. More
informally, EPC distance is weaker than APC distance because EPC double-counts
(does not identify) the overlap between µ and a.
4By “spectral region” we mean that the ua,k,µ and va,k,µ of f can both be computed from
the {I, H, N}m set of transforms, where {I, H, N}m is as defined in Section 4.6. More
specifically, aperiodic autocorrelation (ua,k) can be computed from the set of {H, N}m
transform coefficients, whereas periodic autocorrelation (pa) can be computed from
the {H}m (Walsh-Hadamard) coefficients, which are a subset of the {H, N}m transform
coefficients.
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Fig. 1: Relative Scope of µ and a for Extended, Aperiodic, and Periodic Autocorrelations
Here is a well-known quadratic construction [12] for f ∈ Bm which
satisfies APC(bm2 c).
Theorem 12. Define f ∈ Bm, e ∈ GF(2)m, and d ∈ GF(2) such that
f (x) =
m−2
∑
i=0
xpi(i)xpi(i+1) + e · x+ d, (28)
where pi is any permutation from Zm to Zm. Then f satisfies APC(bm2 c).
Proof. See Appendix A.
Unfortunately the construction of Theorem 12 only gives APC dis-
tance 2. This is because fixing variables can comprise the strength of the
residual subspace function. For instance, for pi the identity, µ = 1100 . . .,
and a = 100 . . . we find that ua,k,µ 6= 0 and wt(µ) = 2.
4. CO N S T R U C T I O N S F O R FA V O U R A B L E APC
4.1 . QU B I T S A N D LO C A L UN I T A R Y TR A N S F O R M S
A quantum bit or qubit is an idealisation of a 2-dimensional quantum
object. It is described by the vector (q0, q1), such that the probabil-
ity of measuring the qubit in state 0 or state 1 is |q0|2 or |q1|2, re-
spectively, with |q0|2 + |q1|2 = 1. Similarly, m qubits comprise a 2m-
dimensional object or pure5 quantum state, |ψ〉, as described by the vector
s = (s00...0, s00...1, . . . , s11...1) such that the probability of a joint measure-
ment on the m qubits of |ψ〉 yielding state i is |si|2, where i ∈ Zm2 , and
||s||22 = ∑11...1i=00...0 |si|2 = 1, where ||s||p is the Lp-norm of s. We say that
s is normalized if ||s||22 = 1. A local change of basis on the measure-
ment axes is realized by evaluating s′ = Us, where U is a 2m × 2m
tensor-decomposable, unitary matrix. U is unitary if UU† = I, where I is
5Only pure states are considered in this paper.
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the identity and † means transpose conjugate. U is tensor-decomposable
if it can be written as U = U0 ⊗U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Um−1, where the Uj are
2× 2 unitary matrices. If U is of this form, then it is referred to as a
local unitary transform. The transform is local because it is fully tensor-
decomposed. We define s and s′ to be locally equivalent if s′ = Us for
U a local unitary transform. In such a case, s and s′ are considered to
be equivalent quantum states. It is this notion of equivalence that is
exploited later in this section in the context of Boolean functions. As
in [5], we will use a bijective mapping from a Boolean function, f ∈ Bm,
to a quantum state of m qubits, |ψ〉, as represented by s.
|ψ〉 ≡ s = 2−m2 (−1) f (x), (29)
with si = 2−
m
2 (−1) f (i). Consequently we refer to qubit i as xi. This
mapping allows us to view the fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation of a
Boolean function in a quantum context. In particular we will see that
the typical error model used to define a QECC can be related precisely
to the operations associated with the fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation of
a Boolean function. As the QECC error set is invariant to a local basis
change, this means that, if s = 2−m2 (−1) f (x) and s′ = 2−m2 (−1) f ′(x)
are locally equivalent, then f and f ′ have the same fixed-aperiodic
autocorrelation profile.
4 .2 . QU A N T U M ER R O R -CO R R E C T I N G CO D E S
Stabilizer QECCs [13] make excellent candidates for Boolean functions
with favourable APC. An [[m, k, d]] QECC is a code over m qubits of
dimension k and minimum distance d, where each of the 2k codewords
can be thought of as a length 2m normalized complex vector. The
typical error-model for such a code assumes the occurrence of no error,
bit-flip, phase-flip, or combined phase-flip then bit-flip error on each qubit
independently. These errors are denoted I, X, Z, and Y. We introduce
the Pauli matrices
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, X =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, Z =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, Y =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
= iXZ,
where i2 = −1. The Pauli matrices form a linear basis for all 2× 2
complex unitary matrices. Let a quantum code of m qubits be subject
to an error, E = (E0, E1, . . . , Em−1), such that Ej ∈ {I, X, Z, Y} acts on
qubit j. An error from E can be described by the local unitary transform
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UE = E0 ⊗ E1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Em−1, such that s′ = UE s takes s to the errored
state s′. The weight of the error vector is given by wt(E) = |{Ej | Ej 6=
I}|, and an [[m, k, d]] QECC can, by definition, detect any error vector
of weight less than d.
It has been shown that any stabilizer QECC can be represented by
a graph on m vertices [6–9, 14–17]. Quantum states with a graphical
representation which have a direct interpretation as quadratic Boolean
functions were also investigated in [5]. These turn out to be QECCs of
dimension k = 0, and therefore correspond to the graph states recently
proposed in [4, 9] as a consequence of the work of [18, 19]. These
QECCs also correspond to additive self-dual codes over GF(4) [8, 20]. The
mapping from an additive self-dual code over GF(4) to a graph can
be understood by converting the generator matrix over GF(4) to an
equivalent form, G, such that G = Γ+ωI, where Γ is a symmetric m×m
matrix over GF(2) with zero diagonal, and ω is a primitive element
of GF(4). This conversion is always possible if the code is self-dual. Γ
is then, simultaneously, the adjacency matrix for a simple graph that
represents the graph state. In this paper we also interpret this graph
state as a quadratic Boolean function
f (x) =∑
j>i
Γi,jxixj, (30)
where the Γi,j are entries of Γ. In other words, we exploit the equiv-
alence of [[m, 0, d]] stabilizer QECCs to quadratic Boolean functions
via their interpretation as simple graphs. Conversely, we interpret a
quadratic Boolean function as a graph state which, in turn, is a stabilizer
QECC of dimension zero, using the mapping in Eq. (29). The QECC
literature often refers to stabilizer states more abstractly as eigenvectors
of a subset of error operators,6 but, without loss of generality, we can
associate these eigenvectors with specific states. When the dimension
of the QECC is k = 0 the code coincides with a single quantum state
which we interpret in this paper by a quadratic Boolean function and,
if the minimum distance, d, of the code is high, the state is relatively
robust to errors, implying that the state is highly entangled [4, 5]. Later
in this section we also use the mapping in Eq. (29) to find non-stabilizer
QECCs via nonquadratic Boolean functions. A pure m-partite quantum
6The QECC is defined by finding a subset of error operators such that any codeword
in the QECC is a joint eigenvector of all operators in the subset, i.e., the codeword is
“stabilized” by this subset of error operators. The minimum distance of the QECC is
then given by the minimum-weight error operator in the subset.
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state is unentangled if its associated state vector can be fully decom-
posed as a tensor product. Otherwise the quantum state is considered
to be entangled. There are many metrics to describe the entanglement
of an m-partite quantum state just as there are many metrics to describe
the properties of an error-correcting code [5], (and, for large enough m,
most of them are intractable to compute). For m > 2 any single metric
is, inevitably, insufficient to describe the properties of the state or code.
However, in this paper, we focus on the fixed-aperiodic properties of
the state as giving a good indication of the entanglement of the state—
certainly much more useful than just the periodic properties—with
high APC distance indicating high entanglement.7
Let |ψ〉 be described by f , and a ∈ GF(2)m define the set of bit-flips
Xa, such that qubit xj is bit-flipped if j ∈ {k | ak = 1}. These bit-flips
can also be described in terms of f ,
|ψ〉 → Xa(|ψ〉) ⇔ f (x)→ f (x+ a). (31)
Similarly, for c ∈ GF(2)m, the set of phase-flips Zc, where qubit xj is
phase-flipped if j ∈ {k | ck = 1}, can be described in terms of f as
|ψ〉 → Zc(|ψ〉) ⇔ f (x)→ f (x) + c · x. (32)
Any combination of phase-flips followed by bit-flips on |ψ〉 can be
described in terms of f as
|ψ〉 → XaZc(|ψ〉) ⇔ f (x)→ f (x+ a) + c · x+ c · a, (33)
with a combined phase-flip then bit-flip occurring at the indices covered
by a& c. Note that ZcXa(|ψ〉) = −XaZc(|ψ〉), but to simplify the dis-
cussion in this paper we ignore post-multiplication by −1 and assume
phase-flips are always performed before bit-flips.
The error-vector, E , describing XaZc(|ψ〉), has weight wt(µ), where
µ = a+ a& c (i.e. µ = a OR c). To ensure that the QECC can detect
all errors of weight less than d it is necessary and sufficient that, for
wt(µ) < d, all error states, XaZc(|ψ〉), are orthogonal to |ψ〉 with respect
to the normal scalar product of vectors. If this is true then the QECC is
an [[m, 0, d]] code.
7In the physics literature there is an important subset of entanglement metrics, namely
entanglement monotones [21]. We will not discuss these metrics in this paper but, instead,
consider the weaker, more general notion of entanglement criteria. APC are certainly
the latter but are also closely related to the former. The sum-of-squares metric, E , of
Eq. (20) will be shown in a future paper to be an entanglement monotone to within a
trivial re-formulation.
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Theorem 13. For f ∈ Bm, let |ψ〉 be a [[m, 0, d]] QECC, described by s =
2−m2 (−1) f (x). Then f has APC distance d. Conversely, if f has APC distance
d, then s represents an [[m, 0, d]] QECC, |ψ〉.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Remark. Theorem 13 holds for f of any algebraic degree, but when f
has degree two we are considering stabilizer QECCs. In this case, the
error-subset which forms the stabilizer can be identified with the subset
of fixed-aperiodic (as opposed to periodic) propagations that identify
all linear structures [22, 23].
In this paper we focus on QECCs of dimension zero as these relate to
single Boolean functions. (Codes of higher dimension relate to sets of
functions which will be dealt with in future work). An [[m, 0, d]] QECC
corresponds to an (m, 2m, d) self-dual additive code over GF(4). We
distinguish between two types of self-dual additive code over GF(4). A
code is of Type II if all codewords have even weight, otherwise it is of
Type I. Bounds on the minimum distance of self-dual codes were given
by Rains and Sloane [20]. Let dI be the minimum distance of a Type I
code of length m. Then dI is upper-bounded by
dI ≤

2
⌊m
6
⌋
+ 1, if m ≡ 0 (mod 6)
2
⌊m
6
⌋
+ 3, if m ≡ 5 (mod 6)
2
⌊m
6
⌋
+ 2, otherwise.
(34)
There is a similar bound on dI I , the minimum distance of a Type II code
of length m,
dI I ≤ 2
⌊m
6
⌋
+ 2. (35)
A code that meets the appropriate bound is called extremal. These upper-
bounds translate directly into upper-bounds on the APC distance for
quadratic Boolean functions of m variables.
4 .3 . SPECTRAL EQUIVALENCE AND LOCAL COMPLEMENTATION
Parker and Rijmen [5] observed that quantum states represented by
the clique function, f (x) = ∑i<j xixj, and the star function, f (x) =
∑m−1i=1 x0xi, are equivalent with respect to local unitary transforms
(and further equivalent to the generalized GHZ (Greenberger-Horne-
Zeilinger) state). It turns out that, for a special subset of local unitary
transforms, for any pair of Boolean functions which are equivalent with
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respect to this transform set, the APC distance remains invariant. This
invariance is already known in the context of QECCs, i.e., for quadratic
Boolean functions, but the proof is extended to all Boolean functions in
subsection 4.6, where the transform equivalence is described in more
detail.8
We focus here on the quadratic equivalence which has been formu-
lated as a graph symmetry by Glynn [7, 8], where the symmetry op-
eration is referred to as vertex-neighbour-complement (VNC). It was also
described independently by Hein et al. [4] and Van den Nest et al. [9].
In [15] this operation is explicitly described via repeated actions of
the so-called {I, H, N}m transform set. The same operation also has a
history in graph theory, where it is referred to as local complementation
(LC) by Bouchet [6], who identified isotropic systems as being equiva-
lent with respect to local complementation. LC also translates into the
natural equivalence between self-dual additive codes over GF(4). Not
surprisingly, isotropic systems and self-dual additive codes over GF(4)
are very similar structures.The LC symmetry rule can be described as
follows.
Definition 14. If the quadratic monomial xixj occurs in the algebraic
normal form of the quadratic Boolean function f ∈ Bm, then xi and xj
are mutual neighbours in the graph represented by f , as described by
the m×m symmetric adjacency matrix Γ, where Γi,j = Γj,i = 1 if and
only if xixj occurs in f , and Γi,j = 0 otherwise. For quadratic f , f ′ ∈ Bm,
f and f ′ are in the same LC orbit if
f ′(x) = f (x) + ∑
j,k∈Na
j 6=k
xjxk (mod 2), (36)
where Na comprises the neighbours of xa in the graphical representation
of f .
In the same way that a bent function f and its dual, f˜ , are equivalent
with respect to a Walsh-Hadamard transform [24], so the members of
an LC-orbit represent flat spectra with respect to a certain set of local
unitary transforms as described in subsection 4.6 [15]. Exploiting this
generalized duality, one can show the following.
8Note, however, that Boolean functions of degree greater than two with APC distance d
do not map to stabilizer QECCs as these functions no longer map to joint eigenvectors
of the error-set. However, one can still interpret the functions as [[m, 0, d]] QECCs,
since all errored states of error-weight less than d are orthogonal to the unerrored
states and, for large d, the quantum state is highly entangled.
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Theorem 15. Let f , f ′ ∈ Bm such that f and f ′ are quadratic and in the
same LC orbit. Then f and f ′ have the same APC distance.
For example, the quadratic functions fh(x) = x0x1 + x0x3 + x0x4 +
x1x2 + x1x5 + x2x3 + x2x5 + x3x4 + x4x5 and f ′h(x) = x0(x1 + x2 + x3 +
x4 + x5) + x1x2 + x2x3 + x3x4 + x4x5 + x5x1 are in the same orbit and
therefore have the same APC distance (of 4). They are the two represen-
tations of the [[6, 0, 4]] Hexacode up to graph isomorphism. The graphs
associated with these two functions both have a maximum independent
set of 2, but the maximum independent sets of the clique and star graph,
which are two members of another LC orbit, are 1 and m− 1. In general,
quadratic Boolean functions with high APC distance correspond to LC
orbits that only comprise graphs with small maximum independent
sets [25, 26].
To illustrate the interpretation of the graph as a self-dual additive
code over GF(4), consider the Hexacode as represented by the Boolean
function fh defined above. According to Eq. (30), this function corre-
sponds to the graph with adjacency matrix
Γ =

0 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 0
 .
A generator matrix for the (6, 26, 4) additive code over GF(4) can then
be written as
Γ+ωI =

ω 1 0 1 1 0
1 ω 1 0 0 1
0 1 ω 1 0 1
1 0 1 ω 1 0
1 0 0 1 ω 1
0 1 1 0 1 ω
 ,
where ω is a primitive element in GF(4).
All self-dual additive codes over GF(4) of length m, i.e., the LC orbits
of quadratic Boolean functions, have been classified, up to equivalence,
by Calderbank et al. [20] for m ≤ 5, by Höhn [27] for m ≤ 7, by Hein
et al. [4] for m ≤ 7, by Glynn et al. [8] for m ≤ 9, and by two of the
authors of this paper [25, 28] for m ≤ 12. The number of LC orbits up
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Table 1: Number of LC Orbits of Graphs on m Vertices
m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
im 1 1 1 2 4 11 26 101 440 3132 40 457 1 274 068
tm 1 2 3 6 11 26 59 182 675 3990 45 144 1 323 363
to isomorphism is given in Table 1, where im denotes the number of
LC orbits of connected graphs on m vertices, and tm denotes the total
number of LC orbits. The values of im and tm can also be found as
sequences A090899 and A094927 in The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer
Sequences [29]. A database of orbit representatives up to m = 12 can be
obtained from http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/vncorbits/.
4 .4 . EX A M P L E S
Consider the following construction, known as the quadratic residue
construction. Let p be a prime of the form 4k + 1. Assign aij = 1 if and
only if j− i is a quadratic residue modulo p, and aij = 0 otherwise. (n is
a quadratic residue modulo p if and only if there exists an m such that
m2 ≡ n (mod p).) Let f ∈ Bp be a quadratic Boolean function defined
by
f (x) =∑
i<j
aijxixj. (37)
Then f has favourable APC distance. The m×m symmetric adjacency
matrix Γ, where Γi,j = Γj,i = 1 if and only if ai,j = 1, represents a Paley
graph which is well-known in the graph-theoretic literature.
We extend the above construction by “bordering” the function. With f
as defined above, let g ∈ Bp+1 be a quadratic Boolean function defined
by
g(x) = f (x) + xp
p−1
∑
i=0
xi. (38)
Then g has favourable APC distance.
As an example, for p = 5, f (x) = x0x1 + x1x2 + x2x3 + x3x4 + x4x0,
and g(x) = f (x) + x5(x0 + x1 + x2 + x3 + x4). f has APC distance 3
and g has APC distance 4. The function g is unique over the 6-variable
quadratics in achieving an optimal APC distance of 4, and corresponds
to the unique [[6, 0, 4]] QECC, known as the Hexacode. This function has
been identified as being a highly entangled 6-qubit quantum state [5].
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As another example, when p = 29, f has an APC distance of 11 and g
has an APC distance of 12.
For m = 12 the QECC with optimal minimum distance is the Dode-
cacode which maps to a function with APC distance 6. Its LC orbit can
be represented by the Boolean function f (x) = x0x3 + x0x7 + x0x8 +
x0x9 + x0x11 + x1x4 + x1x6 + x1x8 + x1x9 + x1x10 + x2x5 + x2x6 +
x2x7 + x2x10 + x2x11 + x3x6 + x3x8 + x3x10 + x3x11 + x4x6 + x4x7 +
x4x9 + x4x11 + x5x7 + x5x8 + x5x9 + x5x10 + x6x9 + x7x10 + x8x11. It
is interesting to note that both the Hexacode and Dodecacode can be
represented by regular graphs with minimal vertex degree for every
vertex, namely 3 and 5, these being one less than their respective mini-
mum distances. These minimal representations appear to be possible
for many optimal QECCs although not all [25]. In particular, a partial
(but significant) search did not reveal a regular graph with vertex degree
11 in the LC orbit of the graph corresponding to the [[30, 0, 12]] QECC.
It remains an open problem as to whether a minimal representation
exists for this graph.
We are also able to use the LC orbit to improve the resiliency of
quadratic functions, combined with the addition of a suitable affine
function. The addition of linear terms does not change the APC. The
LC orbit is particularly useful in this context as the maximum resiliency
achievable can change over the orbit. For example, as discussed previ-
ously, there are two representations of the Hexacode up to isomorphism,
namely fh and f ′h. One of these functions, f
′
h, is bent, i.e. satisfies PC(n),
and so cannot be resilient for any linear offset. The other function is
correlation immune of order 1 and the maximum achievable resiliency
is 0 by choosing, say, the balanced function, fh + x0. Typically the maxi-
mum achievable resiliency for functions with favourable APC will be
low [22].
4 .5 . AP E R I O D I C PR O P E R T I E S O F NO N Q U A D R A T I C FU N C T I O N S
To the best of our knowledge, QECCs represented by Boolean functions
of degree greater than two have not been examined in the literature.
These will, in general, be non-stabilizer QECCs, as the Boolean functions
no longer map to eigenvectors of the error set, so one must be careful
how to use these QECCs. However APC remains well-defined for
such functions. Cryptographically, we are particularly interested in
Boolean functions of high degree so as to avoid potential algebraic
attacks. From a quantum standpoint, in general, one may expect the
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QECC minimum distance to decrease as algebraic degree rises. We now
consider the APC distance of such functions. These functions can also
be referred to as hypergraph states. Note that Kurosawa and Satoh [3]
and Carlet [2] have proposed nonquadratic Boolean functions with
favourable EPC properties based on binary linear codes and binary
Kerdock and Preparata nonlinear codes, respectively.
An exhaustive computer search [25], making use of the program
nauty [30], reveals that no Boolean function of 4 or 5 variables and
of degree greater than 2 has an APC distance greater than 2. How-
ever, there are 24 cubic functions of 6 variables which satisfy an APC
distance of 3. These 24 functions are inequivalent with respect to the
symmetries discussed in Appendix C. If we also consider the symme-
try described in subsection 4.6, there are only 11 inequivalent such
functions. For example, f (x) = x1x3x5 + x1x2x5 + x3x4x5 + x2x4x5 +
x0x1x3 + x0x1x2 + x0x3x4 + x0x2x4 + x0x4 + x0x5 + x1x2 + x1x4 + x2x3 +
x2x5 + x3x4 + x3x5 + x4x5 has APC and EPC distances of 3. It was
also found that no cubic functions of 6 variables can achieve an
APC distance greater than 3. By searching all inequivalent Boolean
functions with just one nonquadratic term we found 7-variable and
8-variable functions with APC distances 3 and 4, respectively. For
example, f (x) = x1x3x5 + x0x1 + x0x2 + x1x6 + x2x5 + x3x4 + x3x6 +
x4x5 + x5x6 and f (x) = x0x1x2x3 + x0x4 + x0x5 + x1x4 + x1x6 + x2x5 +
x2x6 + x3x4 + x3x5 + x3x6 have APC and EPC distances of 3, and
f = x0x1x2 + x0x4 + x0x5 + x0x7 + x1x4 + x1x6 + x1x7 + x2x5 + x2x6 +
x2x7 + x3x4 + x3x5 + x3x6 and f = x0x1x2x3 + x0x4 + x0x5 + x0x6 +
x1x4 + x1x5 + x1x7 + x2x4 + x2x6 + x2x7 + x3x5 + x3x6 + x3x7 have APC
and EPC distances of 4. These results equal the best distances achievable
using quadratic functions.
The Maiorana-McFarland construction [24] is as follows.
f (y, z) = y · λ(z) + g(z), (39)
where f ∈ Br+s, y ∈ GF(2)r, z ∈ GF(2)s, g ∈ Bs, and λ maps GF(2)s to
GF(2)r. Following [3], the above examples of 7-variable and 8-variable
functions can both be described using Eq. (39) with λ a linear map
and g(z) the nonquadratic part. We have found, as shown above,
functions of this kind with favourable APC but, as pointed out by
Carlet [2], the reliance on g(z) to make the function nonquadratic
may lead to cryptanalytic attacks. A more interesting set of func-
tions is obtained by changing λ to a nonlinear mapping. Carlet con-
structs such functions with favourable EPC [2], based on nonlinear
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Kerdock/Preparata mappings. We can, trivially, use Lemma 11 to state
that, for these Kerdock/Preparata-based constructions, the resultant
2m+1-variable functions satisfy APC(l) of order 2m−1− 2m/2−1− 1, with
maximum possible l ≤ 5, or APC(l) of order 5 with maximum possible
l ≤ 2m−1− 2m/2−1− 1. Moreover, using Eq. (26), both the EPC and APC
distances for such functions are upper-bounded by 2m−1 − 2m/2−1 + 5.
From Eq. (39), the Maiorana-McFarland construction is bipartite, and
the size of the maximum independent set of its associated hypergraph
is at least r. Typically one chooses r = s, but LC orbits of the graphs
corresponding to the best QECCs maintain a small maximum inde-
pendent set for every member of the orbit, i.e., r  s, with g(z) an
APC-favourable sub-graph. We expect, similarly, that constructions for
Boolean functions of algebraic degree greater than two (hypergraphs)
with favourable APC should also have a small independent set for their
quadratic part, with g(z) constructed recursively in the same way. Over
32 variables, the Maiorana-McFarland constructions of Carlet [2] satisfy
an APC distance upper-bounded by 11 and the maximum indepen-
dent set of the quadratic part of the functions is 16. In contrast the
30-variable function of subsection 4.4 has APC distance 12, and the
graph describing this quadratic function has a maximum independent
set of only 6. Moreover a partial search of about 10 million functions
from within the (huge) LC orbit of this 30-variable function did not
reveal a maximum independent set of size greater than 7.
4 .6 . OR B I T S O F BO O L E A N FU N C T I O N S W .R .T . {I, H, N}m
We describe how an orbit of Boolean functions can be generated such
that any two members of the orbit are spectral “duals” with respect to a
certain local unitary transform taken from a set of transforms called the
{I, H, N}m set (using and refining the terminology introduced in [31]).
The APC distance is invariant over this orbit.
For a, b ∈ GF(2)m, we define a +˜ b such that 0 +˜ 0 = 0, 1 +˜ 0 =
0 +˜ 1 = 1, and 1 +˜ 1 = 2. Moreover, for h ∈ GF(2) and c ∈ Z, we define
ch to be in {0, c}.
Let f ∈ Bm and θ, r, α, e ∈ GF(2)m such that r  θ and α, e  θ. Then
each pair of values of e and θ describes one of 3m possible local unitary
transforms taken from the {I, H, N}m set.
se,θ(z) = 2
wt(θ)
2 ∑
x∈r+Vθ
i2( f (x)+α) +˜ e, (40)
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where z = α+ r, i2 = −1, and se,θ ∈ C2m . In related papers [5, 15, 31]
the {I, H, N}m transform set is described as the set of 3m local unitary
transform matrices of size 2m× 2m, constructed from any possible tensor
product combination of the 2× 2 unitary matrices I, H, and N, defined
as
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, H =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, N =
1√
2
(
1 i
1 −i
)
,
where i2 = −1. In this paper we largely avoid the matrix terminology
but retain the name {I, H, N}m.9
If, for a fixed e and θ, se,θ is a flat spectrum, i.e., if |se,θ(z)| = |se,θ(z′)|
for all z, z′ ∈ GF(2)m, then we can write
se,θ(z) = 2
m
2 wge,θ(z), (41)
where ge,θ(z) is a function from GF(2)m to Zm8 and w = e
2pii
8 , w ∈ C.
Definition 16. Let f , f ′ ∈ Bm. Then f and f ′ are in the same {I, H, N}m
orbit if and only if, for some choice of e and θ, se,θ is a flat spectrum
and ge,θ can further be written as ge,θ(z) = 4 f ′(z) + c · z+ d (mod 8),
where c ∈ Zm8 , and d ∈ Z8.
The following theorem has previously been proven for f quadratic
but not for general f , which is proven here. The LC symmetry discussed
in subsection 4.3 is a translation of the quadratic case of this theorem
into graphical operations.
Theorem 17. Let f , f ′ ∈ Bm. If f and f ′ are both in the same {I, H, N}m
orbit, then f and f ′ have the same APC distance.
Proof. The proof relies on two critical observations that we express as
lemmas.
Lemma 18. Let a, b ∈ CN be two complex vectors of length N. Let U be
an N × N complex unitary matrix such that a′ = Ua and b′ = Ub. Define
orthogonality of vectors a and b with respect to the scalar product, 〈a, b〉 =
a · b = 0. Then 〈a, b〉 = 0 if and only if 〈a′, b′〉 = 0.
9However, to clarify Eq. (40) in terms of {I, H, N}m, note that the one positions in θ
and e identify the tensor positions where I and N are applied, respectively, with H
applied to all other tensor positions.
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We next provide an example of this spectral symmetry for non-
quadratic Boolean functions, which generalizes LC and uses the flat
spectra of a Boolean function with respect to the {I, H, N}n trans-
form set to generate an orbit of Boolean functions with the same
APC distance, as described above. Consider the cubic Boolean func-
tion x0x1x2 + x0x1x3 + x0x1x4 + x0x2x3 + x0x2x4 + x0x5 + x1x3 + x1x5 +
x2x4 + x2x5 + x3x4 which has APC distance 3. Applying the transform
technique described above, we obtain 144 flat spectra of which 20 map
to Boolean functions. Of these 20, only 3 are inequivalent. These 3
functions are cubic and have APC distance 3 and EPC distance 3. For in-
stance, x0x1x5 + x0x3x5 + x0x4x5 + x0x1 + x0x2 + x0x3 + x0x5 + x1x2 +
x1x3 + x1x4 + x1x5 + x2x5 + x3x4 + x4x5 is in the same orbit and is ob-
tained via the transform obtained by setting θ = 110110 and e = 001000.
Note, however, that no linear offset of a member of this orbit is balanced,
so resiliency cannot be satisfied.
5. CO N C L U S I O N S
We have motivated and characterized aperiodic autocorrelation and the
aperiodic propagation criteria (APC) for a Boolean function. In partic-
ular we have equated, for quadratic Boolean functions, APC distance
with the minimum distance of an associated zero-dimensional quantum
error-correcting code. It follows that, for quantum states which have an
interpretation as Boolean functions, the APC of the function are also
quantum entanglement criteria for the associated state. We highlighted
the importance of local complementation (LC) symmetry for APC analy-
sis of quadratic Boolean functions, and also gave a generalisation of LC
to Boolean functions of algebraic degree greater than two. We presented
some results for the APC distance of functions of degree greater than
two and discussed possible forms other Boolean constructions might
take to improve APC distance.
We also showed that fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation is a subset of ex-
tended autocorrelation. We further defined the metrics of APC and EPC
distance and demonstrated that APC distance is a slightly stricter crite-
ria than EPC distance. Although extended autocorrelation considers a
slightly more general set of cryptographic scenarios than fixed-aperiodic
autocorrelation, the APC, in some sense, highlights the most important
parts of EPC, and this motivates the use of APC for cryptography.
APC is also a potential attack scenario. Just as generalized linear
cryptanalysis [31] finds substantially higher biases over state-of-the-art
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S-boxes, the differential “dual”, as covered in this paper, finds substan-
tially higher differential biases where, by “differential” we here refer
to an input differential ∆x ∈ GF(2)m, and an output binary (truncated)
differential ∆y ∈ GF(2). Appendix D gives results of an exhaustive
search for the worst-case differential biases of given input differential
weight, taken over the linear space of selected state-of-the-art S-boxes.
It is evident that significantly higher biases can be obtained by using
aperiodic as opposed to periodic differentials. One should remember
that the context in which the S-box is used will determine whether a
high-bias differential constitutes a weakness for the cipher. For instance,
the 9× 9 Misty1 S-box, because it is a quadratic S-box, has a linear
space with periodic differential biases that occur with probability 1
for all weights, (i.e. it has linear structures for all weights), but these
do not necessarily constitute a weakness as the S-box is used in a
Feistel structure, and in conjunction with a 7× 7 cubic S-box.11 Still,
the 7× 7 S-box exhibits significantly higher aperiodic and fixed-ape-
riodic biases compared to periodic biases. These biases may lead to
a practical block cipher attack. However, for the typical block cipher
which inputs the key via XOR, one cannot exploit these higher biases
by using the standard technique of piecing together differential trails
through successive cipher rounds, as the “route” of the trail will be
key-dependent [31, 34]. In other words, although aperiodic and fixed-
aperiodic differentials establish much higher biases across constituent
S-boxes and, by implication, across complete block ciphers, than peri-
odic differentials, the location of these biases across multiple rounds
is strongly key-dependent. So it may be difficult to exploit these high
biases. Even so, the results of this paper provide an extended theoretical
framework for a Boolean function, which suggests a technique where
one finds a function with favourable fixed-aperiodic criteria, then one
traverses, either exactly or approximately, through the orbit generated
by a set of local unitary transforms, so as to optimize the function with
respect to the Walsh-Hadamard spectral criteria.
The problem of designing an S-box (or block cipher) so that all con-
stituent Boolean functions have high APC distance is also an interesting
challenge, but the stipulation that an S-box is a balanced function from
GF(2)m to GF(2)n may limit the achievable APC distance. Note that all
S-boxes examined in Appendix D achieve only APC distance 1 over the
complete linear space of the S-box. (In fact most S-boxes are not even
11However, see [33].
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designed to achieve PC(1).) At the end of Table 3 we have included
the worst-case biases for the single quadratic Boolean function that
represents the [[6, 0, 4]] Hexacode. By definition, the biases are all 0.5
up to weight 4. However it is much more constraining—and remains an
open problem—to construct a function (S-box) with output in GF(2)n,
n > 1, such that the low-weight biases of the linear space of the S-box
are all near to 0.5. Finally, functions with favourable APC distance
automatically have high generalized nonlinearity with respect to the
generalized transform sets discussed by [31] and [15], e.g., with respect
to {I, H, N}m. This can be explained by considering a generalisation of
the results of [35] to larger transform sets.
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A. PR O O F S
Proposition 4. Proposition 1 of [36] states
∑
v∈V⊥
F ( f + x · v) = 2m−kF ( fφV), (42)
where k is the dimension of V. Applying Eq. (42) to Eq. (15) gives
∑
cµ
Ga,c = ∑
cµ
F (Da f + c · x) = 2wt(µ)F (Da fφVµ). (43)
It is further stated in [36] that
∑
v∈V⊥
F ( f + x · v)(−1)k·v = 2m−kF ( fφk+V). (44)
Applying Eq. (44) to Eq. (13), Eq. (15), and Eq. (43) gives the result.
Theorem 12. First we compute the values of ua,k for k = 0 = 000 . . . with
pi the identity permutation. Let ua,k[m] denote the values of ua,k for
f over m variables. Below are tabulated the values of ua,0[m] and the
associated upper bound on the l of APC(l) inferred from these ua,0[m],
for all possible assignments to the three least significant bits (lsbs) of a,
where * means “don’t care”.
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a (lsbs on the left) ua,0[m] Upper bound on l
100 . . . 0 m
01* . . . 0 m
11* . . . ua,0[m− 1] (m− 1) + 1 = m
001 . . . 0 m
101 . . . ua,0[m− 2] (m− 2) + 1 = m− 1
We are interested in the lowest value of l that we can achieve by suitable
assignments to a. From the above table, the only case where the upper
bound on l is lower than m is in the last row of the table. We recursively
assign the lsbs of a according to this last row, (e.g., for the second
iteration we have a = 10101 . . . and l ≤ m − 2). By induction one
concludes that l = bm2 c. As f is a quadratic function we can invoke
the symmetry of Lemma 21 in Appendix C to extend the result from
ua,0[m] to all ua,k[m]. We further invoke the permutation symmetry
of Lemma 22 to extend the result to all functions f where pi is not
necessarily the identity permutation.
Theorem 13. Consider all bit-flip and phase-flip errors on |ψ〉 of weight
less than d, described by a and c such that wt(µ) = wt(a) +wt(θ) < d,
as discussed previously, where µ = a+ a& c and θ = a& c. We know
that XaZc |ψ〉, is orthogonal to |ψ〉 and this can be interpreted in terms
of f by asserting that Da f + c · x is balanced for all a, c that satisfy
wt(µ) < d. In other words, from Eq. (15), Eq. (27), and Definition 6,
Ga,c = 0 for all a, c  µ. The first part of the theorem follows from
Definition 7. The converse is easily proven.
B. FU R T H E R SP E C T R A L ID E N T I T I E S
B.1 . PE R I O D I C/NE G A P E R I O D I C AU T O C O R R E L A T I O N
We here define the periodic/negaperiodic autocorrelation of f , and show
how its coefficients are derived from the Fourier spectra of Da f , thus
allowing us to relate the periodic/negaperiodic autocorrelation with the
aperiodic autocorrelation. The reason we refer to the autocorrelations
as “periodic/negaperiodic” will be explained in Proposition 20. Define
the periodic/negaperiodic autocorrelation coefficients of f after fixing the
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subspace Vθ as Ua,e,r,µ, where a, r, µ ∈ GF(2)m, e  a  µ, r  θ, and
θ = µ+ a, and θ and a are disjoint. Then
Ua,e,r,µ = 2−wt(θ) ∑
c∈e+Vθ
F (Da f + c · x+wt(c))(−1)r·c
= 2−wt(θ) ∑
c∈e+Vθ
F (Da f + c · x)(−1)r·c.
(45)
When µ = a then θ = 0 and there is no subspace fixing, so that
Eq. (45) simplifies to the computation of the periodic/negaperiodic
autocorrelation coefficients of f , namely Ua,c, where c  a.
Ua,c = (−1)wt(c)F (Da f + c · x), c  a. (46)
There are 3m coefficients, Ua,c, where c  a, but only 2m complete
autocorrelation profiles that we can obtain from Ua,c as each value is
represented 2wt(a) times to realize a complete set of 22m autocorrelation
coefficients. Combining Eq. (15) with Eq. (45) and Eq. (46) yields
Ua,e,r,µ = 2−wt(θ) ∑
c∈e+Vθ
Ga,c(−1)r·c, e  a  µ, r  θ, (47)
and
Ua,c = (−1)wt(c)Ga,c, c  a. (48)
Note that the factor of (−1)wt(c) is of no significance in this paper, but
we retain it for completeness.
By combining Proposition 4 with Eq. (47) and Eq. (48) we can now
express the fixed-aperiodic (nonmodular) autocorrelation coefficients
in terms of the periodic/negaperiodic autocorrelation coefficients, and
vice versa, where e  a  µ, k  µ, θ = a+ µ, and r = k& θ
ua,k,µ = 2−wt(a) ∑
ea
Ua,e,r,µ(−1)k·e, k  µ (49)
Ua,e,r,µ = ∑
kr+Va
ua,k,µ(−1)e·k, e  a (50)
ua,k = 2−wt(a) ∑
ca
Ua,c(−1)k·c, k  a (51)
Ua,c = ∑
ka
ua,k(−1)c·k, c  a. (52)
We now explain why Eq. (45) and Eq. (46) can be viewed as peri-
odic/negaperiodic (modular) metrics.
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Proposition 20. Each periodic/negaperiodic autocorrelation of Eq. (45) and
Eq. (46) is specified after fixing a subspace (resp. without fixing) by the pa-
rameters a, e, r, µ (resp. a, c). For each setting of the parameters, the coeffi-
cients can be calculated using multivariate polynomial multiplications which
are periodically modular for the variables identified by the “1” positions of
a& e (resp. a& c), and negaperiodically modular for the variables identified
by the “1” positions of e (resp. c).
Proof. Let Ua,c be as defined in Eq. (46), and let z ∈ Cm. Define v(z),
and Qc(z) as follows
v(z) = ∑
x∈GF(2)m
(−1) f (x) ∏
i∈Zm
zxii
Qc(z) = ∑
a∈GF(2)m
Ua,c ∏
i∈Zm
zaii .
Then an expansion verifies the following modular relationship for Qc(z)
Qc(z) = v(z)v(z−1) (mod ∏
i∈Zm
(z2i − (−1)ci )).
Qc(z) is the evaluation of a periodic (negaperiodic) multiplication for
variable i if ci = 0, (resp. ci = 1). The above argument then carries over
to Eq. (45) by first fixing the subspace Vθ, then computing all possible
periodic/negaperiodic multivariate polynomial multiplications over the
remaining unfixed subspace.
We can recover the (nonmodular) polynomial A(z) of Proposition 3 by
applying the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) to the residue polynomials
Qc(z). In summary,
A(z) = v(z)v(z−1) = v(z)v(z−1) (mod ∏
i∈Zm
(z4i − 1))
= CRT({Qc(z)}).
In this way, we obtain an alternative derivation of Eq. (52). A similar
argument can be used with respect to a fixed subspace, Vθ, so as to
rederive Eq. (50).
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B.2 . RE L A T I O N S H I P S T O T H E SE C O N D DE R I V A T I V E
As Ga,c is the Fourier spectrum of the first derivative of f , there is a
natural relationship between the Fourier power spectra of Ga,c and the
second derivative of f , DbDa f , where a, c, b ∈ GF(2)m.
∑
cµ
|Ga,c|2(−1)c·k = 2wt(µ) ∑
b∈k+Vµ
F (DbDa f ), k  µ. (53)
Moreover we can use Parseval’s theorem to establish the following.
∑
cµ
|Ga,c|4 = 2wt(µ) ∑
kµ
 ∑
b∈k+Vµ
F (DbDa f )
2 . (54)
Combining the above relationship with Eq. (18), we can establish the
following upper bound on the fixed-aperiodic sum-of-squares with respect
to a after fixing a subspace Vθ, referred to as σa,µ, and defined in Eq. (19),
in terms of the second derivative of f .
σa,µ ≤ 2−2 wt(µ) ∑
kµ
 ∑
b∈k+Vµ
F (DbDa f )
2 . (55)
B.3 . A GE N E R A L I Z E D DE F I N I T I O N O F APC
Using the results of this Appendix and Appendix C we are able to
generalize Eq. (27) as follows.
ua,k,µ = 0, ∀k  µ ⇔ Ua,e,r,µ = 0, ∀e  a, ∀r  θ
⇔ Ga,c = 0, ∀c  µ
⇔ ∑
b∈k+Vµ
F (DbDa f ) = 0, ∀k  µ,
(56)
where a  µ.
C. SY M M E T R I E S O F AP E R I O D I C AU T O C O R R E L A T I O N
We summarize some important conditions for simplification of the fixed-
aperiodic autocorrelation profile and and/or symmetry operations that
operate on a Boolean function and that keep the multiset of fixed-aperi-
odic autocorrelation coefficients unchanged to within a multiplicative
phase offset and to within a permutation of the coefficient positions
within the autocorrelation profile.
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C.1. QU A D R A T I C S I M P L I F I C A T I O N
When the degree of f is two, a substantial simplification of the fixed-
aperiodic autocorrelation profile can be obtained as follows.
Lemma 21. Let f ∈ Bm be a quadratic function, and let ua,k,µ be as defined
in Eq. (13). Then, for any k′  µ, ua,k,µ = ±ua,k′ ,µ.
Proof. The proof is straightforward.
The simplification described by this lemma significantly reduces the
APC analysis for quadratic Boolean functions as we can set k = 0.
From Section 4 the APC distance is equivalent to the distance measure
for zero-dimensional QECCs. Such QECCs map to quadratic Boolean
functions. As QECCs of the stabilizer type are conveniently described
by self-dual additive codes over GF(4), quadratic Boolean functions
with favourable APC can conversely be constructed with relative ease
from self-dual additive codes over GF(4). This simplification implicitly
exploits the symmetry of Lemma 21.
C.2 . IN D E X PE R M U T A T I O N SY M M E T R Y
Lemma 22. Define f ∈ Bm. Let pi be a permutation from Zm to Zm.
Let γ be a permutation from GF(2)m to GF(2)m such that, for r ∈
GF(2)m, γ(r) takes ri to rpi(i). For f = f (x0, x1, . . . , xm−1), let f ′ =
f (xpi(0), xpi(1), . . . , xpi(m−1)). Then ua,k,µ( f ′) = uγ(a),γ(k),γ(µ)( f ), so that
both f and f ′ satisfy APC(l) of order q.
C.3. PE R I O D I C A N D NE G A P E R I O D I C SY M M E T R I E S
The fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation coefficient magnitudes of a function
f ∈ Bm remain unchanged to within a linear permutation of the indices
after periodic and/or negaperiodic shift of the input variables of f . With
γ ∈ GF(2)m define f ′ as a periodic shift of f , where f ′(x) = f (x+ γ).
Proposition 23. With a, k,γ, µ ∈ GF(2)m, f ′ as defined above, and fixed-
aperiodic autocorrelation coefficients as defined in Eq. (13), ua,k,µ( f ) =
ua,(k+γ)& µ,µ( f ′), where k  µ.
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Proof. Using Eq. (13), ua,k,µ( f ′) = F (Da f ′φk+Vµ) = F (Da fφγ+k+Vµ),
where k  µ.
γ+ k+Vµ = (γ& µ+ k) + γ& µ+Vµ
= (γ+ k)& µ+ (γ& µ+Vµ)
= (γ+ k)& µ+Vµ, k  µ.
After the change of variable k to (k+ γ)& µ, we obtain
ua,(k+γ)& µ,µ( f
′) = F (D fφk+Vµ) = ua,k,µ( f ), k  µ.
Similarly, with λ ∈ GF(2)m we define f ′′ as a negaperiodic shift of f ,
where f ′′(x) = f (x+ λ) + λ · x+wt(λ).
Proposition 24. With a, k,λ, µ ∈ GF(2)m, f ′′ as defined above, and fixed-
aperiodic autocorrelation coefficients as defined in Eq. (13)
ua,k,µ( f ) = (−1)λ·aua,(k+λ)& µ,µ( f ′′), (57)
where k  µ.
Proof. Remembering that f ′ is a periodic shift of f , observe that Da f ′′ =
f (x+ λ) + f (x+ λ+ a) + λ · a = Da f ′ + λ · a. Therefore
ua,k,µ( f ′′) = F (Da f ′′φk+Vµ)
= F (Da f ′φk+Vµ + λ · a)
= (−1)λ·aF (Da f ′φλ+k+Vµ),
where k  µ. Substituting k with (k+ λ)& µ gives ua,(k+λ)& µ,µ( f ′′) =
(−1)λ·aua,k,µ( f ), and the proposition follows.
We can combine the above results for periodic/negaperiodic shift
(Propositions 23 and 24) as follows. With γ,λ ∈ GF(2)m we define fpn
as a periodic/negaperiodic shift of f .
fpn(x) = f (x+ γ) + λ · x+wt(λ), (58)
where λ  γ.
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Proposition 25. With a, k,γ,λ, µ ∈ GF(2)m, fpn as defined above, and
fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation coefficients as defined in Eq. (13)
ua,k,µ( f ) = (−1)λ·aua,(k+γ)& µ,µ( fpn), (59)
where k  µ and λ  γ.
Proof. Combine Propositions 23 and 24.
Corollary 26. For the special case with γ  µ and fpn defined as above,
ua,k,µ( f ) = ua,k,µ( fpn), where k  µ.
Proof. γ& µ = 0.
It follows that a periodic shift (resp. negaperiodic shift) of f after
fixing a subspace Vθ does not change the values (resp. magnitudes) of
the fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation coefficients of f , but may permute
them.
Given fpn as defined above, Eq. (13), and Proposition 4, we obtain
the following identities for the periodic/negaperiodic autocorrelation
coefficients given in Lemma 27.
Lemma 27.
Ga,c( f ) = (−1)λ·a+γ·cGa,c( fpn), λ  γ, c  µ, (60)
Ua,c( f ) = (−1)λ·a+γ·cUa,c( fpn), λ  γ, c  a, (61)
Ua,e,r,µ( f ) = (−1)λ·a+γ·eUa,e,(r+γ& θ),µ( fpn), λ  γ, e  a, r  θ.
(62)
Proof. For k  µ and λ  γ, and noting that, for c  µ, γ& µ · c = γ · c,
(−1)λ·aua,(k+γ)& µ,µ = 2−wt(µ)(−1)λ·a ∑
cµ
Ga,c(−1)(k+γ)·c
= 2−wt(µ)(−1)λ·a ∑
cµ
((−1)γ·cGa,c)(−1)k·c.
The results for Ua,c and Ua,e,r,µ follow in a similar way.
It follows that the magnitudes of the periodic/negaperiodic autocor-
relation coefficients are unchanged by a periodic and/or negaperiodic
shift of f to within a linear permutation of the indices.
As the magnitudes of ua,k,µ( f ), Ua,c( f ), and Ua,e,r,µ are invariant to
a periodic and/or negaperiodic shift of f to within a linear permutation,
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Table 2: Periodic (P), Aperiodic (A), and Fixed-Aperiodic (F) Autocorrelation Biases
for Selected S-Boxes
Differential Weight
S-box 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
AES [37] P 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
(8× 8) A 0.56 0.66 0.81 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.56 0.66 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Khazad [38] P 0.67 0.67 0.69 0.70 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.63
(8× 8) A 0.67 0.77 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.67 0.77 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Whirlpool [39] P 0.66 0.69 0.67 0.69 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.64
(8× 8) A 0.66 0.75 0.84 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.66 0.78 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Misty1 [40] P 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
(7× 7) A 0.56 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.56 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Misty1 P 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
(9× 9) A 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DES-1 [41] P 0.88 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.75 0.69
(6× 4) A 0.88 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DES-2 P 0.94 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.88 0.75
(6× 4) A 0.94 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DES-3 P 0.88 0.75 0.81 0.81 0.75 0.69
(6× 4) A 0.88 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DES-4 P 1.00 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.75
(6× 4) A 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DES-5 P 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.75 0.63
(6× 4) A 0.81 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DES-6 P 0.81 0.88 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.69
(6× 4) A 0.81 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DES-7 P 0.88 0.88 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.69
(6× 4) A 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DES-8 P 0.88 0.88 0.81 0.81 0.75 0.75
(6× 4) A 0.88 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table 3: Periodic (P), Aperiodic (A), and Fixed-Aperiodic (F) Autocorrelation Biases
for Selected S-Boxes
Differential Weight
S-box 1 2 3 4 5 6
FDE-1 [42] P 0.69 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.75 0.63
(6× 4) A 0.69 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.69 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FDE-2 P 0.69 0.69 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.63
(6× 4) A 0.69 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.69 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FDE-3 P 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.69 0.69 0.75
(6× 4) A 0.75 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.75 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FDE-4 P 0.81 0.75 0.81 0.81 0.75 0.63
(6× 4) A 0.81 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FDE-5 P 0.75 0.69 0.75 0.75 0.69 0.69
(6× 4) A 0.75 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.75 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FDE-6 P 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.63
(6× 4) A 0.75 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.75 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FDE-7 P 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.69 0.69
(6× 4) A 0.75 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.75 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FDE-8 P 0.69 0.75 0.75 0.81 0.75 0.63
(6× 4) A 0.69 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.69 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
[[6, 0, 4]] Hexacode P 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.50 0.50
(single function) A 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.50 1.00
F 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
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it follows, from Eq. (21), Definition 6, and Eq. (27) that σa,θ( f ), E( f ),
σ( f ), and the APC of f are invariant to periodic and/or negaperiodic
shifts of f . We summarize these observations in the following corollary.
Corollary 28. For f ∈ Bm, µ ∈ GF(2)m, and a  µ, let fpn be a periodic
and/or negaperiodic shift of f . Then σa,µ( fpn) = σa,µ( f ), E( fpn) = E( f ),
and σ( fpn) = σ( f ). The functions f and fpn will also satisfy APC of order q
of the same degree, and have the same APC distance.
D. GE N E R A L I Z E D D I F F E R E N T I A L B I A S E S O F
ST A T E -O F -T H E -AR T S-BO X E S
In this section we examine the worst-case (truncated) differential bias
for a given input differential weight, with respect to periodic, aperiodic,
and fixed-aperiodic autocorrelation, for selected state-of-the-art S-boxes.
More precisely, we consider a function f (S-box) mapping GF(2)m to
GF(2)n, and comprising n m-variable functions, fi ∈ Bm, 0 ≤ i < n.
Then we define the linear space of the S-box to be the set of functions,
{gc | c ∈ GF(2)n}, such that gc = c · f . We then compute, for a given
S-box, the maximum bias over all functions in the set {gc}. The periodic
bias at weight |a| is given by 2m+|pa |2m+1 , the aperiodic bias at weight |a| is
given by 2
m−|a|+|ua,k |
2m−|a|+1 , and the fixed-aperiodic bias at weight µ is given by
2m−|µ|+|ua,k,µ |
2m−|µ|+1 , where, for a given differential weight, it always holds that
the periodic bias is less than the aperiodic bias, which again is less than
the fixed-aperiodic bias. Tables 2 and 3 show the results. For example, an
exhaustive search of all 256 8-variable Boolean functions constructed by
linear combinations of the 8 constituent Boolean functions of the AES S-
box reveals that a weight-4 differential can be found with bias 0.56, 0.94,
and 1.00, for the periodic, aperiodic, and fixed-aperiodic differentials,
respectively.
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Let E ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}, as defined in Section 4, be the error acting on a
single qubit. Then it can be shown that any transform, T, taken from
the {I, H, N} set for m = 1, takes the error set, {I, X, Y, Z} to itself
under conjugation. This is because the {I, H, N} set generates the local
Clifford group which is defined as the group of local unitary matrices
that keeps the Pauli matrices over a single complex variable invariant
with respect to conjugation [32] (to within a global constant). Explicitly,
for T ∈ {I, H, N}, E ′ = TET−1 satisfies, E ′ ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}.10 It follows
immediately that the {I, H, N}m transform set, as defined in Eq. (40),
keeps E within the Pauli set for any fixed m, and keeps the weight of E
invariant. We then arrive at the following lemma.
Lemma 19. Let Te,θ ∈ {I, H, N}m and E ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}m. Then
E ′ = Te,θET−1e,θ ⇒ E ′ ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}m ⇒ wt(E ′) = wt(E).
Let a quantum state of m qubits, |ψ〉, be represented by a length
2m vector s ∈ C2m , where s = 2−m2 (−1) f (x). We can then re-express
Theorem 13 as follows.
APC distance( f ) = d ⇒ 〈Es, s〉 = 0, ∀E , 0 < wt(E) < d,
where E ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}m. We wish to show that
APC distance( f ) = d ⇒ 〈E ′s′, s′〉 = 0, ∀E ′, 0 < wt(E ′) < d,
where E ′ ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}m, and s′ is any vector that occurs as a spectral
output with respect to any transform taken from the {I, H, N}m set.
To do this we note that s = Te,θs′ for some Te,θ ∈ {I, H, N}m. We now
use Lemma 19 to conjugate E acting on s to E ′ acting on s′. Now we
can write 〈Es, s〉 = 0 as
〈
T−1e,θ E ′Te,θs, T−1e,θ Te,θs
〉
= 0. It follows from
Lemmas 18 and 19 that 〈E ′Te,θs, Te,θs〉 = 0, ∀E ′, 0 < wt(E ′) < d. The
theorem follows.
Remark. Note that we have proved the invariance of the APC distance
for any s and s′ in the same orbit with respect to the {I, H, N}m trans-
form set. So the proof not only holds for Boolean functions, but also
more generally for functions from GF(2)m to Z8. More generally still,
the proof holds for any s and s′, even when s and s′ represent non-flat
spectra.
10Note that conjugation by H takes X to Z, Z to X, and Y to −Y. Conjugation by N takes
X to −iY, Z to X, and Y to −Z. Conjugation by I takes X to X, Z to Z, and Y to Y.
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The interlace polynomial q was introduced by Arratia,
Bollobás, and Sorkin. It encodes many properties of the or-
bit of a graph under edge local complementation (ELC).
The interlace polynomial Q, introduced by Aigner and van
der Holst, similarly contains information about the orbit
of a graph under local complementation (LC). We have
previously classified LC and ELC orbits, and now give an
enumeration of the corresponding interlace polynomials of
all graphs of order up to 12. An enumeration of all circle
graphs of order up to 12 is also given. We show that there
exist graphs of all orders greater than 9 with interlace poly-
nomials q whose coefficient sequences are non-unimodal,
thereby disproving a conjecture by Arratia et al. We have
verified that for graphs of order up to 12, all polynomials Q
have unimodal coefficients. It has been shown that LC and
ELC orbits of graphs correspond to equivalence classes of
certain error-correcting codes and quantum states. We show
that the properties of these codes and quantum states are
related to properties of the associated interlace polynomials.
1 IN T R O D U C T I O N
A graph is a pair G = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices, and E ⊆
V ×V is a set of edges. We will only consider simple undirected graphs,
∗Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, PB 7803, N-5020 Bergen, Norway.
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21
3 4
(a) The Graph G
21
3 4
(b) The Graph G ∗ 1
Fig. 1: Example of Local Complementation
i.e., graphs where all edges are bidirectional and no vertex can be
adjacent to itself. The neighbourhood of v ∈ V, denoted Nv ⊂ V, is
the set of vertices connected to v by an edge. The number of vertices
adjacent to v is called the degree of v. An Eulerian graph is a graph where
all vertices have even degree. The induced subgraph of G on W ⊆ V
contains vertices W and all edges from E whose endpoints are both
in W. The complement of G is found by replacing E with V ×V − E, i.e.,
the edges in E are changed to non-edges, and the non-edges to edges.
Two graphs G = (V, E) and G′ = (V, E′) are isomorphic if and only if
there exists a permutation pi on V such that {u, v} ∈ E if and only if
{pi(u),pi(v)} ∈ E′. A path is a sequence of vertices, (v1, v2, . . . , vi), such
that {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vi−1, vi} ∈ E. A graph is connected if there
is a path from any vertex to any other vertex in the graph. A graph is
bipartite if its set of vertices can be decomposed into two disjoint sets
such that no two vertices within the same set are adjacent. A complete
graph is a graph where all pairs of vertices are connected by an edge.
A clique is a complete subgraph. A k-clique is a clique consisting of
k vertices. An independent set is the complement of a clique, i.e., an
empty subgraph. The independence number of G is the size of the largest
independent set in G.
Definition 1 ([1–3]). Given a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v ∈ V, let
Nv ⊂ V be the neighbourhood of v. Local complementation (LC) on v
transforms G into G ∗ v by replacing the induced subgraph of G on Nv
by its complement. (Fig. 1)
Definition 2 ([3]). Given a graph G = (V, E) and an edge {u, v} ∈ E,
edge local complementation (ELC) on {u, v} transforms G into G(uv) =
G ∗ u ∗ v ∗ u = G ∗ v ∗ u ∗ v.
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u v
D
A B
C
Fig. 2: Visualization of the ELC Operation
Definition 3 ([3]). ELC on {u, v} can equivalently be defined as follows.
Decompose V \ {u, v} into the following four disjoint sets, as visualized
in Fig. 2.
A Vertices adjacent to u, but not to v.
B Vertices adjacent to v, but not to u.
C Vertices adjacent to both u and v.
D Vertices adjacent to neither u nor v.
To obtain G(uv), perform the following procedure. For any pair of
vertices {x, y}, where x belongs to class A, B, or C, and y belongs to
a different class A, B, or C, “toggle” the pair {x, y}, i.e., if {x, y} ∈ E,
delete the edge, and if {x, y} 6∈ E, add the edge {x, y} to E. Finally,
swap the labels of vertices u and v.
Definition 4. The LC orbit of a graph G is the set of all unlabeled graphs
that can be obtained by performing any sequence of LC operations on G.
Similarly, the ELC orbit of G comprises all unlabeled graphs that can be
obtained by performing any sequence of ELC operations on G.
The LC operation was first defined by de Fraysseix [1], and later
studied by Fon-der-Flaas [2] and Bouchet [3]. Bouchet defined ELC as
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“complementation along an edge” [3], but this operation is also known
as pivoting on a graph [4].
The recently defined interlace polynomials are based on the LC and
ELC operations. Arratia, Bollobás, and Sorkin [4] defined the interlace
polynomial q(G) of the graph G. This work was motivated by a problem
related to DNA sequencing [5].
Definition 5 ([4]). For every graph G, there is an associated interlace
polynomial q(G, x), which we will usually denote q(G) for brevity. For
the edgeless graph of order n, En = (V,∅), q(En) = xn. For any other
graph G = (V, E), choose an arbitrary edge {u, v} ∈ E, and let
q(G) = q(G \ u) + q(G(uv) \ u), (1)
where G \ u is the graph G with vertex u and all edges incident on u
removed.
It was proven by Arratia et al. [4] that the polynomial is independent
of the order of removal of edges, and that the polynomial is invariant
under ELC, i.e., that q(G) = q(G(uv)) for any edge {u, v}.
Aigner and van der Holst [6] later defined the interlace polynomial
Q(G) which similarly encodes properties of the LC orbit of G.
Definition 6 ([6]). For every graph G, there is an associated interlace
polynomial Q(G, x), which we will usually denote Q(G) for brevity.
For the edgeless graph of order n, En = (V,∅), Q(En) = xn. For any
other graph G = (V, E), choose an arbitrary edge {u, v} ∈ E, and let
Q(G) = Q(G \ u) + Q(G(uv) \ u) + Q(G ∗ u \ u). (2)
Again, the order of removal of edges is irrelevant, and the polynomial
is invariant under LC and ELC. It was shown by Aigner and van
der Holst [6] that both q(G) and Q(G) can also be derived from the
ranks of matrices obtained by certain modifications of the adjacency
matrix of G. A similar approach, but expressed in terms of certain
sets of local unitary transforms, was shown by Riera and Parker [7]. If
G is an unconnected graph with components G1 and G2, then q(G) =
q(G1)q(G2) and Q(G) = Q(G1)Q(G2).
The interlace polynomials q(G) and Q(G) summarise several prop-
erties of the ELC and LC orbits of the graph G. The degree of the
lowest-degree term of q(G) equals the number of connected compo-
nents of G, and is therefore one for a connected graph [4]. The degree
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of q(G) equals the maximum independence number of all graphs in
the ELC orbit of G [6]. It follows that the degree of q(G) is also an
upper bound on the independence number of G. Likewise, the degree
of Q(G) gives the size of the largest independent set in the LC orbit of
G [8]. The degree of Q(G) will always be greater than or equal to the
degree of q(G). Evaluating interlace polynomials for certain values of x
also gives us information about the associated graphs. For a graph G
of order n, it always holds that q(G, 2) = 2n and Q(G, 3) = 3n. q(G, 1)
equals the number of induced subgraphs of G with an odd number
of perfect matchings [6]. Q(G, 2) equals the number of general induced
subgraphs of G (with possible loops attached to the vertices) with an
odd number of general perfect matchings [6]. Q(G, 4) equals 2n times
the number of induced Eulerian subgraphs of G [6]. It has been shown
that q(G,−1) = (−1)n2n−r, where n is the order of G and r is the rank
over GF(2) of A + I, where A is the adjacency matrix of G [6, 9]. q(G, 3)
is always divisible by q(G, 1), and the quotient is an odd integer [6].
In their list of open problems [4], Arratia et al. pose the question of
how many different interlace polynomials there are for graphs of order
n. In Section 2, we answer this question for n ≤ 12, for both interlace
polynomials q and Q.
In the DNA sequencing setting [5], interlace polynomials of circle
graphs are of particular interest. Arratia et al. [5] enumerated the circle
graphs of order up to 9. In Section 3, we extend this enumeration to
order 12.
Let q(G) = a1x + a2x2 + · · ·+ adxd. Then the sequence of coefficients
of q is {ai} = (a1, a2, . . . , ad). Arratia et al. [4] conjecture that this
sequence is unimodal for all q. The sequence {ai} is unimodal if, for
some 1 ≤ k ≤ d, ai ≤ aj for all i < j ≤ k, and ai ≥ aj for all i > j ≥ k. In
other words, the sequence is non-decreasing up to some coefficient k,
and the rest of the sequence is non-increasing. In Section 4, we show
that there exist interlace polynomials q whose coefficient sequences are
non-unimodal, and thereby disprove the conjecture by Arratia et al. Our
enumeration shows that all interlace polynomials of graphs of order
up to 9 are unimodal, but that there are two graphs of order 10 with
the same non-unimodal interlace polynomial. From these graphs of
order 10 it is possible to construct graphs of any order greater than 10
with non-unimodal interlace polynomials. We verify that all interlace
polynomials Q(G) and all polynomials xq(G, x + 1) of graphs of order
up to 12 have unimodal coefficients.
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In Section 5 we highlight an interesting relationship between interlace
polynomials, error-correcting codes, and quantum states. The LC orbit
of a graph corresponds to the equivalence class of a self-dual quantum
code [3, 10, 11], and the ELC orbit of a bipartite graph corresponds to the
equivalence class of a binary linear code [12]. In both cases, the minimum
distance of the code is equal to δ+ 1, where δ is the minimum vertex
degree over all graphs in the corresponding orbit. We have previously
shown [8] that a self-dual quantum code with high minimum distance
often corresponds to a graph G where deg(Q), the degree of Q(G), is
small. A self-dual quantum code can also be interpreted as a quantum
graph state [13]. A code with high minimum distance will correspond to
a quantum state with a high degree of entanglement. The degree of Q(G)
gives an indicator of the entanglement in the graph state represented
by G known as the peak-to-average power ratio [8] with respect to certain
transforms. Another indicator of the entanglement in a graph state
is the Clifford merit factor (CMF) [14], which can be derived from the
evaluation of Q(G) at x = 4 [15]. In Section 5 we give the range of
possible values of δ, deg(Q), and Q(G, 4) for graphs of order up to 12,
and bounds on these parameters for graphs of order up to 25, derived
from the best known self-dual quantum codes.
2 EN U M E R A T I O N O F IN T E R L A C E PO L Y N O M I A L S
In the context of error-correcting codes, we have previously classified
the LC orbits [16] and ELC orbits [12, 17] of all graphs on up to 12
vertices. In Table 1, the sequence {cL,n} gives the number of LC orbits
of connected graphs on n vertices, while {tL,n} gives the total number
of LC orbits of graphs on n vertices. Similarly, the sequence {cE,n} gives
the number of ELC orbits of connected graphs on n vertices, while
{tE,n} gives the total number of ELC orbits of graphs on n vertices. A
database containing one representative from each LC orbit is available
at http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/vncorbits/. A similar database of
ELC orbits can be found at http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/pivot/.
The question of how many distinct interlace polynomials there are for
graphs of order n was posed by Arratia et al. [4]. For a representative
from each LC and ELC orbit, we have calculated the interlace polyno-
mials q and Q, respectively. We then counted the number of distinct
interlace polynomials. In Table 2, the sequence {cQ,n} gives the number
of interlace polynomials Q of connected graphs of order n, while {tQ,n}
gives the total number of interlace polynomials Q of graphs of order n.
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Table 1: Number of LC and ELC Orbits of Order n
n cL,n tL,n cE,n tE,n
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 2
3 1 3 2 4
4 2 6 4 9
5 4 11 10 21
6 11 26 35 64
7 26 59 134 218
8 101 182 777 1068
9 440 675 6702 8038
10 3132 3990 104 825 114 188
11 40 457 45 144 3 370 317 3 493 965
12 1 274 068 1 323 363 231 557 290 235 176 097
Similarly, {cq,n} and {tq,n} give the numbers of interlace polynomials q.
We observe that in Table 2, the relationship tq,n = cq,n + tq,n−1 holds.
3 EN U M E R A T I O N O F C I R C L E GR A P H S
A graph G is a circle graph if each vertex in G can be represented as a
chord on a circle, such that two chords intersect if and only if there is
an edge between the two corresponding vertices in G. An example of a
circle graph and its corresponding circle diagram is given in Fig. 3.
Whether a given graph is a circle graph can be recognized in poly-
nomial time [18]. It is also known that LC operations will map a circle
graph to a circle graph, and a non-circle graph to a non-circle graph [19].
Bouchet [19] also proved that a graph G is a circle graph if and only
if certain obstructions, shown in Fig. 4, do not appear as subgraphs
anywhere in the LC orbit of G.
Arratia et al. [5] pointed out that an enumeration of circle graphs
did not seem to have appeared in the literature before, and then gave
an enumeration of circle graphs of order up to 9. Using our previous
classification of LC orbits, and the fact that the circle graph property is
preserved by LC operations, we are able to generate all circle graphs
of order up to 12. In Table 3, the sequence {cc,n} gives the number of
connected circle graphs of order n, while {tc,n} gives the total number
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Table 2: Number of Distinct Interlace Polynomials of Graphs of Order n
n cQ,n tQ,n cq,n tq,n
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 2
3 1 3 2 4
4 2 6 4 8
5 4 11 9 17
6 10 24 24 41
7 23 52 71 112
8 84 152 257 369
9 337 521 1186 1555
10 2154 2793 7070 8625
11 22 956 26 178 56 698 65 323
12 486 488 515 131 614 952 680 275
21
3 4
(a) The Circle Graph G
4
2
1
3
(b) The Circle Representation of G
Fig. 3: Example of a Circle Graph
Fig. 4: Circle Graph Obstructions
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Table 3: Number of Circle Graphs on n Vertices
n cc,n tc,n c′c,n t′c,n
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 2
3 2 4 1 3
4 6 11 2 6
5 21 34 4 11
6 110 154 10 25
7 789 978 23 55
8 8336 9497 81 157
9 117 283 127 954 293 499
10 2 026 331 2 165 291 1403 2059
11 40 302 425 42 609 994 7968 10 543
12 892 278 076 937 233 306 55 553 68 281
of circle graphs of order n. The sequences {c′c,n} and {t′c,n} give the
number of LC orbits containing circle graphs. A database with one
representative from each LC orbit of connected circle graphs is available
at http://www.ii.uib.no/~larsed/circle/.
4 UN I M O D A L I T Y
Having calculated the interlace polynomials q of all graphs of order
up to 12, it was possible to check whether their coefficient sequences
were unimodal, as conjectured by Arratia et al. [4]. Note that a similar
conjecture has been disproved for the related Tutte polynomial [20].
Our results show that all interlace polynomials q of graphs of order
up to n = 9 are unimodal, but that for n = 10 there exists a single
non-unimodal interlace polynomial with coefficient sequence {ai} =
(2, 7, 6, 7, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 0). Only two graphs on 10 vertices, comprising a
single ELC orbit, correspond to this polynomial. One of these graphs is
shown in Fig. 5.
We have further found that, up to ELC equivalence, there are 4 graphs
on 11 vertices with non-unimodal interlace polynomials, 3 of which
are connected graphs, and 20 graphs on 12 vertices with non-unimodal
polynomials, 15 of which are connected.
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Fig. 5: The Smallest Graph with Non-Unimodal Interlace Polynomial q
Given the single non-unimodal interlace polynomial of a graph of
order n = 10, it is easy to show that there must exist non-unimodal
interlace polynomials for all n > 10, since the following methods of
extending a graph will preserve the non-unimodality of the associated
interlace polynomial. Given a graph G on n vertices with non-unimodal
interlace polynomial, we can add an isolated vertex to obtaining an
unconnected graph G′ on n + 1 vertices, where q(G′) = xq(G) is clearly
also non-unimodal. Non-unimodality is also preserved by substituting
a vertex v of G by a clique of size m, i.e., we obtain G′ where v is
replaced by m vertices, all connected to each other and all connected
to w whenever {v, w} is an edge in G. It can then be shown that
q(G′) = 2mq(G) [4, Prop. 38].
Proposition 7. Given a graph G, let G′ be the graph obtained by duplicat-
ing a vertex v of G, i.e., by adding a vertex v′ such that v′ is connected to w
whenever {v, w} is an edge in G. The interlace polynomial of G can be writ-
ten q(G) = a(x) + cxj + xj+1b(x), where a and b are arbitrary polynomials,
c is a constant, and j = deg(a) + 1. The unimodality or lack thereof of G will
be preserved in G′ if q(G \ v) = a(x) + xjb(x).
Proof. By duplicating the vertex v, we obtain a graph G′ with interlace
polynomial q(G′) = (1 + x)q(G)− xq(G \ v) [4, Prop. 40]. If the con-
dition above is satisfied, q(G′) = xj+2a(x) + c(xj+1 + xj) + b(x). The
only difference between the coefficient sequences of q(G) and q(G′)
is that the coefficient c is repeated in q(G′), and unimodality or non-
unimodality must therefore be preserved.
Let G be the graph depicted in Fig. 5, and let v be one of the six
vertices of degree one in this graph. If we duplicate v we obtain a
graph whose interlace polynomial has the non-unimodal coefficient
sequence (2, 7, 6, 7, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 0). According to Prop. 7, we can repeat
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Fig. 6: Non-trivial Graphs of Order 12 with Non-Unimodal Interlace Polynomial q
the duplication of a vertex with degree one and the coefficient sequence
will remain (2, 7, 6, 7, 6, . . . , 6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 0), i.e., non-unimodal.
By the described extension methods we can obtain, from the single
graph on 10 vertices shown in Fig. 5, all the 4 inequivalent graphs on
11 vertices and 16 of the 20 inequivalent graphs on 12 vertices with
non-unimodal interlace polynomials. Representatives from the ELC
orbits of the 4 non-trivial graphs on 12 vertices with non-unimodal
interlace polynomials are shown in Fig. 6.
The two following conjectures have been checked for all graphs on
up to 12 vertices, and no counterexamples have been found.
Conjecture 8 ([4]). For any interlace polynomial q(G, x), the associated
polynomial xq(G, x + 1) has a unimodal coefficient sequence.
Conjecture 9. For any graph G, the interlace polynomial Q(G) has a uni-
modal coefficient sequence.
5 CO N N E C T I O N S T O CO D E S A N D QU A N T U M ST A T E S
An important question is what the interlace polynomials q(G) and Q(G)
actually compute about the graph G itself. When G is a circle graph,
q(G) can be used to solve counting problems relevant to DNA sequenc-
ing [5]. We will show that the interlace polynomials also give clues
about the error-correction capability of codes and the entanglement of
quantum states.
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Table 4: Range of deg(Q) For Given δ and n
δ\n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 2 2,3 3,4 3–5 3–6 3–7 4–8 4–9 4–10 4–11
2 2 3 3,4 3,4 3–5 4–6 4–7 4–8
3 2 3,4 3,4 3–5 4–6 4–7
4 4 4
5 4
It is known that self-dual quantum codes, so called because they corre-
spond to self-dual additive codes over GF(4) [21], can be represented
as graphs [3, 10, 11, 22–24]. The LC orbit of a graph corresponds to the
equivalence class of a self-dual quantum code [3, 10, 11]. Similarly, the
ELC orbit of a bipartite graph corresponds to the equivalence class of a
binary linear code [12]. In both cases the minimum distance, an important
parameter that determines the error-correcting capability of the code, is
equal to δ+ 1, where δ is the minimum vertex degree over all graphs in
the corresponding LC or ELC orbit. A self-dual quantum code can also
be interpreted as a quantum graph state, and the δ-value of the associated
LC orbit is then an indicator of the degree of entanglement in the state.
Although the value δ can not be obtained from an interlace poly-
nomial, several values that are correlated with δ are encoded in the
interlace polynomial. The size of the largest independent set over all
members of the LC orbit of G equals deg(Q), the degree of Q(G) [6, 8].
We have previously shown that optimal self-dual quantum codes corre-
spond to LC orbits where deg(Q) is small [8]. These codes have largest
possible minimum distance for a given length n, and thus the associated
LC orbits of graphs on n vertices have maximum possible values of δ.
The data in Table 4 implies that the LC orbits with the highest δ-values
also have the lowest values of deg(Q), but that the converse is not
always true. In the context of quantum graph states, the value 2deg(Q) is
equal to the peak-to-average power ratio [8] with respect to certain trans-
forms, which is another indicator of the degree of entanglement in the
state.
Another measure of the entanglement in a quantum graph state is
the Clifford merit factor (CMF) [14]. A quantum graph state can be repre-
sented as a graph G, and the CMF of the state can be derived from the
value obtained by evaluating the associated interlace polynomial Q(G)
at x = 4 [15]. The CMF can be obtained with the formula 6
n
2nQ(G,4)−6n .
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Table 5: Range of Q(G,4)2n For Given n and δ
n\δ 1 2 3 4 5
2 3
3 5
4 8–9
5 13–17 12
6 20–33 19 18
7 30–65 29–30
8 47–129 45–48 44–45
9 73–257 69–80 68–69
10 112–513 106–128 104–109
11 172–1025 160–183 157–180 156
12 260–2049 244–362 237–288 238–239 234
Interestingly, Q(G,4)2n also gives the number of induced Eulerian sub-
graphs of a graph on n vertices [6], which is invariant over all members
of an LC orbit. As can be seen in Table 5, the LC orbits with the highest
δ-values also have the lowest values of Q(G, 4). Other evaluations of
the interlace polynomials are also of interest in the context of quantum
graph states, for instance q(G, 1) and Q(G, 2) give the number of flat
spectra with respect to certain sets of transforms of the state [15].
Although no algorithm is known for computing the interlace polyno-
mial of a graph efficiently, it is in general faster to generate interlace
polynomials, by simply using the recursive algorithm given in Defi-
nitions 5 and 6, than it is to generate the entire ELC or LC orbits of
a graph. We have calculated the interlace polynomials Q of graphs
corresponding to the best known self-dual quantum codes, obtained
from http://www.codetables.de/ and from a search we have previ-
ously performed of circulant graph codes [25]. The results, for graphs
of order n up to 25, are given in Table 6. Values printed in bold font
are the best values we have found, and are thus lower bounds on the
minimum possible values of deg(Q) and Q(G, 4) for the given n. The
values of δ are known to be optimal, except for n = 23 and n = 25,
where a graph with δ = 8 could exist, and n = 24, n = 26, and n = 27,
where δ = 9 is possible. In general, the following bounds hold [21].
δ ≤ 2
⌊n
6
⌋
+ 1, (3)
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if the corresponding self-dual quantum code is of Type II, which means
that its graph representation is anti-Eulerian, i.e., a graph where all
vertices have odd degree. Such graphs must have an even number of
vertices, and it is interesting to note that the anti-Eulerian property is
preserved by LC operations.
δ ≤

2
⌊ n
6
⌋
, if n ≡ 0 (mod 6)
2
⌊ n
6
⌋
+ 2, if n ≡ 5 (mod 6)
2
⌊ n
6
⌋
+ 1, otherwise,
(4)
if the corresponding self-dual quantum code is of Type I, i.e., corre-
sponds to a graph where at least one vertex has even degree.
For n = 13 and n = 14 we were able to compute the interlace
polynomial Q of all graphs with optimal δ, since the corresponding
codes have been classified [16, 26]. For other n, codes with the same δ
but with lower deg(Q) or Q(G, 4) may exist. The best self-dual quantum
codes correspond to LC orbits where δ is maximized, and our results
for graphs on up to 12 vertices suggested that these LC orbits also
minimize deg(Q) and Q(G, 4). However, in Table 6 we find several
examples where the graph we have found with lowest deg(Q) does
not have maximum δ. We have not found a single example where the
lowest Q(G, 4) is found in a graph with suboptimal δ, which indicates
that Q(G, 4) may be a better indicator of the distance of a code that
deg(Q), and leads to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 10. Let G be a graph on n vertices, and let δ be the minimum
vertex degree over all graphs in the LC orbit of G. If there exists no other
graph G′ on n vertices such that Q(G′, 4) < Q(G, 4), then there exists no
other graph on n vertices where the minimum vertex degree over all graphs
in the LC orbit is greater than δ.
Note that once we have found a graph G on n vertices with a cer-
tain deg(Q(G)), we can obtain a graph G′ on n − 1 vertices with
deg(Q(G′)) = deg(Q(G)) or deg(Q(G′)) = deg(Q(G)) − 1 by sim-
ply deleting any vertex of G. This process is equivalent to shortening a
quantum code [27], and it is known that if the minimum vertex degree
in the LC orbit of G is δ, then the minimum vertex degree in the LC
orbit of G′ is δ or δ− 1.
A class of self-dual quantum codes known to have high minimum
distance are the quadratic residue codes. The graphs corresponding to
these codes are Paley graphs. To construct a Paley graph on n vertices,
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Table 6: Best Found Values of δ, deg(Q), and Q(G,4)2n From Quantum Codes
n δ deg(Q) Q(G,4)2n
13 4 4 361
13 4 5 360
14 5 4 549
15 5 6 830
15 4 5 845
16 5 5 1264
17 6 6 1872
17 4 5 1890
18 7 6 2808
18 5 5 2835
19 6 6 4296
20 7 6 6444
21 7 9 9672
21 6 6 9756
22 7 6 14 688
23 7 7 22 013
23 6 6 22 235
24 7 6 33 156
25 7 6 49 862
25 7 7 49 812
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where n must be a prime power and n ≡ 1 (mod 4), let the elements of
the finite field GF(n) be the set of vertices, and let two vertices, i and j,
be joined by an edge if and only if their difference is a quadratic residue
in GF(n)\{0}, i.e., there exists an x ∈ GF(n)\{0} such that x2 ≡ i− j.
Paley graphs are known to have low independence numbers, and, since
they correspond to strong quantum codes, the degrees of their interlace
polynomials Q are also low, i.e., the size of the largest independent set
in the LC orbit of a Paley graph is small, compared to other graphs on
the same number of vertices. This suggests that Paley graphs, due to
their high degree of symmetry, have the property that their indepen-
dence numbers remain largely invariant with respect to LC. Another
code construction is the bordered quadratic residue code, equivalent to
extending a Paley graph by adding a vertex and connecting it to all
existing vertices. For example, optimal quantum codes of length 5, 6,
29, and 30 can be constructed using Paley graphs or extended Paley
graphs.
We have previously discovered [8] that many strong self-dual quan-
tum codes can be represented as highly structured nested clique graphs.
Some of these graphs are shown in Fig. 7. For instance, Fig. 7b shows a
graph consisting of three 4-cliques. The remaining edges form a Hamil-
tonian cycle, i.e., a cycle that visits every vertex of the graph exactly once.
Fig. 7c shows five 4-cliques interconnected by one Hamiltonian cycle
and two cycles of length 10. Ignoring edges in the cliques, there are no
cycles of length shorter than 5 in the graph. The graph in Fig. 7a can be
viewed as two interconnected 3-cliques. Note that the graphs in Fig. 7
have values of δ, deg(Q), and Q(G, 4) that match the optimal or best
known values in Tables 4, 5, and 6. Also note that they are all δ-regular,
which means that the number of edges is minimal for the given δ.
It is interesting to observe that the problem of finding good quantum
codes, or highly entangled quantum states, can be reformulated as the
problem of finding LC orbits of graphs with certain properties, and that
these properties are related to the interlace polynomials of the graphs.
Even though certain construction techniques are known, as shown
above, many open problems remain, such as providing general bounds
on δ, deg(Q), and Q(G, 4), and finding new methods for constructing
graphs with optimal or good values for these parameters. It would also
be interesting to study possible connections between the observation
that the best self-dual quantum codes have a minimal number of Eule-
rian subgraphs, and the fact that that many optimal self-dual quantum
codes are of Type II, i.e., correspond to anti-Eulerian graphs. Note that
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(a) n = 6, δ = 3, deg(Q) = 2,
Q(G,4)
2n = 18
(b) n = 12, δ = 5, deg(Q) = 4,
Q(G,4)
2n = 234
(c) n = 20, δ = 7, deg(Q) = 6,
Q(G,4)
2n = 6444
Fig. 7: Examples of Nested Clique Graphs
all the graphs in Fig. 7 are anti-Eulerian. The graphs in Fig. 7 also give
other clues as to the types of graphs that may optimise deg(Q) and
Q(G, 4). If a graph contains a k-clique, performing LC on any vertex in
the clique will produce a graph with an independent set of size at least
k− 1. Thus the interlace polynomial Q of a complete graph will have the
highest possible degree of any connected graph. This explains why our
graphs contain several relatively small cliques. That the graphs contain
a few long cycles reduces the number of cycles in the graph, which
makes sense when we consider that a cycle is an Eulerian subgraph.
It is also possible to say something about which properties should not
be present in a graph with optimal δ, deg(Q), or Q(G, 4). A bipartite
graph on n vertices will have an independence number of at least⌈ n
2
⌉
. Thus the interlace polynomial Q associated with an LC orbit that
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Table 7: Number of LC Orbits Containing Connected Bipartite Graphs by δ and n
δ\n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 1 2 3 7 14 40 106 352 1218 5140
2 1 1 2 4 16 41 215
3 1 2 1 11
All 1 1 2 3 8 15 43 110 370 1260 5366
Table 8: Number of LC Orbits of Connected Circle Graphs by δ and n
δ\n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 1 2 3 9 21 75 277 1346 7712 54 067
2 1 1 2 5 16 55 254 1474
3 1 2 2 12
All 1 1 2 4 10 23 81 293 1403 7968 55 553
Table 9: Number of LC Orbits of Connected Graphs by δ and n
δ\n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 1 2 3 9 22 85 363 2436 26 750 611 036
2 1 1 4 11 69 576 11 200 467 513
3 1 5 8 120 2506 195 455
4 1 63
5 1
All 1 1 2 4 11 26 101 440 3132 40 457 1 274 068
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contains a bipartite graph will have degree at least
⌈ n
2
⌉
. Note that
bipartiteness is preserved by ELC, but not by LC. In Table 7, we give
the number of LC orbits containing connected bipartite graphs on n
vertices with a given value of δ. Compare this to Table 9, which includes
LC orbits of all connected graphs. It also turns out that circle graphs
are bad. This is not surprising, given that the circle graph obstructions
shown in Fig. 4 all have optimal values of δ. The obstruction on 6
vertices also has optimal value of Q(4), and the two other obstructions
have Q(4) only one greater than optimal. In Table 8, we give the number
of LC orbits of connected circle graphs on n vertices with a given value
of δ.
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S E L F - D U A L B E N T F U N C T I O N S
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A bent function is called self-dual if it is equal to its dual,
and anti-self-dual if it is equal to the complement of its dual.
We give a spectral characterization in terms of the Rayleigh
quotient of the Sylvester Hadamard matrix, and derive an
efficient search algorithm from this. Primary and secondary
constructions are given. All self-dual bent Boolean functions
of up to 6 variables and all quadratic such functions of 8
variables are classified, up to a restricted form of linear
equivalence.
1 IN T R O D U C T I O N
Bent functions form a remarkable class of Boolean functions with appli-
cations in many domains, such as difference sets, spreading sequences
for CDMA, error-correcting codes, and cryptology. In symmetric cryp-
tography, these functions can be used as building blocks of stream ci-
phers. They will not, in general, be used directly as combining functions
or as filtering functions, because they are not balanced, but as Dobbertin
showed [1], they can be used as an ingredient to build balanced filtering
functions. While this class of Boolean functions is very small compared
to the class of all Boolean functions, it is still large enough to make
enumeration and classification impossible if the number of variables is
∗Department of Mathematics, University of Paris VIII, 2, rue de la Liberté; 93526 -
Saint-Denis cedex 02, France.
†Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, PB 7803, N-5020 Bergen, Norway.
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at least 10. It is therefore desirable to look for subclasses that are more
amenable to generation, enumeration, and classification.
A subject that has received little attention since Dillon’s seminal
thesis [2] is the subclass of those Boolean functions that are equal to
their dual (or Fourier transform in Dillon’s terminology). We call these
self-dual bent functions. Of related interest are those bent functions whose
dual is the complement of the function. We call these anti-self-dual bent
functions. In this work we characterize the sign functions of these two
classes of functions as the directions where extrema of the Rayleigh
quotient of the Sylvester type Hadamard matrix occur, or, equivalently,
as eigenvectors of that matrix. This spectral characterization allows us
to give a very simple and efficient search algorithm, which makes it
possible to enumerate and classify all self-dual bent function of n ≤ 6
variables and all quadratic such functions of n = 8 variables. The com-
putational saving on the exhaustive search is doubly exponential in n.
We derive primary constructions (Maiorana-McFarland and Dillon’s
partial spreads), secondary constructions (going from bent functions
of n variables to self-dual or anti-self-dual bent functions of n + m
variables), and class symmetries (operations on Boolean functions that
preserve self-duality or anti-self-duality). The self-dual subclass of the
Maiorana-McFarland class of bent functions exhibits interesting connec-
tions with self-dual codes, a fact which was our original motivation at
the start of the study: to connect the duality of codes with the duality
of Boolean functions.
The material is organized as follows. Section 2 collects the notation
and definitions that we need for the rest of the paper. Section 3 contains
the characterization in terms of the Rayleigh quotient and the bounds
on that quantity for an odd number of variables. Section 4 looks into
constructions, first primary, then secondary. Section 5 describes the
search algorithm and establishes the symmetry between self-dual and
anti-self-dual bent functions. Numerical results are given in Section 6.
2 NO T A T I O N A N D DE F I N I T I O N S
A Boolean function f of n variables is a map from GF(2)n to GF(2). Its
sign function is F := (−1) f , and its Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT)
can be defined as
Fˆ(x) := ∑
y∈GF(2)n
(−1) f (y)+x·y. (1)
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When F is viewed as a column vector, the matrix of the WHT is the
Hadamard matrix Hn of Sylvester type, which we define by tensor
products. Let
H :=
(
1 1
1 −1
)
.
Let Hn := H⊗n be the n-fold tensor product of H with itself, and
let Hn := 2− n2 H⊗n be its normalized version. Recall the Hadamard
property,
Hn HTn = 2
n I2n , (2)
where Im is the m×m identity matrix. A Boolean function of n variables
is said to be bent if and only if HnF is the sign function of some other
Boolean function. That function, denoted f˜ , is called the dual of f . The
sign function of f˜ is henceforth denoted F˜. If, furthermore, f = f˜ , then
f is self-dual bent. This means that its sign function is an eigenvector
of Hn attached to the eigenvalue 1. Similarly, if f = f˜ + 1 then f is
anti-self-dual bent. This means that its sign function is an eigenvector of
Hn attached to the eigenvalue −1.
3 CH A R A C T E R I Z A T I O N
We define the Rayleigh quotient S f of a Boolean function f of n variables
by the character sum
S f := ∑
x,y∈GF(2)n
(−1) f (x)+ f (y)+x·y = ∑
x∈GF(2)n
F(x)Fˆ(x). (3)
Theorem 1. Let n denote an even integer and f be a Boolean function of n
variables. The modulus of the character sum S f is at most 2
3n
2 with equality
if and only if f is self-dual bent or anti-self-dual bent.
Proof. The triangle inequality yields∣∣∣∣∣∑x,y(−1) f (x)+ f (y)+x·y
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤∑x
∣∣∣∣∣∑y (−1) f (x)+ f (y)+x·y
∣∣∣∣∣ .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality the latter sum is at most√√√√2n∑
x
(
∑
y
(−1) f (x)+ f (y)+x·y
)2
,
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which, by Parseval’s identity, ∑x Fˆ(x)2 = 22n, equals 2
3n
2 . So, S f ≤ 2 3n2 ,
with equality only if there is equality in these two inequalities. Equality
holds in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality if and only if
∣∣F(x)Fˆ(x)∣∣ =∣∣Fˆ(x)∣∣ is a constant function of x, i.e., if and only if f is bent. Equality in
the triangle inequality then holds if and only if the sign of F(x)Fˆ(x) =
2
n
2 F(x)F˜(x) is a constant function of x, i.e., if and only if f is also
self-dual (+ sign) or anti-self-dual (− sign).
By using the sign function F of f we can write
S f = ∑
x∈GF(2)n
F(x)Fˆ(x) = 〈F, HnF〉 . (4)
The standard properties of the Rayleigh quotient attached to the real
symmetric matrix Hn show that the maximum (resp. minimum) of S f
are obtained for F an eigenvector of Hn attached to a maximum (resp.
minimum) eigenvalue of Hn, which are, by Proposition 2 below, 2
n
2
(resp. −2 n2 ). See for instance [3, p. 198], or any textbook in numerical
analysis, for basic definition and properties of the Rayleigh quotient of
a Hermitian matrix. Alternatively, by using Proposition 2, the orthog-
onal decomposition in eigenspaces of Hn yields F = F+ + F−, with
F± ∈ Ker(Hn ± 2 n2 I2n), and 〈F, F〉 = 〈F+, F+〉 + 〈F−, F−〉. Plugging
this decomposition into S f gives
S f = 2
n
2
〈
F+, F+
〉− 2 n2 〈F−, F−〉 , (5)
and by the triangle inequality, |S f | ≤ 2 3n2 , with equality if and only if
F = F+ or F = F−.
Proposition 2. The Hamming distance between a self-dual bent function f1
and an anti-self-dual bent function f2, both of n variables, is 2n−1.
Proof. Let F1 (resp. F2) denote the sign function of f1 (resp. f2). On the
one hand
〈F1, HnF2〉 = −2 n2 〈F1, F2〉 ,
by anti-self-duality of f2. On the other hand, by self-adjunctness of Hn,
we have
〈F1, HnF2〉 = 〈HnF1, F2〉 ,
which equals 2
n
2 〈F1, F2〉, by self-duality of f1. Since
〈F1, F2〉 = − 〈F1, F2〉 = 0,
the result follows.
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An interesting open problem is to consider the maximum of S f for n
odd, when the eigenvectors of Hn cannot be in {±1}n.
Theorem 3. The maximum Rayleigh quotient of a Boolean function, g, of an
odd number of variables, n, is at least Sg ≥ 2 3n−12 .
Proof. Let F be the sign function of a self-dual bent function of n− 1
variables, so that Hn−1F = 2
n−1
2 F. Define a Boolean function of n
variables by its sign function G = (F, F). Write Hn = H ⊗ Hn−1, to
derive
HnG = (2Hn−1F, 0)T = (2
n+1
2 F, 0)T.
Taking the dot product on the left by G yields
Sg = 2
n+1
2 FTF = 2
n+1
2 2n−1 = 2
3n−1
2 .
4 CO N S T R U C T I O N S
4.1 PR I M A R Y CO N S T R U C T I O N S
4.1 .1 MA I O R A N A -MCFA R L A N D
A general class of bent functions is the Maiorana-McFarland class, i.e.,
functions of the form
x · φ(y) + g(y), (6)
where x and y are variable vectors of dimension n2 , φ ∈ GL( n2 , 2), and g
is an arbitrary Boolean function.
Theorem 4. A Maiorana-McFarland function is self-dual bent (resp. anti-
self-dual bent) if and only if g(y) = b · y + e and φ(y) = L(y) + a, where
L is a linear automorphism satisfying LLT = I n
2
, a = L(b), and a has even
(resp. odd) Hamming weight. In both cases the code with parity check matrix
(I n
2
, L) is self-dual and (a, b) is one of its codewords. Conversely, such a
Boolean function can be attached to the ordered pair (H, c), where H is the
parity check matrix of a self-dual code of length n and c is one of its codewords.
Proof. The dual of a Maiorana-McFarland bent function x · φ(y) + g(y)
is equal to φ−1(x) · y+ g(φ−1(x)) [4]. If the function f is self-dual then g
and φ must be affine, that is, g(y) = b · y+ e and φ(y) = L(y)+ a (where
L is a linear automorphism). It follows that f is self-dual if and only
if, for every x, y ∈ GF(2) n2 , x · (L(y) + a) + b · y + e = y · L−1(x + a) +
L−1(x + a) · b + e, that is, for every x, y ∈ GF(2) n2 , x · L(y) = y · L−1(x),
(i.e., LLT = In), a = L(b) and b has even weight.
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Any self-dual code of length n gives rise to K parity check matrices,
and each such distinct parity check matrix gives rise to 2
n
2−1 self-dual
bent functions and 2
n
2−1 anti-self-dual bent functions. Thus, any self-
dual code of length n gives rise to K2
n
2−1 self-dual bent functions and
the same number of anti-self-dual bent functions, to within variable
relabeling. All such functions are quadratic. It is possible to classify
and/or enumerate this class given a classification and/or enumera-
tion of all self-dual codes, coupled with a method to classify and/or
enumerate all distinct parity check matrices for each code. One way
of performing this last task is to generate all edge local complementation
(ELC) orbits [5], up to isomorphism, for the bipartite graphs associated
with each distinct self-dual code of length n. For each of self-dual and
anti-self-dual, enumeration would then be realized by summing the
orbit sizes and then multiplying the result by 2
n
2−1, and classification
would be realized by listing each member in the union of orbits. Each
member of such a list would then be a RM(2, n) coset leader for a coset
of 2
n
2−1 self-dual and 2 n2−1 anti-self-dual quadratic Boolean functions.
4 .1 .2 D I L L O N ’S PA R T I A L SP R E A D S
Let x, y ∈ GF(2 n2 ). The class denoted PS ap [4] consists of the so-called
Dillon functions of the type
f (x, y) = g
(
x
y
)
, (7)
with the convention that xy = 0 if y = 0, and where g is balanced and
g(0) = 0.
Theorem 5. A Dillon function is self-dual bent if g satisfies g(1) = 0, and,
for all u 6= 0 the relation g(u) = g( 1u ). There are exactly
(
2
n
2 −1−1
2
n
2 −2
)
such
functions.
Proof. The dual of a Dillon function is obtained by exchanging the roles
of x and y [4]. Define g by its values on pairs {u, 1u}, for u different from
zero and one. Counting and balancedness then implies that g(1) = 0
and that the number of such pairs where g takes the value one is(
2
n
2 −1−1
2
n
2 −2
)
. The result follows.
By complementing functions one may go beyond the PS ap class.
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Corollary 6. Let g be a function from GF(2
n
2 ) down to GF(2) that satisfies
g(1) = g(0), and, for all u 6= 0 the relation g(u) = g( 1u ). If g is balanced
with the same convention as above, the function f (x, y) = g( xy ) is self-dual
bent.
4.2 SE C O N D A R Y CO N S T R U C T I O N S
4.2 .1 CL A S S SY M M E T R I E S
In this section we give class symmetries, i.e., operations on Boolean
functions that leave the self-dual bent class invariant as a whole. We
define, following [6], the orthogonal group of index n over GF(2) as
On := {L ∈ GL(n, 2) | LLT = In}. (8)
Observe that L ∈ On if and only if (In, L) is the generator matrix of
a self-dual binary code of length 2n. Thus, for even n, an example is
In + Jn, where Jn is the all-one matrix.
Theorem 7. Let f denote a self-dual bent function of n variables. If L ∈ On
and c ∈ {0, 1} then f (Lx) + c is self-dual bent.
Proof. Set g(x) := f (Lx) + c. The Walsh-Hadamard transform of that
function is
Gˆ(x) = (−1)c Fˆ(L(x)) = (−1) f (Lx)+c = (−1)g(x),
where the first equality holds by a change of variable involving L−1 =
LT, and the next to the last by self-duality of f .
Recall that a function is I-bent [7] if it has flat spectrum with respect
to some unitary transform U obtained by tensoring m matrices I2 and
n−m matrices H1 in any order, for some m ≤ n.
Theorem 8. Let f denote a self-dual bent function of n variables that is also
I-bent. Its I-bent dual is self-dual bent.
Proof. By definition, there is a unitary matrix U and a Boolean function
g such that U(−1) f = (−1)g. The result then follows from the fact that
U commutes with Hn.
Hn(−1)g = HnU(−1) f = UHn(−1) f = U(−1) f ,
where the last equality comes from the self-duality of f .
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4.2 .2 n + m VA R I A B L E S F R O M n VA R I A B L E S A N D m VA R I A B L E S
For this subsection define the duality of a bent function to be 0 if
it is self-dual bent and 1 if it is anti-self-dual bent. If f and g are
Boolean functions of n and m variables, respectively, we define the direct
sum of f and g as the Boolean function of n + m variables given by
f (x) + g(y). The following result is immediate, and its proof is omitted.
However, it shows that self-dual and anti-self-dual bent functions cannot
be considered separately.
Proposition 9. If f and g are bent functions of dualities e and ν their direct
sum is bent of duality e+ ν.
A more general construction involving four functions can be found
in [8]. If f1, f2 and g1, g2 are pairs of Boolean functions of n and m
variables, respectively, define the indirect sum of these four functions by
h(x, y) := f1(x) + g1(y) + ( f1 + f2(x)) (g1 + g2(y)) . (9)
Theorem 10. If f1, f2 (resp. g1, g2) are pairs of bent functions of dualities
both e (resp. both ν), their indirect sum is bent of duality e+ ν. If f1 is bent,
f2 = f⊥1 + e for some e ∈ {0, 1}, g1 is self-dual bent, and g2 is anti-self-dual
bent, then the indirect sum of the four functions is self-dual bent of duality e.
Proof. The proof of the first assertion comes from the fact that the
indirect sum is bent if all four functions are bent, and in this case the
dual function is obtained as the indirect sum of the duals of the four
functions [8]. Writing fi = fi + e, and gi = gi + ν for i = 1, 2, the result
follows. The proof of the second assertion is similar and is omitted.
As an example of the construction, take g1(y1, y2) = y1y2, which is
self-dual bent, and g2(y1, y2) = y1y2 + y1 + y2, which is anti-self-dual
bent. Let f be a bent function of n variables and let F (resp. F˜) be its sign
function (resp. the sign function of its dual). The vector (F, F˜, F˜,−F)
is the sign function of a self-dual bent function of n + 2 variables. The
vector (F,−F˜,−F˜,−F) is the sign function of an anti-self-dual bent
function of n + 2 variables. The observant reader will notice that the
sign pattern of the above construction is the same as that of self-dual
bent and anti-self-dual bent functions of 2 variables. This leads us to
conjecture the existence of 20 different constructions of self-dual bent
functions of n + 4 variables from bent functions of n variables.
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5 SE A R C H AL G O R I T H M
Theorem 11. Let n ≥ 2 be an even integer and Z be arbitrary in {±1}n−1.
Define Y := Z + 2Hn−1
2
n
2
Z. If Y is in {±1}n−1, then the vector (Y, Z) is the
sign function of a self-dual bent function of n variables.
We prepare for the proof by a linear algebra lemma.
Lemma 12. The spectrum of Hn consists of the two eigenvalues ±1 with the
same multiplicity 2n−1. A basis of the eigenspace attached to 1 is formed by the
rows of the matrix (Hn−1 + 2
n
2 I2n−1 , Hn−1). An orthogonal decomposition of
R2
n
in eigenspaces of Hn is
R2
n
= Ker(Hn + 2
n
2 I2n)⊕Ker(Hn − 2 n2 I2n).
Proof. (of Lemma 12) The minimal polynomial of Hn is X2 − 1, by sym-
metry of Hn and the Hadamard property of Hn. Hence the spectrum.
The multiplicity follows by Tr(Hn) = 0. The matrix Hn + In is a projec-
tor on the eigenspace attached to the eigenvalue 1. The said basis is, up
to scale, the first 2n−1 columns of that matrix. The last assertion follows
by standard properties of symmetric real matrices.
Proof. (of Theorem 11) By Lemma 12, we need to solve for X with
rational coordinates the system
(Hn−1 + 2
n
2 I2n−1)X = 2
n
2 Y
Hn−1X = 2
n
2 Z
or, equivalently
Z + X = Y
Hn−1X = 2
n
2 Z
The result follows by H2n−1 = 2
n−1 In−1.
As an example, we treat the case n = 2. We get Y = (2z1 + z2, z1)T.
The condition y1 = ±1 forces z1 = −z2. We have two self-dual bent
functions with sign functions (z1, z1, z1,−z1)T, where z1 = ±1. We give
an algorithm to generate all self-dual bent functions of degree at most k.
The algorithm SDB(n,k) is defined as follows.
1. Generate all Z in RM(k, n− 1).
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2. Compute all Y as Y := Z + 2Hn−1
2
n
2
Z.
3. If Y ∈ {±1}n−1 output (Y, Z), else go to the next Z.
It should be noted that compared to brute force exhaustive search,
the computational saving is of order 2R, with
R = 2n −
k
∑
j=0
(
n− 1
j
)
= 2n−1 +
n−k−1
∑
j=0
(
n− 1
j
)
(10)
The next result shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
self-dual and anti-self-dual bent functions.
Theorem 13. Let n ≥ 2 be an even integer and Z be arbitrary in {±1}n−1.
Define Y := Z + 2Hn−1
2
n
2
Z. If Y is in {±1}n−1, then the vector (Z,−Y) is the
sign function of an anti-self-dual bent function of n variables.
Proof. Observe the identity(
I2n−1 +
2Hn−1
2
n
2
)(
I2n−1 −
2Hn−1
2
n
2
)
= −I2n−1 .
From this we see that
Z = Y′ − 2Hn−1
2
n
2
Y′,
where Y′ = −Y. By the analogue of Theorem 1 for anti-self-dual bent
functions, the result follows.
From this result follows a generation algorithm for anti-self-dual bent
functions of degree at most k. We define the algorithm ASDB(n,k) as
follows.
1. Generate all Z in RM(k, n− 1).
2. Compute all Y as Y := Z− 2Hn−1
2
n
2
Z.
3. If Y ∈ {±1}n−1, output (Y, Z), else go to the next Z.
Finally, we point out a connection with plateaued functions [9]. Recall
that a Boolean function f of n variables is plateaued of order r if the
entries of Hn(−1) f have magnitude either zero or 2n− r2 .
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Theorem 14. Let n ≥ 2 be an even integer and Z be arbitrary in {±1}n−1.
Define Y := Z + 2Hn−1
2
n
2
Z. If Y is in {±1}n−1, then both Y and Z are sign
functions of plateaued Boolean functions of order n− 2 of n− 1 variables.
Proof. Observe that the entries of Y− Z take values in the set {0,±2},
and therefore the entries of Z are in the set {0,±2 n2 }. Similarly, by
the proof of the preceding theorem, Z := −Y + 2Hn−1
2
n
2
Y. By the same
argument as previously, the entries of Y are in the set {0,±2 n2 }.
6 CL A S S I F I C A T I O N
We consider the self-dual bent functions f and g to be equivalent when
g(x) = f (Ax + b) + b · x + c, where A ∈ On, i.e., AAT = I, b ∈ Zn2 ,
wt(b) even, and c ∈ Z2. There is only one self-dual bent function of two
variables, up to complementation, (1, 1, 1,−1) or x1x2, and only one
anti-self-dual bent function, (1,−1,−1,−1) or x1x2 + x1 + x2. By using
the algorithm SDB(n,k) for n ≤ 6 and k ≤ n2 , we have classified all self-
dual bent functions of up to 6 variables. Table 1 gives a representative
from each equivalence class and the number of functions in each class.
(An expression like 12 + 34 denotes x1x2 + x3x4.) We have similarly
classified all quadratic self-dual bent functions of 8 variables, which are
listed in Table 2.
7 CO N C L U S I O N S
In this work we have explored the class of self-dual bent functions and
characterized it by the Rayleigh quotient of the Hadamard matrix of
Sylvester type. It would be interesting to obtain lower bounds on the
Rayleigh quotient of Boolean functions of an odd number of variables.
We have determined all self-dual bent functions of at most 6 variables
and all quadratic self-dual bent functions of 8 variables. In general,
characterizing the class of quadratic self-dual bent functions is a difficult
problem. The open question is to determine whether there is more than
the Maiorana-McFarland type of subsection 4.1. We have also given
some symmetries that preserve the self-dual class in subsection 4.2. It
would be interesting to know whether there are no more symmetries.
More connections with the theory of self-dual binary codes, for instance
weight enumerators, is a goal worth pursuing.
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Table 1: Self-Dual Bent Functions of 4 and 6 Variables
Representative from equivalence class Size
12 1
Total number of functions of 2 variables 1
12 + 34 12
12 + 13 + 14 + 23 + 24 + 34 + 1 8
Total number of functions of 4 variables 20
12 + 34 + 56 480
12 + 34 + 35 + 36 + 45 + 46 + 56 + 3 240
12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 23 + 24 + 25 + 26 + 34 + 35 + 36 +
45 + 46 + 56 + 1 + 2
32
134 + 234 + 156 + 256 + 12 + 35 + 46 + 56 11 520
126 + 136 + 125 + 135 + 246 + 346 + 245 + 345 + 12 + 15 +
26 + 34 + 36 + 45 + 56
5760
126 + 136 + 145 + 135 + 246 + 236 + 245 + 345 + 12 + 15 +
25 + 34 + 36 + 46 + 56
23 040
456 + 356 + 145 + 246 + 135 + 236 + 124 + 123 + 15 + 26 +
34 + 35 + 36 + 45 + 46 + 3
1440
123 + 124 + 134 + 126 + 125 + 136 + 135 + 234 + 236 + 235 +
146 + 145 + 156 + 246 + 245 + 346 + 345 + 256 + 356 + 456 +
14 + 25 + 36 + 45 + 46 + 56 + 1 + 2 + 3
384
Total number of functions of 6 variables 42 896
Table 2: Quadratic Self-Dual Bent Functions of 8 Variables
Representative from equivalence class Size
12 + 34 + 56 + 78 30 720
12 + 34 + 56 + 57 + 58 + 67 + 68 + 78 + 5 15 360
13 + 14 + 15 + 26 + 27 + 28 + 34 + 35 + 45 + 67 + 68 + 78 +
1 + 2
2048
Number of quadratic functions of 8 variables 48 128
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